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Summary in English 

Amyloids display a highly ordered fibrillar structure. Many of these assemblies appear 

associated with human disease. However, the controllable, stable, tunable, and robust 

nature of amyloid fibrils can be exploited to build up remarkable nanomaterials with a 

wide range of applications.  

Functional prions constitute a particular class of amyloids. These transmissible proteins 

exhibit a modular architecture, with a disordered prion domain responsible for the 

assembly and one or more globular domains that account for the activity. Importantly, 

the original globular protein can be replaced with any protein of interest, without 

compromising the fibrillation potential. These genetic fusions form fibrils in which the 

globular domain remains folded, rendering functional nanostructures. However, in 

many cases, steric hindrance restricts the activity of these fibrils. This limitation can be 

solved by dissecting prion domains into shorter sequences that keep their self-

assembling properties while allowing better access to the protein in the fibrillar state.  

In this PhD thesis, we exploited the “soft amyloid core (SAC)” of the Sup35p yeast 

prion as a modular self-assembling unit, which recapitulates the aggregation propensity 

of the complete prion domain. We fused the SAC to different globular proteins of 

interest differing in conformation and sizes, building up a general and straightforward 

genetic approach to generate nanofibrils endowed with desired functionalities. 

Computational modeling allowed us to gain insights into the relationship between the 

size of the globular domains and the length of the linker that connects them to the SAC, 

providing the basis for the design of nanomaterials with different mesoscopic properties, 

either nanofibrils or nanoparticles. On this basis, we designed and produced, for the 

first time, highly active, non-toxic, spherical amyloid nanoparticles of defined size and 

engineered bifunctional nanostructures with application in targeted drug delivery. The 

lessons learned in these exercises resulted in the construction of a bispecific antibody-

like nanofibril, showing potential in immunotherapy. In summary, the prion-like 

functional nanomaterials described here take profit of the genetic fusion approach to 

render a novel set of structures with application in biomedicine and biotechnology. 



 

 

Resum en català 

Els amiloides presenten una estructura fibril·lar molt ordenada. Molts d’aquests 

conjunts de proteïnes apareixen associats a malalties humanes. No obstant això, es pot 

aprofitar la naturalesa controlable, estable, ajustable i robusta de les fibres amiloides 

per crear nanomaterials amb una àmplia gamma d'aplicacions. 

Els prions funcionals constitueixen una classe particular d'amiloides. Aquestes 

proteïnes transmissibles presenten una arquitectura modular, amb un domini prió 

desordenat responsable del assemblatge i d’un o més dominis globulars que 

proporcionen l’activitat. És important destacar que la proteïna globular original es pot 

substituir per qualsevol proteïna d'interès, sense comprometre el potencial de 

fibril·lació. Aquestes fusions genètiques formen fibres en les quals el domini global 

roman plegat, formant nanoestructures funcionals. Tot i això, en molts casos, els 

impediments estèrics poden restringir l’activitat d’aquestes fibres. Aquesta limitació es 

pot solucionar disseccionant els dominis priònics en seqüències més curtes que 

mantenen les seves propietats d’auto-assemblatge alhora que permeten un millor accés 

a la proteïna en estat fibril·lar. 

En aquesta tesi doctoral, vam aprofitar el "soft amyloid core” (SAC) del prió de 

llevat Sup35p com una unitat de muntatge modular, que recapitula la propensió a 

l'agregació del domini priònic complet. Vam fusionar el SAC amb diferents proteïnes 

globulars d'interès que difereixen en la conformació i la mida, creant un mètode genètic 

general i senzill per generar nanofibres dotades de les funcionalitats desitjades. El 

modelatge computacional ens va permetre conèixer la relació entre la mida dels dominis 

globulars i la longitud del enllaç que els connecta al SAC, proporcionant les bases per 

al disseny de nanomaterials amb diferents propietats mesoscòpiques, ja siguin 

nanofibres o nanopartícules. Sobre aquesta base, hem dissenyat i produït, per primera 

vegada, nanopartícules amiloides esfèriques altament actives, no tòxiques, de mida 

definida, i s’han produït nanoestructures bifuncionals amb aplicació en el 

subministrament específic de fàrmacs. Les lliçons apreses en aquests exercicis van 



 

 

donar lloc a la construcció d’una nanofibrilla similar a un anticòs biespecífic amb 

potencial per la immunoteràpia. 

En resum, els nanomaterials funcionals de tipus priònic descrits aquí aprofiten 

l’enfocament de la fusió genètica per crear un nou conjunt d’estructures amb 

aplicacions en biomedicina i biotecnologia. 
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Introduction 

1 Proteins 

Proteins are biomacromolecules, consisting of one or more polypeptide chains in which 

20 types of amino acids are covalently joined together by amide or peptide bonds.1 They 

are the executors of a wide range of physiological functions within organisms, 

functioning in catalysis, DNA replication, cell signaling, cytoskeleton organization, 

immunity, or cargos transportation.2 The three-dimensional structure and function of 

proteins are fundamentally determined by their primary sequences of amino acids 

(Figure 1A). Polypeptides form local folded structures thanks to interactions of the 

atoms in their backbones. The most common types of secondary structures are the α-

helix and the β-pleated-sheet (Figure 1B). Both structures are held by hydrogen bonds, 

which form between amino and carbonyl groups of amino acids in sequential or spatial 

vicinity. The accommodation of these secondary structure elements in the space renders 

the tertiary structure of a protein, that is generally maintained by non-covalent 

interactions between amino acids side chains, like hydrogen bonds, ionic bridges, 

hydrophobic contacts, or van der Waals interactions (Figure 1C). Most proteins consist 

of a single polypeptide; however, some proteins are made up of multiple polypeptide 

chains, also known as subunits, and form complex quaternary structures bound by non-

covalent interactions (Figure 1D). The subunits can be identical or different.3 The 

quaternary structure facilitated the apparition of allosteric regulation, a fascinating way 

to control protein activity. 
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Figure 1. Structure of proteins. (A) The primary structure corresponds to the sequences of amino 

acids forming the polypeptides chains, (B) polypeptides fold into defined secondary structures: α-

helix (left) and β-sheet (right), (C) the secondary structure further folds into the three-dimensional 

structure: tertiary structure, (D) quaternary structure occurs as a result of the interaction between 

two or more tertiary subunits. Adapted with permission.3 

2 Protein folding 

In the 1950s, it was first proposed by Francis Crick4,5 that the “central dogma of 

molecular biology”, also stated as “DNA makes RNA and RNA makes protein”, 

explains the flow of genetic information in organisms. Specifically, the genetic 

information encoded within DNA goes into RNA with transcription. The biosynthesis 

of protein polypeptides occurs in the ribosome, where amino acids are connected in an 

order specified by mRNA, using tRNAs to carry amino acids and read the information 

of mRNA following the rules determined by “genetic code”.6,7,8 Finally, the polypeptide 

folds into the intended functional structure, spontaneously or under the assistance of 

molecular chaperones. Alternatively, unfolded or misfolded proteins might establish 
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non-native interactions and aggregate either inside or outside the cell, a phenomenon 

involved in a wide range of conformational diseases, including Alzheimer’s, 

Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s diseases or Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), among 

others.9 The process of protein folding is still one of the less characterized aspects of 

the “central dogma of molecular biology” and deciphering how the information 

encoded in a string of amino acids renders a defined structure10 following precise steps 

in the folding pathway11 is still the subject of intense research. 

2.1. Thermodynamic and kinetics of protein folding 

In the past 50 years, many investigations have addressed how the folding process 

specifies the exact position that each atom occupies in the functional form of a protein, 

mostly through in vitro experiments and computational simulations. However, many 

questions remain still open. 

In 1931, the theory of protein denaturation was first put forward by Hsien Wu,12,13 

which stated that protein denaturation is an unfolding process, instead of resulting from 

hydrolysis of the peptide bond14 or dehydration of the protein.15 He proposed that the 

compact and crystalline structure of natural proteins is formed by regular repeated 

patterns of folded chains stabilized by a large number of secondary valence linkages, 

which are easily destroyed by physical and chemical forces such as heating, high 

pressure, acids and alkalis, polar reagents and salts. In this regard, denaturation was 

seen as the process of disassociation of these labile connections. Then the regular 

arrangement in the rigid structure of the protein molecule converted into an irregular 

and diffuse configuration with a flexible and open-chain, in which the polar surface was 

altered, and the non-polar interior was exposed. Furthermore, it was proposed that the 

denaturation process might be reversible, referred to as the possibility of a denatured 

polypeptide chain to revert to the native state, a phenomenon first observed for 

myoglobin.16 Later on, the reversible denaturation of serum albumin and other proteins 

was also confirmed, since the native and renatured state of these proteins shared similar 

physical properties, including their solubility, crystallization, and spectroscopic 
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features.17,18 This posed denaturation as a thermodynamically-determined reversible 

process. Consequently, the refolding process of protein was considered spontaneous 

and directed by the composition and order of amino acid sequences, which account for 

establishing specific bonds in the space. In the 1970s, the groundbreaking ribonuclease 

experiment carried out by Anfinsen provided the definitive evidence on the nature of 

the determinants that control the folding of polypeptide chains into the three-

dimensional structure and how this relationship emerges from the action of natural 

selection.19,20,21 Full denaturation of ribonuclease in the presence of urea and a reductant, 

led to the breaking up of non-covalent secondary contacts, but also four covalent 

pairings of disulfide bonds, which resulted in the conversion of the stable native 

structure into a disordered open chain, with the consequent loss of catalytic activity. 

The denatured polypeptide chains spontaneously refolded into the native and 

catalytically active conformation after the sequential removal of urea and the reducing 

agent. Remarkably, the stochastic possibility of forming the four native disulfide bonds 

was only one of 105 possible pairings, which argued that cooperative effectors should 

assist the formation of the native structure, something that was confirmed after 

obtaining fully active proteins from chemically synthesized insulin22,23 and 

ribonuclease.24 Thus it appeared that a network of weak intermolecular secondary 

interactions was sufficient to collapse the polypeptide chain in a stable form that allows 

the formation of the native disulfide bonds. Based on the ribonuclease experiments, 

together with other supporting studies, Anfinsen proposed the “thermodynamic 

hypothesis” of protein folding and described it in his 1972 Nobel lecture as follows:25  

This hypothesis states that the three-dimensional structure of a native protein in its 

normal physiological milieu (solvent, pH, ionic strength, presence of other components 

such as metal ions or prosthetic groups, temperature, and other) is the one in which the 

Gibbs free energy of the whole system is lowest; that is, that “the native conformation 

is determined by the totality of interatomic interactions and hence by the amino acid 

sequence, in a given environment”. In summary, the primary amino acid sequences 

determine the native protein conformations. Since then, many physicochemical 
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methods were developed to study the role of thermodynamic parameters (enthalpy and 

entropy) and other factors like solvation and hydrophobicity exposure in the 

denaturation and refolding reactions of proteins displaying different three-dimensional 

structures, allowing to demonstrate the generality of the so-called “Anfinsen’s 

principle”. 

In the 1980s, the site-directed mutagenesis technique was implemented as a critical 

strategy to test individual residues’ roles in the folding process.26 Although many 

experimental pieces of evidence confirmed the reversible folding reaction of many 

small proteins according to the “thermodynamic hypothesis”, the irreversibility of the 

folding of many large protein molecules was still challenging the concept of 

thermodynamic stability. At the same time, it was known that many catalytically active 

proteases were cleaved out of a larger polypeptide precursor. The two most extensively 

studied cases are subtilisin27 and α-lytic protease.28 Both of them contain an N-terminal 

pro region, which is necessary for folding and directly related to the rate of on-pathway 

folding reactions, but not to stabilize the folded form of enzymes.29 In fact, the unfolded 

α-lytic protease in the absence of pro region refolded into an intermediate state with a 

partially organized tertiary structure when the denaturant was removed. On the contrary, 

the addition of the pro region could prompt the rapid conversion of the intermediate 

state to the native state. These findings were also reported for subtilisin.30 This evidence 

suggests that there might exist competing pathways leading to kinetically accessible 

intermediate states with multiple energy minima, from which the native state is the 

lowest energy conformation. Therefore, if the energy barriers between the intermediate 

and native states are high enough, the folding will strongly depend on the starting point 

of the reaction. Accordingly, in the proteases mentioned above, the pro region played a 

crucial role in reducing the free energy barrier between the intermediate and native 

states, via intermolecular interaction. Another example of the existence of multiple 

energy minima during folding is the serpin family of protease inhibitors. The denatured 

plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 (PAI-1) initially folded into an active state, but then 

slowly converted to an inactive form over several hours during the refolding reaction.31 
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It was clear that the inhibitory form of PAI-1 was stable but not the lowest energy state, 

with low energy barriers of conversion between active and inactive states. Similar 

behavior was also found for the influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA), which initially 

folded into a metastable native conformation (HA-N) at neutral pH, but further 

converted to a shifted conformation with lower free energy at lower pH (HA-L), 

triggering the fusion of the virus and the membrane during endocytosis and promoting 

the entry of the virus into cells.32 All these results appeared to indicate that the folding 

of proteins might involve multiple pathways with different accessible intermediate 

states and several downhills routes towards the native state, depending on the starting 

conditions. The native state might not be the global energy minima, and only a tiny 

fraction of the vast conformational space is accessible for a given polypeptide chain 

during folding. Therefore, the folding reactions of many proteins appear to be 

controlled kinetically rather than thermodynamically, as proposed by David Baker and 

David A. Agard in 1990s.33 

2.2. The “new view” of protein folding 

New biophysical techniques, including circular dichroism and NMR spectroscopy 

combined with stopped or quenched flow methodologies, were incorporated in the 

analysis of the complex process of protein folding over time, capturing real-time 

information of metastable intermediate states.34 Simultaneously, the application of 

computational simulation, as a theoretical approach, played an essential role in 

understanding the pathways and fundamental mechanisms of protein folding.35 

Additionally, the concept of free energy surfaces or landscapes allows the visualization 

and description of the process of protein folding rationally. Martin Karplus and co-

workers exploited this knowledge to propose a lattice model to depict both simple and 

complex folding reactions by using the Monte Carlo method, linking for the first time 

theory and experimentation (Figure 2).36 The resulting models, were consistent with 

the simplified one-dimensional free energy surface introduced by David Baker in 1994 

to describe the behavior of protein folding under thermodynamic or kinetic control.33 
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In particular, a string of beads arranged on a lattice represented a polypeptide chain, in 

which one bead at one position interacted with each other by pairwise contact energies 

as effective energies representing residue-residue interactions. The effective energies 

guide the beads attracting each other to a final lowest energy conformation similar to 

the highly organized structure of a native protein. As shown in Figure 2A, the free-

energy surface for the folding of a 27-mer with a 3×3×3 cubic lattice, representing a 

small protein, was calculated as a function of two reaction progress variables: total 

number of non-covalent contacts between residues (C) and the number of native 

contacts (Q0). Firstly, the unfolded chains rapidly folded into a broad minimum on the 

free energy surface, where the species had ~60% of the total number of contacts, of 

which only ~25% were native-like. So, the possibly accessible conformations were 

reduced from ~1016 to ~1010. Then the partially folded conformations further arrived at 

a rate-limiting stage, which involved a random search of ~103 possible conformations 

with 80%~90% of native contacts that leads rapidly to the native state. Therefore, the 

lattice model demonstrated that, effectively, only a small fraction of the total possible 

conformations were accessible to polypeptide chain during folding, which indeed 

appeared to be the solution to “Levinthal Paradox”.37 For many small protein molecules, 

the free energy surface of folding could be described as a sharp “funnel-like” space, 

which appeared to be a fast and effectively two-state reaction. Instead of a series of 

mandatory steps, the folding of a polypeptide chain involves a stochastic search among 

many accessible conformations. In such a stochastic search, the more stable native-like 

contacts from different regions within the partially folded state force the folding 

undergoing to the lowest energy structure, in contrast to the less stable non-native 

interactions. 
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Figure 2. Schematic energy landscape of protein folding. (A) Free-energy (F) surface of a 27-mer 

as a function of the number of native contacts (Q0) and the total number of (native and non-native) 

contacts (C) obtained by sampling the accessible configuration space with Monte Carlo simulation. 

The calculated free energy surface served as a “funnel” for a stochastic search of the most stable 

conformation from many accessible conformations to a final unique structure with different tracks. 

(B) Calculated free-energy surface for the folding of a 125-mer lattice model, plotted as a function 

of the number of 'core' contacts (denoted Qc; residues are shown in red), the number of 'surface' 

contacts (denoted Qs; residues are shown in yellow), and the residues not involved in these variables 

are blue. The yellow trajectory represents an observed ‘fast track’ in which partial formation of the 

core leads directly to the native state, and the red trajectory represents a ‘slow track’ in which non-

core contacts are formed before the core is complete leading to the chain to a misfolded intermediate 

that corresponds to a local free-energy minimum. Adapted with permission.36 

In contrast to small proteins, large proteins would give rise to higher barriers to 

reorganizing partially folded conformations and introducing more complexities in the 

folding landscape. In a lattice polymer, a 125-mer with a 5×5×5 cubic structure was 

used to simulate the folding behavior of a large protein (Figure 2B). The free-energy 

surface was plotted as a function of two progress variables, corresponding to the 

number of “core” contacts involved in fast folding (Qc, residues shown in red) and the 
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number of other native contacts (Qs, shown in yellow), respectively. As the 27-mer, the 

125-mers rapidly started folding into a semi-compact transition state with ~60% of the 

core contacts, which present a shallow entropic barrier. Then several pathways 

concurred to pass through this state. Typically, approximately 15% of molecules found 

additional core contacts and directly folded into the native state with a "fast track" 

(yellow path). Meanwhile, another ~40% of molecules were trapped into stable 

intermediates with two independent domains, resulting from a large number of non-

native contacts out of the core (red path). It was required to overcome an energetic 

barrier to escape from this state and fold into a native state. The remaining 45% of 

molecules also folded into a partially misfolded state but escaped from the traps more 

rapidly. The simulation results were in agreement with the experimental observations 

of the folding process of hen lysozyme, which had multiple kinetic pathways involving 

the formation of different intermediates with different folding rates. The diversity of 

folding pathways primarily depends on the particular sequences involved in the 

secondary-structure formation and the spatial distribution of low-energy contacts in the 

native state. 

Therefore, the folding process can be recapitulated as two stages: in the early stage, 

the preference for secondary structure, together with the free-energy preference for 

burying hydrophobic residues and exposing the hydrophilic residues force the 

polypeptides chain to fold into a native-like semi-compact structure but lacks unique 

tertiary interactions; then the highly cooperative interactions between side chains of all 

residues prompts the conversion of the intermediate into the native state. The energy 

differences between the native state and intermediates ensure that, under a defined 

condition, only in one pathway, the energy barriers are low enough to be productive for 

a given sequence. The folding rate depends on internal native contacts and, thus, on the 

stability or free energy. The "new view" of protein folding proposed by Karplus and co-

workers38 led to a unified mechanism of folding and the determinants of folding rates, 

which could describe the generic folding behavior of polypeptide molecules. 

Overall, the folded native protein is in an equilibrium between attractive forces, 
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including electrostatics, hydrogen-bonding, van der Waals interactions, intrinsic 

propensities, and hydrophobic interactions, and opposing forces such as conformational 

entropy and electrostatic repulsion.39 These first approximations to the folding code 

allowed to understand the role of natural selection and the impact of mutations in 

protein folding. The research on folding mechanisms also pushed the development of 

predictive algorithms, for the resolution of the three-dimensional structure of specific 

proteins, and even for the design of novel proteins with versatile functionalities based 

on genome sequencing.36 Different computational algorithms exploit the quantitative 

theory of minimal frustration to predict the structure of proteins, with good overlap with 

the native structures determined empirically, and to design sequences that can 

efficiently fold to a unique structure.40 Several pathologies, including Alzheimer's and 

Parkinson's diseases, are related to a failure of folding and the aggregation of partially 

folded intermediates.41 The fundamental study of the folding process at a molecular 

level might provide new ways to treat these diseases (i.e., blocking the misfolding 

pathways). 

3 Protein misfolding and aggregation 

3.1. Protein folding and misfolding in cells 

As Levinthal proposed,37 the mechanism of protein folding can be described as a 

cumulative search for conformations close to the native state as the number of native-

like interactions increases. Those regions with native-like interactions are retained in 

each search and consequently restrict the conformational space, resulting in the 

existence of a series of sequential partially folded intermediates in different pathways, 

that rapidly reach the overall three-dimensional native structure within microseconds.42 

However, despite its paramount relevance, our fundamental knowledge of protein 

folding mechanisms was only based on in vitro studies. It is clear that the folding of a 

nascent polypeptide released from the ribosome is much more sophisticated, especially 

when considering the complexity of intracellular circumstances, with a high local and 
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total concentration of macromolecules.43 Many proteins in the cytoplasm begin to fold 

as a nascent chain and experiment a significant part of their folding events after release 

from the ribosome, while the secreted proteins fold in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

followed by translocation to the membrane.44 Therefore, the folding behavior of a 

nascent polypeptide chain in vivo depends on the environment in which the reaction 

takes place, but comply with the fundamental mechanisms of folding discussed above.45 

The free-energy surface of folding accessible to a given polypeptide chain is often 

rugged with kinetic energy barriers that must be surpassed (Figure 3).46 In vivo, 

partially folded states are often kinetically trapped and accumulated as intermediate 

states. There exist two predominant intermediates during folding (Figure 3): a “molten 

globule” state, initially lacking native contacts but that rapidly collapsing into a native-

like globular structure once they cooperatively accumulate; and a transient intermediate 

state stabilized and trapped by non-native interactions in a stable non-native topological 

structure, which is clearly distinct from the native state.47 The latter species are usually 

considered as misfolding states. The initiation of misfolding reaction is a stochastic 

event, but its frequency seems to be connected with the aging of individuals.48 In the 

misfolded state, hydrophobic residues and unstructured polypeptide regions, which are 

initially buried in the native state, are exposed and prone to non-specific contacts with 

other molecules in the cell. Consequently, aggregation might occur, driven by exposed 

hydrophobic regions in a concentration-dependent manner, leading to the formation of 

amorphous aggregates or amyloid fibrillar structures (Figure 3), which, in turn, are 

related to many neurodegenerative diseases.49 In this scenario, a series of protection 

strategies to prevent misfolding have been evolved in living systems, such as molecular 

chaperones, folding catalysts, and a stringent protein “quality control” mechanism.50 

Besides, the escaped unfolded and misfolded proteins can be recognized and degraded 

by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway.51 
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Figure 3. Competing reactions of protein folding and aggregation. Scheme of the funnel-shaped 

free-energy surface explored by proteins as they move towards the native state (green) by forming 

intramolecular contacts. Chaperones reduce the accumulation of kinetically trapped misfolded 

conformations that need to traverse free-energy barriers to reach a favorable downhill path. When 

several molecules fold simultaneously in the same compartment, the free-energy surface of folding 

may overlap with that of intermolecular contacts, resulting in the formation of amorphous 

aggregates, toxic oligomers, or ordered amyloid fibrils (red), which can be prevented by chaperones. 

Adapted with permission.46 

Molecular chaperones are defined as a series of proteins that exist in all living 

systems, from bacteria to humans, which non-covalently bind nascent polypeptide 

chains or misfolded proteins to prevent their misfolding in different ways.44 They are 

also known as stress proteins or heat shock proteins (HSPs) since they are significantly 

increased in cells under stress conditions. Molecular chaperones are classified 

according to their molecular weight, such as HSP40, HSP60, HSP70, and so on, which 

combine into cooperative pathways and integrated networks for proteostasis. Some 
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molecular chaperones non-specifically interact with exposed hydrophobic residues of 

nascent chains released from the ribosome, avoiding the intermolecular aggregation 

driven by those aggregation-prone regions. Others are involved in guiding the later 

stage of folding of misfolded or partially folded polypeptide chains and assist them in 

crossing over energy barriers towards the native state (Figure 3). It also has been 

demonstrated that some molecular chaperones rescue misfolded protein from 

aggregates and enable them to refold correctly.52 The remainder of molecular 

chaperones are involved in protein trafficking and assist proteolytic degradation. 

Furthermore, there are several classes of folding catalysts that significantly accelerate 

the folding step, contributing to reduce the possibility of misfolding. The most well-

known examples are peptidyl-prolyl isomerases and disulfide isomerases, 

corresponding to the cis/trans isomerization of proline, and the formation of disulfide 

bonds, two reactions that sharply limit the rate of folding.53 Moreover, a complex series 

of glycosylation and deglycosylation processes prevent misfolded proteins from being 

secreted from the cell, constituting the quality control mechanism in the endoplasmic 

reticulum.52 

3.2. Protein aggregation and amyloid formation 

The presence of molecular chaperones is of paramount importance in preventing protein 

misfolding, as the natural functionality of a protein strongly relies on its native three-

dimensional structure. For this reason, unsurprisingly, the failure of a protein to fold, or 

misfolding, might lead to a deficiency of the protein function and, consequently, might 

induce disorders. For instance, many neurodegenerative diseases, including 

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases and the spongiform encephalopathies, are 

directly associated with the presence of protein aggregates in brain tissues. The 

initiation of aggregation is driven by solvent-exposed hydrophobic regions within a 

misfolded protein and is strongly dependent on the protein concentration, which can be 

altered by genetic dosage,54 and polymorphisms in promotor sites of the involved 

genes.55 In other cases, mutations and covalent modifications such as oxidative 
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modifications,56 phosphorylation,57 and SUMOylation58 might significantly change the 

aggregation propensity of proteins related to diseases.59 

Protein aggregation is a complex process, involving a series of intermediate species that 

lead to amorphous aggregates or fibrillar structures called amyloids. The formation of 

such aggregates is dependent on the presence of partially folded globular conformations 

and the exposure of hydrophobic regions or results from the fragmentation of proteins 

into unstructured segments through proteolysis.60 Typically, the process of amyloid 

formation has been described as a nucleation-dependent polymerization reaction, 

generally undergoing a lag phase followed by a rapid growth, and a final equilibrium 

stage.61 Particularly, in the first phase of the aggregation, a soluble oligomeric state is 

formed, which is thought to be toxic and responsible for many misfolding diseases. The 

specific toxicity mechanism of these poorly ordered oligomers is still unknown, but it 

has been suggested to display a strong correlation with their exposed hydrophobic 

regions.62 During this phase, the partially folded proteins may undergo a rapid assembly 

into bead-like structures, as imaged by electron microscopy. The specific structural 

features of these intermediate species were first revealed by the evidence that 

monoclonal antibodies generated to interact with oligomeric species did not bind 

monomeric or fibrillar forms of polyglutamine, Aβ, α-synuclein and prion protein.63 

These soluble oligomers may further assemble into short, and thin fibrillar species, 

known as “protofibrils”. Finally, these prefibrillar species undergo a rearrangement to 

form the mature fibrils.45  

Recently, cellular and structural biology studies have advanced our understanding on 

the physiological processes that experiment a nascent polypeptide chain, from its 

synthesis to its degradation in cells,64 including now aggregative pathways, as 

represented in the scheme of Figure 4. The variety of conformational states accessible 

for a given protein under specific conditions depend on the thermodynamic stabilities 

of the different states and/or the kinetics of interconversion pathways.  
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of accessible states for a nascent polypeptide chain 

released from a ribosome. The relative populations of the different states depend on the kinetics 

and thermodynamics of the various equilibria shown in the diagram. U, Unfolded; I, Intermediate; 

N, Native. Adapted with permission.45 

4 Amyloid fibrils 

4.1. Characteristics of amyloid fibrils 

The presence of amyloid aggregates, derived from misfolded or unstructured proteins, 

is a hallmark of many neurodegenerative diseases (Figure 5).65 Each amyloid disease 

usually involves the aggregation of a single specific protein, although different 

counterparts, including other proteins and carbohydrates, might also be incorporated 

into amyloid aggregates in the complex and crowded intracellular environment. The 

formation of amyloids has been characterized in vitro for a significant number of 

globular or unstructured proteins linked to defined amyloid diseases. Although the 

characteristics of the soluble forms of these proteins are varied, their amyloid forms 

share many common features.66 

Amyloid fibrils are long, unbranched, sometimes twisted, filaments with a width of 
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several nanometers, and a length of up to 10 μm (Figure 5). A characteristic feature of 

such filaments, observed initially by X-ray diffraction, is the presence of cross-β core 

structure, which consists of in-register and parallel β-sheets running perpendicular to 

long fibrils axis (Figure 5).67 An intermolecular hydrogen bond network involving the 

main chain stabilizes the core amyloid structure, and it is arranged perpendicular to the 

axis of fibrils. In contrast, the individual β-strands are orthogonal to this axis. This 

explains the amyloid fibril structural similarity for polypeptides with different amino 

acid sequences since the main chain is common to all of them. This was further 

consistent with the experimental evidence that a conformation-specific antibody 

generated to react with amyloid fibrils of Aβ peptide did neither bind its soluble 

monomeric form nor its amorphous globular protein aggregates, recognized the 

amyloid aggregates derived from other proteins, like polyglutamine.68 The in-register 

cross-β structure enables the monomeric form of a protein to self-assemble into 

reproducible amyloid fibrils in vitro without the assistance of any other components. 

Amyloid fibrils show tinctorial properties in the presence of specific dye molecules 

such as Congo red and thioflavin-T (Th-T), which have been used as amyloid-specific 

dyes in diagnosis for many years. The mechanism of such binding has not been yet well 

understood, but it is thought to be correlated with the incorporation and insertion of 

these dye molecules into the grooves of intermolecular β-sheet structure.69  
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Figure 5. The length scales at different levels of amyloid architecture, ranging from the atomic 

level to amyloid plaques. Adapted with permission.70 

For a long time, it was generally suggested that the ability to form amyloids was limited 

to those proteins that possess specific sequences motifs compatible with the amyloid 

core structure. However, recent studies on amyloid aggregates formed from many non- 

disease-related proteins support that the ability to form amyloid fibrils is a common, 

intrinsic, or generic feature of all polypeptide chains.71,72 However, the aggregation 

propensity of different sequences can be dramatically different.73 Some residues are less 

soluble than others in such a way that aggregation-prone residues concentration is 

required to initiate the aggregation, and their existence and potency depend on the 

polypeptide sequence. In this context, it became evident that the substitution of residues, 

even of single amino acids, might substantially change the nucleation speed or the rate 

of aggregation in a given polypeptide chain. Consequently, many in silico algorithms, 

including AGGRESCAN,74 FoldAmyloid,75 PASTA 2.0,76, and Zyggregator77, were 

developed to predict the aggregation propensities of polypeptide chains and to evaluate 

the effect of a site-specific mutation on their aggregation features. The accuracy of these 

algorithms allowed designing de novo peptides with desired aggregation properties. 

4.2. Functional amyloid and amyloid-based nanomaterials 

Amyloid proteins can self-assemble into ordered fibrillar structures, which were 

initially thought to be exclusively associated to human amyloidosis as well as to 

neurodegenerative diseases.2,78,79 However, the discovery of functional amyloids in 

different organisms, from bacteria to humans, assisting different physiological 

functions in living cells,80 has changed the amyloid/pathogenesis paradigm. For 

instance, functional amyloids are involved in curli-mediated biofilm formation in E. 

coli,81 memory persistence in Drosophila,82 hypersensitive response activation in 

plants,83 melanin polymerization in mammalian cells,84 and hormone storage in 

humans,85 among others. In addition, the remarkably unique “cross-β” structure,86 

stabilized by numerous hydrogen bonds,67 together with π-π and hydrophobic 
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interactions,87 endows amyloid fibrils with high stability and high resistance to extreme 

physicochemical conditions, such as treatment with proteinases, chaotropic agents, and 

high temperatures.88 These properties make amyloid fibrils ideal building blocks for 

designing novel protein/peptide self-assembled nanostructures. Indeed, amyloid fibrils 

have been incorporated as structural components in functional materials with different 

biomedical and biotechnological applications, including nanodevices,89 

biomembranes,90 hydrogels,91 biosensors,92 and energy conversion materials.93 

However, the inherent conformational transition towards a β-sheet-rich structure during 

fibrillation necessarily implies the loss of the globular native fold and the subsequent 

inactivation of the protein. Therefore, designing fibrillar structures containing correctly 

folded and active proteins is still a challenging task. A way to bypass this limitation is 

by designing a hybrid structure in which the globular proteins are chemically attached 

to preformed amyloid fibrils.94 However, this approach is restrained by a reduced 

protein conjugating chemistry, undesired cross-reactivity between the polypeptides, and 

the unavoidable inactivation of a fraction of the protein during conjugation.  

5 Prions 

Prions are proteins able to switch between two or more conformations, of which at least 

one corresponds to an amyloid fold.95,96,97 So far, only a prion protein (PrP) has been 

identified in mammals; it is well-conserved across species and linked to different 

neurological pathologies.98 The concept of infectious amyloids was initially proposed 

to lie behind different neurological diseases, including Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease in 

humans, sheep scrapie and bovine spongiform encephalopathy, all caused by the 

amyloid state of the prion protein (PrP).99,100 Thus, prions were assumed to be 

pathogenic agents without any beneficial functional implication.101 Roughly ten prion 

proteins have been characterized in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. They are 

usually referred to as functional prions since, in contrast to "toxic" mammalian prions, 

they do not seem to have a significant impact on viability, but instead, they play 

physiological roles, especially in the adaptation to changing extracellular 
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environments.102,103 They usually consist of an intrinsically unstructured region of low 

complexity enriched in asparagine (N) and glutamine (Q) residues known as the prion 

domain (PrD) accompanied by one or more globular domains104,105 The PrD is both 

necessary and sufficient for self-assembly, while the globular domain accounts for the 

protein functionality.106 Yeast prions are thus modular and, in principle, the original 

globular domain can be replaced with any desired functional protein without impacting 

the fibrillation propensity significantly. Domains with properties resembling those of 

PrDs have been identified in the proteins of different organisms, including humans, and 

are named prion-like domains (PrLDs). 

5.1. Functional prions in yeast 

Initially, the phenotypes [PSI+] and [URE3] of yeast were identified as non-

chromosomal genetic elements. Later on, Aigle and Lacroute reported that ure2 nuclear 

gene mutant strains were unable to propagate the [URE3] element but manifested the 

same phenotype as [URE3] cells, namely de-repression of nitrogen catabolism genes;107 

however, did not realize that [URE3] could be a prion of Ure2p. It was Reed B. Wickner, 

who, based on these pieces of evidence and his own experiments, recognized that the 

relationship between ure2 and [URE3] was not that expected for a chromosomal gene 

necessary for the propagation of a nucleic acid replicon, but instead that [URE3] was 

an inactive form of Ure2p able to inactivate the normal protein form, acting thus as a 

prion.108 Then his group inferred that this could also be true for the [PSI+] phenotype,108 

and concluded that previous studies109,110,111 supported [PSI+] being a prion of Sup35p. 

Moreover, they established a series of genetic criteria that identify yeast prions:112 i) a 

reversible curability, ii) the phenotype appearance is induced by overexpression of the 

prion protein, iii) the phenotype resembles that of a prion protein gene recessive 

mutation.  

These genetic criteria were useful for the discovery of a range of new prions including 

[PIN+],113 [SWI+],114 [MOT+]115 and [MOD+].102 The formation of amyloid in vitro by 

Sup35p,116 and Ure2p,117 the protease resistance of Ure2p in [URE3] strains,118 together 
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with the seeding properties of cellular extracts in [PSI+],119 all converged to indicate 

that the prion form of these proteins was an amyloid. This assumption was further 

confirmed after observing that in vitro formed Sup35p amyloids transmit the [PSI+] 

trait.120  

The inheritance of phenotypic traits due to prion formation involves a structural 

conversion, which in a majority of cases is driven by a Q/N rich PrD.121 PrDs proved 

to be sufficient to induce and propagate the prion state, and they become integrated into 

the core of the amyloid structure, which is thought to be arranged as an in-register 

parallel β-sheet architecture,86 according to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 

electron microscopy studies of the amyloids of Sup35p and Ure2p PrDs (Figure 

6).122,123 One or more globular domains appended to the PrDs can retain their native 

structure in the amyloid filaments (Figure 6), although the activity of these domains 

was found to be somehow reduced, likely because of steric impediments.124 Such folded, 

in-register parallel β-sheet architecture perfectly explains the mechanism of protein 

templating in prion conformational conversion (Figure 6).125 In particular, the 

favorable interactions between hydrophobic or hydrophilic side chains along the long 

axis of the filament maintains the in-register β-sheet structure. The same interactions 

force the new monomer to join the end of the filament to adopt the same conformation 

as the molecules already in the fibril, just as nucleic acids template their sequences.101 

An exception to this rule is the HET-s prion, from the filamentous fungi Podospora 

anserine, involved in heterokaryon incompatibility, protecting cells from fungal 

viruses.126 The amyloid formed by the PrD of HET-s displays a β-helix structure, in 

which each monomer contributes two turns to the β-helix.127 Recently, cryo-EM and 

computational studies suggest that PrPSc would adopt a similar β-solenoid 

structure.128,129 In fungal prions, the self-propagation of the prion phenotype during cell 

division is generally accomplished by the action of the chaperone system, which 

fragments existing fibrils, generating seeds that initiate the polymerization reaction in 

daughter cells.130,131  
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Figure 6. Typical prions [URE3] and [PSI+] of S. cerevisiae. These prions rely on self-

propagating amyloids of Ure2p and Sup35p, respectively. The insert is the proposed mechanism of 

conformational templating by the prion domain. Energetically favorable interactions between 

identical side chains enforce the in-register architecture of these amyloids. A new monomer being 

added to the end of the filament must assume the same conformation as that of molecules previously 

incorporated into the filament. Adapted with permission112 

 

The first and most studied of yeast prion proteins are Sup35p and Ure2p (Figure 6), 

involved in translation termination and nitrogen catabolism regulation, respectively.108 

Sup35p, a subunit of the translation termination factor, has a clear three-domain 

structure. The N-terminal residues 1-123 (Sup35N) are sufficient to induce and 
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propagate the [PSI+] prion phenotype and thus constitute the PrD. The C-terminal 

residues 254-685 (Sup35C), fold into a globular domain, responsible for the translation 

termination function.132 The charged middle domain (Sup35M), corresponding to 

residues 124 to 253, is important but not required for [PSI+] appearance and 

maintenance.133,134 Sup35N drives self-assembly of Sup35p into an amyloid, which 

results in a substantial reduction of its translation termination function and leads to an 

increase of nonsense codon readthrough. The PrD of Sup35p has itself a non-prion 

function, facilitating mRNA turnover. Ure2p has an architecture similar to that of 

Sup35p, including an N-terminal PrD (residues 1-65) responsible for [URE3] 

formation135 and a C-terminal domain (Ure2C) structurally similar to glutathione 

transferase but involved in repression of nitrogen catabolism genes by binding to the 

transcription factor Gln3p, an interaction that is significantly impeded in the amyloid 

state.136  

The modular structure of yeast prions allows to dissect them in order to assess the 

prionogenic potential of other proteins and, in this way, identify new prions. This is 

performed by replacing the PrD or globular domain, via genetic engineering, with any 

desired polypeptide or reporter protein, such as the green fluorescent protein (GFP), to 

study the ability of the fusion protein to induce [PSI+]-like appearance or to visualize 

protein inclusions formation in cells.137 These studies demonstrated that yeast prions 

could be easily engineered, immediately suggesting that they can be exploited in the 

design of self-assembling functionalized materials.   

5.2. Prion-like nanomaterials obtained via genetic protein fusion  

It has been reported that the yeast prion Ure2p exhibits glutathione peroxidase activity 

in both the native and fibrillar forms.138 In addition, exogenous globular domains fused 

to the Ure2p PrD retain a native-like fold and show catalytic activity within in vitro 

formed amyloid filaments.124 This ability to combine amyloid and globular folds in the 

aggregated state seems to be generic of yeast prions since the analysis of Sup35p 

amyloid filaments by cryo-EM, STEM139 and solid-state NMR,140 revealed that 
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filaments of full-length Sup35p indicated a thin fibril backbone surrounded by globular 

C-domains. The formation of a spatially-defined fibrillar backbone and the segregation 

of folded globular domains are central for the design of prion-like self-assembling 

functionalized nanomaterials. In contrast to the fast and challenging to control 

aggregation reactions of pathogenic amyloids, prion and prion-like proteins generally 

display slow and tunable aggregation kinetics, which is considered optimal for the 

design of self-assembling materials.70 Actually, different enzymes such as alkaline 

phosphatase (AP),141 carbonic anhydrase (CA),124 methyl-parathion hydrolase 

(MPH)142 or other globular proteins like protein G and Z domain143 have been 

genetically fused to the PrDs of yeast prion Sup35 or Ure2p to generate functionalized 

nanomaterials in which the PrDs constitute the spine of the fibrils, whereas the globular 

domains hang from them in a folded and functional conformation. These materials are 

biocompatible, degradable, and environmentally friendly and can be employed in 

applications encompassing from catalytic nanowires141 to nanosensors.142 PrDs and 

PrLDs in functional prions in yeast with versatile features are being exploited to 

generate genetically encoded functionalized nanomaterials displaying their potential 

applications. The general strategy to obtain the building blocks for such materials 

consists in the genetic fusion of a yeast prion PrD to a protein of interest and its 

recombinant production in microbial cell factories (Figure 7). The purified soluble 

fusion protein can self-assemble spontaneously into nanofibrils, which exhibit the 

function of the appended globular domain, under appropriate conditions of temperature, 

pH and agitation, in certain cases, requiring the presence of detergents.  
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Figure 7. The general genetic fusion approach for functionalized nanomaterials. (A) Domain 

organization of the prion protein: the prion domain (PrD) (green) and the respective functional 

domains (purple) in a prion protein are shown. (B) Cartoon of the prion domain fused to molecule 

A, which represents a globular functional protein. (C) Soluble fusion protein self-assembly into 

nanofibrils, which preserve the function of molecule A. 

Biosensors. The first prion-like nanomaterial obtained via genetic protein fusion was 

intended to work as a biosensor. Dong Men et al142 generated bifunctional protein 

nanowires (bFPNw) that displayed two different globular proteins: protein G and 

methyl-parathion hydrolase (MPH), which provide antibody binding and catalytic 

activities, respectively. They aimed to obtain fibrils with a high enzyme to protein G 

ratio. Towards this objective, both protein G and MPH were fused individually to the 

N-terminus of the Sup35p PrD (residues 1-61) and expressed as soluble monomers in 

E.coli. The fibrils formed by the self-assembly of the Sup351-61-protein G fusion were 

broken into small fragments to be used as seeds. The bifunctional nanowires exhibiting 

two different functions with different ratios were obtained by mixing these seeds and 

soluble Sup351-61-MPH in different proportions; this also allowed to tune the length of 

the fibrils. The biological activity of these bifunctional nanowires was tested by a 

typical ELISA assay, implementing them instead of the classical enzyme-conjugated 

secondary antibody. As a general trend, the longer the nanowires are, the higher the 
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signal amplification they provide. In this work, optimized nanowires of 500 nm in 

length (ratio of protein G to MPH was 1:8) showed a sensitivity for the detection of the 

F1 protein from Yersinia pestis 1000-fold higher than that of a protein G-MPH fusion 

and 100-fold higher than that of the traditional HRP-conjugated antibody-based ELISA.  

In subsequent work, the same group designed auto-biotinylated bFPNw by introducing 

a biotin-avidin binding system, which can efficiently attach any avidin-labeled 

commercial enzyme, such as HRP or AP, to the nanowires backbone, surpassing the 

need to produce and purify a different fusion for each intended application.144 In 

particular, the biotin acceptor peptide tag (BAP) and the IgG-binding domain, C1, of 

protein G from Streptococcus (SPG) were individually fused to the Sup35p PrD 

described above. The construct Sup351-61-BAP was co-expressed in E. coli with another 

construct encoding for the biotin holoenzyme synthetase (BirA). In this way, the BAP 

tag was biotinylated by BirA during the expression of the Sup351-61-BAP fusion. Instead 

of inducing the formation of bifunctional nanowires by seeding, which they found 

reduced the IgG-binding activity of protein G because of the sonication processes, on 

this occasion, they just mixed the pre-formed biotinylated Sup351-61-BAP fibrils with 

the Sup351-61-SPG monomer, which was templated and incorporated at the end of the 

fibrils. The function of the bFPNw was evaluated by performing a typical ELISA in the 

presence of Streptavidin-HRP instead of the typical secondary IgG-HRP conjugate. For 

the detection of Y. pestis F1 antigen, the auto-biotinylated bFPNw showed stronger 

signal intensity, lower background noise, and better signal stability than that of previous 

seeding-promoted bFPNw. More importantly, they showed 2000- to 4000-fold higher 

sensitivity than that of a conventional ELISA. 

The lessons learned in these two previous works were exploited to construct a highly 

sensitive fluorescent molecular biosensor. First, an F64L/S65T/T203Y/L231H green 

fluorescent protein mutant (E2GFP) was fused to MPH.145 E2GFP shows a distinct 

excitation and emission spectra depending on the pH, which makes it an effective 

ratiometric pH indicator. The chimeric E2GFP-MPH protein allowed the detection of 

the pesticide methyl parathion (MP) by sensing the H+ ions released during enzymatic 
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reaction. Interestingly enough, when this chimeric protein was further fused to the 

Sup35p PrD and incorporated into fibrils through its self-assembly, the obtained 

nanowires showed dramatic enhancement of sensitivity and allowed detection of MP at 

a concentration as low as 1pmol mL-1, which was about 10000-fold that of the soluble 

fusion protein biosensor E2GFP-MPH and 107-fold higher than the one of an equimolar 

mixture of free E2GFP and MPH moieties. These nanostructures might become 

important tools for the detection of pesticides in the food industry.  

Enzyme immobilization. Immobilization can enhance the value and usage of 

commercial enzymes, providing advantages such as an easy separation of the product 

and the reuse of the enzyme. The lab of Sarah Perrett has recently described PrD-based 

enzyme immobilization systems.141 On this occasion, it was the PrD of Ure2p that was 

exploited to drive the self-assembly, whereas two different enzymes, AP and HRP, were 

individually fused to it. Both fusion proteins formed active nanofibrils, where the 

enzymes become immobilized. Although the fibrils exhibited slightly lower activity 

than that of the soluble wild type proteins, they could be recycled both in a conventional 

enzymatic setup and in the context of a continuous microreactor. In a follow-up study, 

the authors encapsulated the soluble PrD-AP protein fusion into a uniform droplet using 

microfluidic techniques.146 The encapsulated soluble protein spontaneously self-

assembled into a three-dimensional fibrillar network within the droplet, immobilizing 

AP molecules in their active form. As a result, a catalytically active microgel with a 

porous architecture was obtained. These hydrated functional nanoparticles, when 

combined with microfluidics, are ideal entities to implement microscale analytical 

assays.  

Bioelectrodes. Vincent Forge and colleagues designed a protein-only redox biofilm 

inspired by the architecture of bacterial electroactive biofilms.147 Briefly, the formation 

of the nanowires was induced by the self-assembly of the PrD of HET-s P. anserine 

prion, which was genetically fused to rubredoxin (Rd), a redox protein that acts as an 

electron carrier. The formation of the fibrillar structures allowed the alignment of Rd 

along the fibril axis in an array, which facilitates the transportation of electrons through 
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the network resulting in an exceptional conductivity. As a proof of concept, such redox-

active fibrils were successfully applied to mediate the electron transfer towards the 

multi-cooper enzyme laccase for catalytic oxygen reduction. Therefore, these protein 

nanowires are expected to find applications as effective bioelectrodes.  

Antibody purification. The increasing demand of antibodies for diagnostic and 

therapeutic purposes requests cost-efficient means for their purification. In recent work, 

Torleif Härd and co-workers exploited the small size and high affinity to IgG of the Z-

domain from staphylococcal protein A to build up antibody-capturing fibrils. A Z-

domain dimer (ZZ) was fused to the PrD of either Sup35p (Sup35-ZZ) or Ure2p (ZZ-

Ure2). Both of them promoted the fibrillation of the chimeric protein.143 These fibrils 

bind to IgG, but their loading capacity was limited by steric hindrance. The PrDs of 

Sup35p and Ure2p were then co-fibrillated with chimeric Sup35-ZZ and ZZ-Ure2 

proteins, respectively, to maximize the accessibility of antibodies to ZZ. This fibril 

doping strategy resulted in co-fibrils in which ZZ globular domains are more spaced in 

the fibrillar structure, thus maximizing the fibrils binding capacity (Figure 8). Different 

doping frequencies were assayed, and in the optimal PrD:protein fusion ratio, the 

resulting fibrils yielded a capture capacity of 1.8 mg of antibody per mg fibrils, which 

is 20-fold higher than the one of commercial protein A agarose.   

Despite the exceptional binding capacity of ZZ functionalized fibrils, this material 

should be produced and engineered at large-scale before it can commercially compete 

with the present well-positioned methods for purification of antibodies. Towards this 

objective, the Härd lab integrated both the Sup35-PrD and the chimeric Sup35-ZZ 

genes in the genome of Komagataella pastoris.148 This yeast continuously expressed 

and secreted both proteins into the extracellular medium, where they co-fibrillated into 

ready-to-use functionalized nanofibrils, with an impressive production yield of 35 mg/L 

culture. Importantly, the separation of the fibrillar material from the cell culture 

required only centrifugation and their resuspension in a saline buffer. The high yield, 

high homogeneity, and high stability of the purified material, together with minimal 

equipment requirement and the low hands-on time of this strategy, allows foreseeing, 
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for the first time, the possibility of producing functional prion-like fibrils at an industrial 

scale.   

 

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of co-fibrillation to immobilize globular domains into amyloid 

fibrils with defined doping frequencies. The chimeric protein consists of a prion-like domain (red) 

and an Z domain (green, antibody binding domain from Protein A, PDB 1Q2N), linked via a flexible 

linker (blue). The chimeric protein is fibrillated with the carrier protein (the prion-like domain alone), 

in order to allow enough space between globular domains in the final fibrils. This reduces steric 

constraints and maximizes the functionality. 

Biocatalytic cascades. As discussed above, the chemistry-free covalent enzyme 

immobilization and the high surface to volume ratio of prion-based fibrils make of these 

nanostructures optimal recyclable catalyzers. However, many industrially relevant 

processes require two or more coupled reactions, and, in most cases, only single-

enzyme functionalized fibrils have been characterized. Mats Sandgren and co-workers 

addressed this issue by building up catalytic cascade by genetically fusing xylanase A, 

β-xylosidase, and aldose sugar dehydrogenase to the Sup35 PrD to create three different 

Sup35–enzyme chimeras.149 As in the case of the Z-domain, the fibrils were doped with 

the PrD alone to introduce enough space between the functional enzyme molecules to 

eliminate steric restrictions. The objective was to convert beechwood xylan to 

xylonolactone, a valuable chemical for versatile applications, in three discrete 

enzymatic steps. Each type of functional fibril was formed individually, and then they 

were mixed in different proportions to maximize the catalytic efficiency. These 
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investigations revealed that a sequential cascade in which fibrils of xylanase A and β-

xylosidase were first mixed, the resulting product of the coupled reaction removed and 

then incubated with fibrils of aldose sugar dehydrogenase was more productive than a 

mixture containing all the three kinds of fibrils together since the immobilized enzymes 

displayed hardly compatible stabilities. Despite its limitations, this work constitutes of 

nice proof-of-concept for prion-inspired biocatalytic cascades. 

6 Soft amyloid cores in PrDs and their use in nanomaterials 

The absence of highly amyloidogenic sequences allows PrD to transit between soluble 

and aggregated states.150 The aggregation of prions seems to depend on the 

establishment of a large number of weak interactions distributed along the complete 

PrD.151 Accordingly, natural PrDs often consist of > 100 residues and 60 residues was 

traditionally considered to be the minimum length required to attain an efficient PrD 

self-assembly at moderate protein concentrations.115 With this size, the PrD might 

constitute a significant fraction of the fusion protein, especially when it is fused to small 

globular domains, like the Z-domain. This results in steric restrictions in the fibrillar 

state since the amyloid spine may have a larger transversal dimension that the adjacent 

protein, a property that has been reported to reduce the diffusion of substrates and limit 

the functionality of the fibril.139 Besides, large PrDs often compromise the solubility 

and stability of the appended globular domains in the monomeric fusions state, 

impacting the recombinant production of the chimeric proteins and the storage after 

their purification. 

We have recently proposed that inner weak amyloidogenic sequence stretches within 

PrD might contribute to nucleate the conformational conversion of prionic proteins into 

a cross-β structure.152 These soft amyloid cores (SACs) (Figure 9), were first identified 

in yeast prions,153 but they are also present in a significant number of human prion-like 

proteins.154 SACs differ from the classical short amyloid cores of pathogenic proteins, 

which hold a high aggregation propensity and are typically enriched in hydrophobic 
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residues. SACs are slightly longer and more polar, resulting in a less concentrated 

aggregation potential. This allows the PrD to remain soluble under most physiological 

conditions, but also to hold a cryptic aggregation propensity that might facilitate its 

efficient self-assembly in response to cellular changes.150 The SAC from Sup35p PrD 

consists of 21-residues and self-assembles spontaneously into highly ordered amyloid 

fibrils. These fibrils can seed the amyloid formation of the complete PrD in vitro. Also, 

when the in vitro formed SAC fibrils are added to yeast cells, they promote the 

aggregation of the endogenous full-length Sup35p and the subsequent emergence of a 

prionic phenotype.155 Moreover, this region is necessary for the induction, propagation, 

and inheritance of the prion state of Sup35p in mammalian cytosol.156 All these data 

converge to suggest that this short sequence stretch might have prion-like properties, 

which lead us to hypothesize that SACs can substitute the role of complete PrDs and 

recapitulate the self-assembly properties of the larger domain in the context of modular 

fusion proteins. 

 

Figure 9. Soft amyloid core within prion domain of Sup35p. Sup35p consists of a prion domain 

(green box), charged middle domain (black line) and C-terminal globular domain (blue oval). The 

identified soft amyloid core (SAC, red box) corresponds to 21-residues long sequences with Q/N-

rich composition. 

Importantly, not only a vast diversity of natural SACs can be identified 

computationally,157 but these stretches can also be artificially engineered and minimized, 

provided that we keep their main physicochemical traits. For instance, we have 

designed a family of minimalist SAC-inspired polar heptapeptides that self-assemble 
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into amyloid fibrils. The nice thing of these nanowires is that, if they are adequately 

designed, they can be endorsed with intrinsic catalytic activity, without the need for an 

adjacent globular domain.158  

The genetic protein fusion strategy has resulted in the development of PrD-based 

functionalized nanomaterials with exceptional properties as enzyme immobilizers, 

biosensors, bioelectrodes or for antibody purification and antigens detection. We are 

convinced that the application of these unique materials in fields like nanomedicine or 

nanotechnology will expand significantly in the forthcoming years, mainly because the 

use of natural and artificial SACs might allow us to potentially endorse nanofibrils with 

a new set of previously inaccessible functionalities. 
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Research objectives 
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Chapter Ⅰ 

Conventional PrDs are challenging to use in order to obtain functional amyloids, 

because their redundant sequences and large sizes compromise the solubility of the 

adjacent globular proteins and result in steric restrictions in the fibrillar state, reducing 

substrates diffusion and significantly limiting the activity of the target proteins. In our 

previous studies, we showed that PrDs could be substituted by their shorter soft amyloid 

cores (SACs), in such a way that the SACs will recapitulate the self-assembly properties 

of the much longer sequence. To develop an application for such property, we will 

genetically fuse the SAC within Sup35p yeast prion to three globular proteins 

displaying different structures, namely the all- FF domain, the all- green fluorescent 

protein, and the  carbonic anhydrase enzyme. 

1. Design of Sup35-FF fusion protein and computational prediction of its solubility. 

2. Expression and conformation characterization of Sup35-FF fusion protein. 

3. Stability and folding kinetics characterization of Sup35-FF fusion protein. 

4. Characterization of the amyloid properties of incubated Sup35-FF fusion protein. 

5. Use of a Sup35-GFP fusion protein to obtain fluorescent amyloid fibrils. 

6. Use of Sup35-CA fusion protein to generate biocatalytic amyloid fibrils. 

7. Building up a molecular model for Sup35-GFP fusion as a proof-of-concept. 
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Chapter Ⅱ 

A relationship between the size of globular domains and the length of the minimalist 

linker that allows the formation of amyloid fibrils when fused to an amyloidogenic 

region (AR) has been previously established by using molecular and mesoscopic 

modeling. In this study, we wanted to provide further insight into this relationship. The 

objective of the present work was to computationally study the self-assembly of ARs 

when the linker between this segment and the globular domain is shorter than the one 

allowing the formation of the infinite fibrils. 

1. Modeling the self-assembly of a hybrid protein (Aβ17-42-GFP) containing an  AR 

and typical globular domain by using full-atom and coarse-grained targeted 

molecular dynamics. 

2. Using rigid body simulation, as a simplified approach, to develop a more general 

case and determine the relationship between the number of subunits in the assembly 

and the number of residues in the linker. 
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Chapter Ⅲ 

As we have proposed in Chapter II, a hybrid protein consisting of an amyloidogenic 

region (AR) and a globular domain would likely self-assemble into oligomers instead 

of amyloid fibrils when the linker between the AR and the globular domain is shorter 

than the one allowing the formation of the infinite fibrils. This study's objective was to 

obtain amyloid assemblies with different mesoscopic structures by playing with the 

length of the linker between the soft amyloid core (SAC) and the globular domain. To 

this aim, we will build up two different constructs consisting of a Sup35 SAC and 

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) separated by either a 5-residue or 8-residue long linker. 

Then, we will exploit the potential of these amyloid assemblies for building up 

multifunctional materials for targeted drug delivery by using a tandem fusion protein 

also containing the antibody binding Z-domain. 

1. Expression and conformation characterization of the fusion proteins. 

2. Characterization of the amyloid properties and morphology of the incubated fusions. 

3. Characterization of the catalytic activity of DHFR when embedded in the amyloid 

assemblies. 

4. Design of a bifunctional fusion by incorporation of the Z domain of protein A: 

Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z 

5. Amyloid properties and morphology characterization of incubated Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z fusion. 

6. Cargo and antibody binding abilities of Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z amyloid nanoparticles. 

7. Targeting, release, and toxicity for cancer cells of DHFR inhibitors transported by 

the Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles. 
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Chapter Ⅳ 

Bispecific antibodies (BsAbs) have been widely developed as therapeutic drugs for the 

treatment of different diseases. In this study, we will build up specific antibody 

conjugated amyloid fibrils, aiming to act as mimetics of BsAbs, using an antibody 

binding hybrid protein consisting of Sup35 soft amyloid core (SAC) and the antibody 

binding Z domain (Sup35-Z). As in our previous studies, we expected Sup35-Z to self-

assemble into amyloid fibrils in which the Z domain would remain in its native structure 

and preserve its antibody binding activity. Ideally, two monospecific antibodies (anti-

EGFR and anti-CD3) conjugated amyloid fibrils would direct T cells to HeLa cells and 

prove the usefulness of these proteins for immunotherapeutic approaches. 

1. Expression, conformation, and stability of Sup35-Z. 

2. Aggregation properties and morphology of incubated Sup35-Z fusion. 

3. Antibody binding affinity and capacity of Sup35-Z fibrils. 

4. Functionality of conjugated antibody on Sup35-Z fibrils. 

5. Building up double conjugated nanofibrils. 

6. Engineering of the size of the fibrils to obtain rod-like nanofibrils and assessing the 

cytotoxicity of the nanorods. 

7. Assessing if single antibody-conjugated Sup35-Z nanorods target the desired 

antigens in cells. 

8. Testing if double antibody-conjugated Sup35-Z nanorods direct T cells to Hela cells. 
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Chapter Ⅰ 
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Abstract 

Amyloids have been exploited to build up amazing bioactive materials. In most cases, 

short synthetic peptides constitute the functional components of such materials. The 

controlled assembly of globular proteins into active amyloid nanofibrils is still 

challenging, because the formation of amyloids implies a conformational conversion 

towards a -sheet-rich structure, with a concomitant loss of the native fold and the 

inactivation of the protein. There is, however, a remarkable exception to this rule: the 

yeast prions. They are singular proteins able to switch between a soluble and an amyloid 

state. In both states, the structure of their globular domains remains essentially intact. 

The transit between these two conformations is encoded in prion domains (PrDs): long 

and disordered sequences to which the active globular domains are appended. PrDs are 

much larger than typical self-assembling peptides. This seriously limits their use for 

nanotechnological applications. We have recently shown that these domains contain 

soft amyloid cores (SACs) that suffice to nucleate their self-assembly reaction. Here 

we genetically fused a model SAC with different globular proteins. We demonstrate 

that this very short sequence act as minimalist PrDs, driving the selective and slow 

assembly of the initially soluble fusions into amyloid fibrils in which the globular 

proteins keep their native structure and display high activity. Overall, we provide here 

a novel, modular and straightforward strategy to build up active protein-based 

nanomaterials at a preparative scale.  

 

Keywords: protein self-assembly, amyloid fibrils, prion domain, soft amyloid core, 

functional amyloids, nanomaterials. 
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Introduction 

The formation of amyloid fibrils is associated with the onset of a range of protein 

misfolding diseases.1 However, amyloid structures are also exploited for functional 

purposes by different organisms.2,3 The inner intermolecular β-sheet structure of the 

fibrils makes these protein assemblies very stable,4 even in harsh environments. This, 

together with their tuneable assembly under physiological conditions, make them 

attractive modules to build up nanomaterials for biomedical and biotechnological 

applications, including catalysis,5 biosensors,6 electronics,7 tissue engineering8 or drug 

delivery.9 Most efforts so far have been focused on the use of short synthetic peptides 

as the bioactive components of such materials,10, 11 while an analogous approach for 

inducing globular proteins to assemble into functional nanofibres has been much less 

explored.  

The main limitation to create amyloids that display functional proteins comes from 

the connection between protein function and the attainment and maintenance of a 

defined folded state. Protein folding and aggregation are two competing reactions 

which depend on overlapping physicochemical properties.12 In a large majority of cases, 

the aggregation of the protein into amyloid fibrils implies a conformational conversion 

in which it losses the native fold and gains -sheet structure,1 becoming thus inactive 

in the aggregated state.  

The design of fibrillar structures containing properly folded domains appears as a 

challenging task, since the protein of interest should fulfil contradictory properties: it 

should remain soluble and folded during recombinant expression and subsequent 

purification and storage, but, at the same time, it should be able to self-assemble into 

-sheet rich amyloid-like structures and, moreover, this must occur without a structural 

conversion of the globular domains. A way to bypass these limitations consists in the 

design of hybrid structures in which purified folded domains are chemically linked to 

preformed fibrillar structures.13 However, this strategy is deterred by the limited 
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available polypeptide conjugation chemistries, their cross-reactivity and the 

unavoidable reduction in the proportion of conformationally active molecules in the 

assembly.  

Nevertheless, functional proteins with intrinsic self-assembling properties already 

exist in nature, among them, the yeast prions. Yeast prions are proteins expressed and 

stored in the cell in a soluble state, but they are able to self-associate into amyloid 

structures under certain conditions.14 A common feature of these proteins is the 

presence of a prion domain (PrD). PrDs correspond to intrinsically unstructured 

sequences of low complexity highly enriched in asparagine (N) and/or glutamine (Q) 

residues15 and are accompanied by one or more globular domains at their C- or N-

terminus.16 The PrD is both necessary and sufficient for self-assembly, whereas the 

globular domains account for the protein activity.17 The nice thing here is that there are 

evidences that only the PrD is integrated in the core of the fibril, whereas the globular 

domains hang from the fibril in a folded conformation.18  

Because yeast prions are modular, one can, in principle, fuse any globular domain 

to a given PrD and potentially obtain a functionalized fibrillar nanomaterial. In this way, 

enzymes like alkaline phosphatase (AP)19 or carbonic anhydrase (CA)20 have been 

genetically fused to the PrD of the yeast prion Ure2p and methyl-parathion hydrolase 

(MPH) to the PrD of Sup35 prion.21 The PrDs were shown to drive the association of 

the correspondent fusion proteins into amyloid fibrils, generating catalytic 

nanomaterials that displayed folded enzyme moieties.  

The required equilibrium between solubility and aggregation propensities explains 

the absence of highly amyloidogenic sequences in PrDs,22 fibrillation being thought to 

rely on the establishment of a large number of weak interactions distributed along the 

complete low complexity sequence.23 As a consequence, PrDs are much larger than the 

majority of self-assembling peptides used for nanotechnological applications.24 

Traditionally, a length of at least 80 residues has been considered necessary for the 
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conversion of PrDs into amyloids.25 Thus, the PrD would constitute a significant 

fraction of any protein fusion, especially when fused with small globular domains. In 

addition, the large size of PrDs results in steric hindrance in the fibrillar state, reducing 

substrates diffusion and significantly limiting the activity of the adjacent domains, 

relative to their soluble counterparts.19 Indeed, in the natural Ure2p yeast prion, the 

globular GST domain becomes inactive in the fibrils, despite its native-like structure.20  

We have recently shown that, in addition to a distinctive amino acidic composition, 

PrDs contain inner weak amyloidogenic sequence stretches that contribute to trigger 

the initial protein self-assembly reaction.26  These cryptic amyloids promote 

conformational conversion in bona fide yeast prions,27 but they also exist in human 

prion-like proteins.28 The soft amyloid cores (SAC) embedded within PrDs can be 

identified computationally. 29 They differ from the classical amyloid cores of 

pathogenic proteins in that they are slightly longer and more polar, in such a way that 

the amyloid potential is less concentrated, allowing the containing PrD to remain 

soluble under most physiological conditions, while still keeping a certain amyloid 

propensity that might facilitate its assembly in certain circumstances.30 

We hypothesized here, that complete PrDs can be substituted by their SACs, in 

such a way that these shorter sequences would recapitulate the larger domain self-

association properties in the context of modular fusion proteins. It is expected that the 

polar nature of SAC would prevent aggregation and misfolding of the adjacent globular 

domain during recombinant expression, purification and storage, while still being able 

to induce its self-assembly under controlled conditions. Ideally, in the resulting 

amyloids fibrils, the SAC would form the core of the fibril, whereas the attached 

globular domain would remain folded and active. As a proof of principle, we selected 

the canonical yeast prion Sup35, an eukaryotic translation release factor.31 Its SAC 

corresponds to a 21-residues long sequence stretch that autonomously self-assembles 

into highly ordered amyloid fibrils, displaying a typical cross- diffraction pattern. This 
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sequence is able to seed amyloid formation by the entire PrD, in vitro,  and of the 

complete protein, in vivo,32 and is indispensable for the induction, propagation and 

inheritance of the prion state in the mammalian cytosol.33 We show here, how the 

properties of this short sequence stretch can be exploited to obtain highly functional 

amyloid-like nanofibers. We illustrate the wide applicability of the approach by fusing 

this SAC to three globular proteins displaying different structure; namely the all- FF 

domain, the all- green fluorescent protein and the  carbonic anhydrase enzyme. 
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Results and discussion 

Design of a self-assembling protein fusion consisting of Sup35-SAC and a small 

all -helical domain 

The 21 residues-long SAC of Sup35 PrD (Sup35-SAC) corresponds to residues 

98-118 of the yeast protein (Figure 1A). We decided to exploit the prion-like 

characteristics of this small segment to design prion-inspired self-assembling fusion 

proteins, consisting of a chimera of Sup35-SAC and different globular proteins. As a 

proof of principle, we used the FF domain of the URN1 splicing factor.34  

FF domains are small protein-protein interaction modules of 50-70 residues, 

characterized by a fold that consists of three α-helices arranged as an orthogonal bundle 

with a 310 helix in the loop connecting the second and the third helices (Figure 1B).35 

FF domains are highly soluble and the folding landscape of several of these proteins, 

including the URN1-FF domain (57 residues), have been characterized in detail.36,37 

Thus, it constitutes a perfect model protein to assess: i) whether the fusion of Sup35-

SAC to a globular domain impacts its solubility, conformation, thermodynamic stability 

and/or folding kinetics and, ii) if this short segment suffices to drive the self-assembly 

of a soluble globular protein into amyloid-like structures, allowing to maintain its native 

structure in the aggregated state. 

We fused Sup35-SAC to the N-terminus of the FF domain. A flexible linker 

consisting of SG3SG2S was incorporated between both protein moieties (Figure 1C) 

and a His6 tag at the FF domain C-terminus. In this fusion, the ratio between the size 

of the self-assembling sequence and the globular domain is 0.4, whereas in the case of 

the full-length Sup35 PrD (114 residues) instead, this ratio would have increased to 2.0. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of Sup35-FF fusion protein. (A) Domain organization of 

Sup35 protein: soft amyloid core (SAC) (red) within the PrD (green) and the respective elongation 

factor functional domains (purple) in Sup35 are shown. (B) Cartoon of Sup35 soft amyloid core 

fused to FF domain shown as ribbon representation (PDB: 2JUC). (C) Sequence of the Sup35-FF 

fusion protein. Sup35 soft amyloid core, spacer linker, FF domain and His6 tag are shown in red, 

blue, green and black, respectively. 

Previous studies showed that proteins appended with -sheet forming peptides 

aggregated into insoluble inclusion bodies during expression.38,39,40 Thus, we first 

assessed computationally if the addition of Sup35-SAC to the FF domain would impact 

its inherent solubility, compromising thus its expression, using three different 

aggregation propensity algorithms: AGGRESCAN41, FoldAmyloid42 and PASTA43, all 

them predicting Sup35-SAC as having low aggregation propensity, compared with 

classical amyloid cores (Table S1A). Indeed, 57 % of the residues in Sup35-SAC are 

polar with only 19 % of them being strictly hydrophobic. The rest correspond to a 14 % 

of Tyr, sharing both characters, and another 14 % of Gly, a residue with very low 

aggregation propensity. Accordingly, Sup35-SAC is not expected to impact 
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significantly the solubility of the globular protein in the fusion (Table S1A). Therefore, 

we proceeded to construct the fusion protein (Sup35-FF) and expressed it in E. coli. As 

predicted, the protein was almost completely located in the soluble cell fraction (Figure 

S1), from which it was purified by IMAC and gel-filtration chromatography (Figure 

S2A). The yield was 68 mg of purified fusion per L of culture, much higher than that 

reported for other fusions between amyloidogenic peptides of similar size and globular 

proteins, where a significant fraction of the protein remained insoluble.44 

Sup35-SAC does not affect the conformation of the FF domain in the protein 

fusion 

A first requirement to use Sup35-FF for building up functional nanofibers is that 

the N-terminal Sup35-SAC does not alter the conformation, stability or folding 

properties of the globular domain.  

We compared the conformational properties of Sup35-FF and the FF domain alone 

(FF-wt) at pH 7.4 and 25 ºC by monitoring the far-UV CD spectra and Trp intrinsic 

fluorescence. The far-UV CD spectra of the two proteins at different concentrations 

closely resemble and are dominated by α-helical signals (Figure S2B). The intrinsic 

fluorescence spectrum of FF-wt exhibits an emission maximum at 337 nm. In Sup35-

FF, it is shifted to 334.5 nm (Figure S2C), suggesting the Trp being in a slightly more 

protected environment. The FF domain possesses two Trp residues at positions 27 and 

56. Trp27 is buried, while Trp56 is structurally adjacent to the N-terminal α-helix and 

partially exposed to solvent. Four different disorder prediction algorithms: PONDR 

(VSL2)45, GlobPlot46, PASTA43, and IUPred47 suggest that the Sup35-SAC and the 

linker region will remain disordered in the context of the fusion protein (Table S1B). 

Therefore, it is likely that the structural fluctuations of the disordered N-terminal tail 

might shield, at least partially, the exposed Trp56 side chain in the FF domain, as we 

already observed for human SUMO domains.48 In any case, the shift towards the blue 
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region of the spectrum is indicative of a properly folded domain, since upon 

destabilization and partial unfolding, the Trp spectrum of the FF domain shifts to the 

red, displaying a large increase in its fluorescence emission.36 

Sup35-SAC does not affect the thermodynamic stability of the FF domain in the 

protein fusion 

Despite the native-like conformation of the FF domain in the protein fusion, the 

adjacent exogenous sequence might compromise the protein stability, promoting partial 

unfolding. To the best of our knowledge, the stability of globular domains when 

attached to exogenous PrDs or amyloidogenic sequences has not been yet addressed, 

likely because these fusions begin to aggregate soon after purification. 

The equilibrium unfolding of Sup35-FF and FF-wt proteins was analysed at pH 

7.4 and 25 °C. The urea denaturation curves at equilibrium were obtained recording the 

changes in Trp intrinsic fluorescence at 350 nm (Figure 2C) and in molar ellipticity at 

222 nm (Figure 2D) at increasing denaturant concentrations. Both proteins displayed a 

single visible transition indicative of a cooperative unfolding process. The main 

thermodynamic parameters of the unfolding reaction were calculated from the 

equilibrium curves assuming a two-state model (R > 0.99) (Table S2). The stabilities 

of Sup35-FF calculated from fluorescence and CD measurements were similar with 

∆𝐺𝑈−𝐹
𝐻2𝑂≈ 4.03 kcal/mol and a [Urea]50% of ≈ 5.47 M. FF-wt shows similar values, with 

a ∆𝐺𝑈−𝐹
𝐻2𝑂  ≈ 4.15 kcal/mol and [Urea]50% of ≈ 5.57 M, indicating that the N-terminal 

extension has a minor impact in the domain’s chemical stability (Table S2). 
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Figure 2. Stability and folding properties of Sup35-FF and FF-wt proteins. Thermal stabilities 

were analysed by (A) Trp intrinsic fluorescence emission at 350 nm and, (B) far-UV CD signal at 

222 nm. Chemical equilibrium curves with urea were followed at 25 ºC by (C) Trp intrinsic 

fluorescence at 350 nm and, (D) far-UV CD at 222 nm. (E) The kinetics of folding and unfolding 

were measured by Trp intrinsic fluorescence at 25 ºC performing stopped-flow experiments. The 

rate constants were calculated under conditions of apparent two-state folding.  

Thermal unfolding of Sup35-FF and FF-wt at pH 7.4 was followed by Trp intrinsic 

fluorescence (Figure 2A) and far-UV CD (Figure 2B), monitoring the changes in 

molar ellipticity and fluorescence emission at 222 nm and 350 nm, respectively. 

A B
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Thermal denaturation curves show a single cooperative transition. The melting 

temperatures obtained for Sup35-FF were Tm of 64.7 ºC and 62.7 ºC by far-UV CD and 

intrinsic fluorescence, respectively. For FF-wt we recorded Tm of 66.1 ºC and 64.6 ºC 

by far-UV CD and intrinsic fluorescence, respectively. Therefore, Sup35-SAC has only 

a minor effect on the thermal stability of the FF domain (Table S3). 

Sup35-SAC does not affect the folding and unfolding kinetics of the FF domain in 

the protein fusion 

As far as we know, the folding properties of a globular domain when embedded in 

a fusion with an aggregation-prone segment have never been assessed. Here, we 

determined the kinetics of folding and unfolding of FF domains by stopped-flow at pH 

7.4 and 25 ºC by monitoring the changes in Trp intrinsic fluorescence under a wide 

range of urea concentrations. For both Sup35-FF and FF-wt, the folding and unfolding 

fluorescence traces fit well to a single exponential function. Chevron plots appear to be 

linear in the entire range of denaturant concentrations studied and fit well to a two-state 

model, indicating the absence of detectable intermediates (Figure 2E). The rate 

constants for folding (kF) and unfolding (kU) and their dependence on the denaturant 

concentration (mF and mU) are shown in Table 1. The folding and unfolding rates of 

Sup35-FF are only a 24% slower and an 8% faster than that of FF-wt, respectively. 

According to this kinetic rates, Sup35-FF is only about 0.2 kcal/mol more stable alone 

than in the fusion, in good agreement with the equilibrium data.  
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Table 1. Folding kinetics parameters of Sup35-FF and FF-wt proteins. 

 
OH

FUG 2

− a 

(kcal mol-1)  

mU-F 
b  

(kcal mol-1 M-

1) 

Cm c(M)  kF (s-1)  kU(s-1)  RTmU  

(kcal mol-1 M-

1)  

RTmF  

(kcal mol-1 M-

1)  

Sup35-FF  4.32±0.13  0.79±0.08  5.50±0.56  2835±260  1.93±0.25  0.057±0.009  0.728±0.083  

FF-wt  4.53±0.16  0.78±0.04  5.74±0.40  3714±733  1.78±0.12  0.063±0.004  0.719±0.043  

a Gibbs energy of unfolding at [Urea] = 0. 

b m value, dependence of free energy of unfolding with denaturing agent. 

c The urea concentration required to unfold 50% of the protein molecules. 

Overall, the data presented in this and the previous sections clearly indicate that, 

in the soluble state, the FF domain maintains its fold, stability and folding properties 

almost intact when fused to Sup35-SAC.  

Sup35-SAC promotes the assembly of the Sup35-FF fusion into amyloid fibrils 

under mild conditions 

We used the amyloid-specific dyes Thioflavin-T (Th-T) and Congo Red (CR) to 

asses if the Sup35-FF protein fusion self-assembles with time as amyloid-like structures 

under mild conditions. To this aim, Sup35-FF and FF-wt were incubated at pH 7.4 and 

37 ºC for one week. Th-T is a dye which fluorescence emission maximum at 488 nm 

increases in the presence of amyloid-like structures.49 The presence of incubated 

Sup35-FF promoted a large increase of Th-T fluorescence emission signal, whereas FF-

wt had a negligible effect (Figure 3A). In agreement with these results, CR binding 

was observed for Sup35-FF, resulting in a clear red-shift of CR absorption spectrum, 

indicative of the dye binding to an amyloid structure50, whereas FF-wt did not promote 

any spectral shift (Figure 3B). The morphological analysis of the two protein solutions 

by negative-staining and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirmed the 
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presence of characteristic long and unbranched amyloid fibrils of 16.0±1.7 nm in width 

for Sup35-FF (Figure 3D), whereas the FF-wt solution did not show any detectable 

ordered aggregate (Figure 3C).  

We further analysed the assembly of Sup35-FF into amyloid fibrils by monitoring 

the changes in Th-T signal with time. To this aim, the reaction was set up in 96 well 

plates with constant agitation in the presence of Teflon beads, a condition that 

accelerates aggregation and allows a continuous reading of the dye signal.51 The 

kinetics of amyloid fibril formation can be usually adjusted to a sigmoidal curve, 

reflecting the existence of a nucleation-dependent growth reaction.52 The aggregation 

of Sup35-FF under native conditions follows this kinetic scheme, exhibiting a lag phase 

of ≈ 6 h and being completed after ≈ 17 h (Figure S3). A characteristic of most amyloid 

assemblies is that they are able to seed and accelerate the reaction of their soluble 

counterparts. Importantly, the presence of 2% Sup35-FF preformed fibrils was enough 

to dramatically accelerate the aggregation reaction, reducing the lag phase to ≈ 1.5 h 

and allowing it to complete in ≈ 7 h (Figure S3). 

Overall, the data converge to indicate that Sup35-SAC is able to specifically 

promote the self-assembly of the Sup35-FF fusion, containing the otherwise soluble FF 

domain, into ordered nanofibrils.    
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Figure 3. Characterization of Sup35-FF fibrils. Sup35-FF and FF-wt solutions were incubated 

for one week and analysed by measuring (A) Th-T fluorescence emission and (B) Congo red 

absorbance. FF-wt and Sup35-FF are shown in red and black, respectively. PBS without protein 

was included as a control (dashed line). Representative TEM micrographs of incubated proteins 

upon negative staining: (C) FF-wt and, (D) Sup35-FF. The scale bar represents 5 μm and 1 μm, 

respectively 

Secondary structure of Sup35-FF amyloid fibrils  

The modular nature of yeast prions accounts for the fact that globular domains 

retain its original fold in the amyloid state.53 We wondered whether Sup35-SAC might 

act as a mimic of the 5-fold longer Sup35 PrD, driving the self-assembly of protein 

fusions into amyloid structures, but allowing to maintain the native structure of the 

adjacent globular domain. Because the conversion of a globular protein into an amyloid 

implies a conformational conversion into a -sheet rich structure, independently of the 

initial 3D-conformation, we took profit of the all -helical nature of the FF domain to 

A B

C D
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monitor if it remains folded in the amyloid assembly, using Attenuated Total 

Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). 

We recorded the infrared spectra of Sup35-FF amyloid fibrils in the amide I region 

of the spectrum (1700-1600 cm-1) (Figure 4A). This region corresponds to the 

absorption of the carbonyl peptide bond group of the protein main chain and is sensitive 

to the peptide conformation. Deconvolution of the spectra allows to assign the 

secondary structure elements and their relative contribution to the main signal (Table 

S4). The spectra of Sup35-FF displayed signals indicative of the formation of β-sheet 

structure, coming from the intermolecular β-sheet region at 1624 cm-1 contributing to 

27.25 % of the area. However, the largest contribution to the spectra, accounting a 59.5 % 

of the area, comes the band   at 1649 cm-1, compatible with the presence of native-like 

-helices,54 in the Sup35-FF amyloid fibrils. This putative helical band fits well with 

the major band at 1650 cm-1 observed in the ATR-FTIR spectra of the soluble FF-wt 

domain (Figure 4A and 4B and Table S4). No band indicative of antiparallel β-sheet 

(1685-1690 cm-1) was observed. 

In the Sup35-FF fusion the two Trp residues are located in the FF domain -helices; 

because the core of the amyloid fibrils is expected to be resistant to urea denaturation, 

or at least more resistant than the helices, following urea denaturation by intrinsic 

fluorescence should allow us to assess if the Trp residues remain in a native-like context 

in the fibrillar state. As it can be seen in Figure 4C the denaturation curve of aggregated 

Sup35-FF is cooperative and resembles that of soluble FF-wt, despite the calculated 

[Urea]50% is slightly higher for the fibrils (5.86 ± 0.11 M) than for the soluble wild type 

protein (5.68± 0.04 M), both calculated from the changes in intrinsic fluorescence. 

These data support the globular domain remaining folded in the amyloid assembly. 
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Figure 4. Conformational properties of Sup35-FF fusion protein fibrils. Sup35-FF proteins 

solutions were incubated for one week. The absorbance spectra of (A) Soluble FF-wt and (B) Sup35-

FF fibrils in the amide I region (solid line) and the components bands (dashed lines) are shown. (C) 

The chemical equilibrium curve with urea for aggregated Sup35-FF was followed at 25 ºC by Trp 

intrinsic fluorescence at 350 nm. Soluble FF-wt was measured in the same conditions as a control. 

Sup35-SAC drives the formation of GFP fluorescent amyloid fibrils 

The above described data indicates that the short Sup35-SAC allows the 

expression and purification of soluble fusions in which the adjacent C-terminal globular 

domain remains properly folded as well as the self-assembly of the protein into 

nanofibers that retain detectable native structure. On this basis, we explored whether 
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we can obtain fluorescent amyloid fibrils by fusing Sup35-SAC to GFP (Sup35-GFP) 

(Figure S4A). 

Sup35-GFP was purified from the soluble cellular fraction (Figure S5) with a 

yield of 85 mg/L culture. We characterized the conformational features of the GFP 

moiety in the fusion by monitoring GFP absorption and fluorescence emission spectra 

(Figure 5A and 5B) as well as by far-UV CD (Figure 5C) at pH 7.4 and 25 ºC. Sup35-

GFP showed spectral properties indistinguishable from that of GFP alone, with an 

absorption maximum at ~ 490 nm, maximum fluorescence emission at ~511 nm, and a 

far UV-CD spectrum exhibiting a single minimum at ~218 nm characteristic of β-sheet 

proteins.  

 

Figure 5. Conformational properties and thermal stabilities of Sup35-GFP. Emission (A) 

excitation (B) and far-UV CD (C) spectra. (D) Thermal unfolding curves followed by monitoring 

GFP fluorescence at 515 nm from 25 ºC to 90 ºC with a heating rate of 1 ºC/min. Sup35-GFP and 

GFP are shown in black and red, respectively. 

A

D

B

C
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Next, we monitored the thermal stability of Sup35-GFP and GFP by following the 

changes in GFP fluorescence emission at 515 nm with the temperature (Figure 5D). 

We obtained cooperative, superimposable, denaturation curves with Tm = 81.0 ± 0.2 ºC 

and 81.9 ± 0.2 ºC for Sup35-GFP and GFP, respectively. Altogether the data indicate 

that, as in the case of the FF domain, Sup35-SAC does not alter the fold or the stability 

of GFP. 

Finally, we incubated Sup35-GFP and GFP at pH 7.4 and 37 °C for one week. 

Because Th-T and CR cannot be used to monitor amyloid structure when GFP is present, 

we directly characterized the morphology of the potential assemblies using TEM, 

confirming the presence of long fibrillar assemblies with a diameter of 20.1±1.1 nm for 

Sup35-GFP (Figure 6B) and the absence of any ordered aggregate for GFP (Figure 

6A), indicating that Sup35-SAC drives specifically the amyloid assembly in the context 

of the Sup35-GFP fusion.  

To assess if GFP maintains a functional conformation when embedded in the 

fibrils, we recorded the GFP fluorescence emission spectra of the aggregated material. 

It exhibited, the characteristic maximum at ~511 nm (Figure 6C) and, indeed, when 

this material was imaged in a fluorescence microscope using an FITC filter (excitation 

at 465-495 nm) the presence of large green fluorescent fibrillar structures was directly 

observed (Figure 6D). A quantitative analysis of the fluorescence emission of Sup35-

GFP in the soluble and fibrillar states indicated that the specific fluorescence emission 

of the fibrils was 2.6 times lower (Figure 6C). Whether this decrease in activity 

responds to a fraction of the domains being inactive in the assembly or it results instead 

from self-quenching, owing to the expected dense packing of the domains and close 

proximity of the fluorophores in the fibrils, should be further examined. 
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Figure 6. Morphology and functionality of Sup35-GFP fibrils. Sup35-GFP and GFP solutions 

were incubated for one week. (A) and (B) show representative TEM micrographs of GFP and 

Sup35-GFP, respectively. Scale bar represents 1 m and 500 nm. (C) Emission fluorescence spectra 

of Sup35-GFP fibrils at 5 μM and photograph of precipitated fibrils. The fluorescence emission of 

soluble Sup35-GFP at 2 μM is shown for comparison. (D) Fluorescence microscopy image of 

Sup35-GFP fibrils. Scale bar represents 5 μm. 

Sup35-SAC drives the formation of catalytically active amyloid fibrils 

To further confirm the idea that Sup35-SAC can be exploited to obtain modular 

and functional nanofibrillar assemblies, this short sequence stretch was fused to the 

carbonic anhydrase enzyme (Sup35-CA) (Figure S4B).  

A B

C D
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Again, Sup35-CA was purified from the soluble cell fraction (Figure S6), with a 

yield of 98 mg/L culture. As in the case of the FF and GFP proteins, the comparison of 

the conformational properties of Sup35-CA with those of wild type CA (CA-wt) 

indicated that the fusion of the 21-residues peptide does not alter significantly the 

adjacent globular structure (Figure S7A and S7B), neither its stability, since CA-wt 

and Sup35-CA exhibit similar cooperative denaturation curves with [Urea]50% of 4.24 

± 0.03 M and 4.40 ± 0.04 M, respectively, as monitored by intrinsic fluorescence 

(Figure S7C).  

To analyse the self-assembling capacities of Sup35-CA, we incubated the protein 

at pH 7.4 and 25 °C for one week and analysed the presence of amyloid-like material 

using Th-T (Figure 7A) and CR assays (Figure 7B). In the presence of incubated 

Sup35-CA, Th-T exhibits a high increase in fluorescence emission; likewise, the 

protein promotes a red shift of the CR spectra, both proves indicating an amyloid-like 

nature. The morphology of the Sup35-CA assemblies was analysed by TEM (Figure 

7D), which allowed to observe the presence of long amyloid fibrillar structures of 

23.0±1.5 nm in diameter. No aggregate was detected in a fresh Sup35-CA protein 

solution (Figure 7C), consistent with its inability to bind Th-T and CR (Figure 7A and 

7B). 
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Figure 7. Tinctorial properties, morphology and activity of Sup35-CA fibrils. Sup35-CA was 

incubated for one week. (A) Th-T and (B) CR binding assays in the absence (black) or presence 

(red) of incubated Sup35-CA protein. Soluble Sup35-CA was used as a control (blue). Panels (C) 

and (D) show representative TEM micrographs of soluble and incubated Sup35-CA protein, 

respectively. Scale bar represents 500 nm. (E) CO2 hydration activity of Sup35-CA fibrils. Buffer 

alone (black), Sup35-SAC fibrils (red) and lysozyme (blue) were used as negative controls while 

CA-wt (dark blue) was used as positive control. pH measurements showed that carbonic anhydrase 

moieties embedded in the Sup35-CA fibrils (green) or in the soluble fusion (pink) were active.  
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Finally, we characterized the catalytic activity of Sup35-CA fibrils by modified 

Wilbur-Anderson method55 (Figure 7E). In this method, the activity of CA is measured 

by monitoring the solution pH acidification caused by the CA catalysed conversion of 

carbon dioxide and water into bicarbonate and hydrogen ions, resulting in a decrease of 

pH. The kinetics of the reaction in the pH range 8.1- 6.3 were recorded. Before 

measuring the activity of fibrils, soluble protein was removed by repeated 

centrifugation and washing steps. The activity of the protein solutions was calculated 

using the equation: WAU= (t0-t)/t where t is the time required for the pH change when 

the protein is present and t0 is the time required in buffer alone. Bromothymol blue 

(BTB) was used as a pH indicator, to confirm the solution acidification. When the 

reaction was performed in the presence of Sup35-CA fibres, an activity of 1.2 WAU 

was recorded, and the solution colour in the presence of BTB changed from blue to 

yellow, confirming that at least a fraction of the CA domains in the fibrils was 

functional. No activity was detected when lysozyme or fibrils formed by the Sup35-

SAC peptide alone, therefore devoid of CA, where used; indicative of the specificity of 

the reaction. The activity of CA in the fibrils was 3.4 times lower that the one exhibited 

by an equivalent amount of either soluble Sup35-CA (4.1 WAU) or CA-wt (4.0 WAU). 

This reduction of CA activity in the fibrillar state has been already observed for a fusion 

between the complete PrD of the yeast Ure2p and CA,20 despite in that case the 

reduction of activity in the filaments relative to the soluble form was higher, about 10-

fold. Two explanations may account for these differences in activity: i) when folded, 

CA displays the same activity in both fibrils, but the amount of properly folded domains 

is higher in Sup35-CA fibrils. ii) CA is more active in Sup35-CA fibrils.  

CA is a near-diffusion-limited enzyme.56 This implies that the reaction rate 

depends on the speed at which substrate diffuses to the active size. Aggregation might 

decrease the apparent activity of CA because the fibrillar structure reduces the diffusion 

rate of the substrate. In this case, it is expected that the fibrils formed by smaller self-

assembling domains, such as the Sup35-SAC, would impose lower restrictions to 
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diffusion than those of the larger PrDs. The same rational would apply in case the 

reduction in activity is caused by steric hindrance. Indeed, an inverse relationship 

between the size of the fibril-forming component and the activity of the adjacent 

enzyme in the aggregated state was reported for a fusion of the Ure2p PrD with 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP).19 The use of the 93-residues full-length PrD rendered 

very low HRP activity, whereas shortening it to 80 residues permitted to double the 

catalytic activity of the enzyme in the fibrillar form. 

In any case, it seems clear from our experiments that the short soft amyloid core 

of Sup35 PrD can be employed to generate catalytically active fibrils. 

Modelling of amyloid fibrils containing Sup35-SAC linked to a globular domain. 

The distance between -strands in a typical amyloid -sheet is  4.8 Å; whereas 

the size of the globular domains is typically ranged between 30-40 Å. Therefore, when 

located in close vicinity to amyloid regions along the chain, globular domains might 

prevent the formation of ordered amyloids because of the steric repulsion. This is 

especially true for the parallel arrangement because the equivalent c-terminal -sheet 

positions to which globular domains are appended are separated only by 4.8 Å, while 

in the antiparallel arrangement this distance is twice longer (9.6 Å).  To ensure our 

conclusion that a Sup35-SAC amyloid core surrounded by globular domains can be 

formed without significant steric tension, we applied a molecular modelling approach 

as previously described.57  In this work, as a model, we used a hybrid protein containing 

the amyloid-forming Sup35-SAC peptide and GFP linked by 8-residues linker, as in 

our Sup35-GFP construct. A number of experimental data suggest that the prion domain 

of Sup35 and its fragments form amyloid fibrils with the parallel and in-register cross-

 structure58, which is in agreement with the ATR-FTIR spectra of Sup35-FF fibrils. 

Furthermore, it is known that the amyloid protofibrils usually have a slight left-handed 

twist. Therefore, we constructed these amyloid fibrils with an axial twist angle of 2° 
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per 4.8-Å step (Figure 8).  For the parallel and in-register cross- amyloid core we used 

two structural arrangements: stacks of linear -strands and of -arches. The 21-residues 

Sup35-SAC is long enough to form −strand-−arc--strand elements called ‘-arches’ 

that have been found in a significant number of disease-related and functional amyloid 

fibrils.  The possibility of a -arch arrangement for Sup35-SAC was correctly predicted 

by the ArchCandy algorithm.59 Our molecular modelling confirmed that the hybrid 

molecules experimentally tested in this work can form parallel and in-register cross- 

amyloids (with Sup35-SAC either in the linear or -arch conformations) decorated by 

globular domains (Figure 8). The structural models were energy-minimized using 

steepest descent algorithm of GROMACS package version 4.6.7 60 and their steric 

tension and overall stereochemistry were evaluated by using PROCHECK package.61 

In the final structures (Figure 8), the GFP domains do not have steric clashes. The 

conclusion of the molecular modelling can be extended to the antiparallel cross- 

amyloids of the hybrid molecules because, as detailed above) these fibrils would have 

even more space to accommodate the globular domains. The diameter of the modelled 

fibrils are 17.7 nm and 17 nm for the linear and -arch conformations, respectively; in 

very good agreement with the 20 nm we measured for Sup35-GFP amyloid fibrils. 
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Figure 8. Structural models of amyloid fibrils formed by Sup35-GFP (A) Fibrils formed by 

stacking of linear -strands of Sup35-SAC. Axial projection of the repetitive element (top). Lateral 

projection of the 90-mer fibril that corresponds to a half helix turn (180°). The fibril was generated 

by the 28.8 Å translation of the hexameric element along the fibril axis (bottom). B. Fibrils formed 

by stacking of -arches of Sup35-SAC. Axial projection (top) and lateral projections (bottom).  

Images were generated by using PyMol software.62  
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Conclusions 

We have developed different functional nanofibrils exploiting our previous 

discovery that the self-assembling properties of PrDs can be mimicked by their much 

shorter SACs. In particular, we have demonstrated that the conjugation of globular 

proteins to Sup35-SAC induces a controlled self-assembly into amyloid-like 

supramolecular structures. In contrast to other fusions between -sheet forming 

peptides and globular domains, our proteins could be obtained at high yield in a soluble 

state, without any need for refolding procedures. This is likely because Sup35-SAC 

remains largely disordered when soluble, despite its ability to adopt a -sheet 

conformation in the fibrillar state. Moreover, in Sup35-SAC fusions the adjacent 

globular proteins display conformational, stability and folding properties almost 

indistinguishable of those of the original proteins. Importantly, the globular domains 

within our fusion proteins seem to maintain their structure preserved in the fibrillar state. 

Indeed, the diameter of the individual fibrils correlates well with that of the conjugated 

globular domain: 16, 20 and 23 nm for the FF domain (8 kDa), GFP (27 kDa) and CA 

(30 kDa) fibrils, respectively. This trend suggests that the packing of FF and CA 

domains in the fibrils might be similar to the one observed in the Sup35-GFP fibrils 

derived models. Therefore, Sup35-SAC appears as a module that can be readily used to 

immobilize bioactive proteins of different sizes and structures. The results agree well 

with a previous molecular modelling study that allowed us to establish a more general 

relationship between the size of the globular domains and the length of the linkers in 

the parallel and in-register cross- fibrils.57  

The modular genetic fusion approach described here can be applied to decorate 

fibrils with different functionalities, including active enzymes. Altogether, in addition 

to validate the prion-like proteins of short SACs, the present work illustrates a 

straightforward strategy to obtain novel bionanomaterials displaying immobilized 

functional proteins of biological or chemical interest. 
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Materials and methods 

Reagents and enzymes. Reagents and enzymes were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(UK), unless otherwise stated. Carbon grid (400 square mesh copper) were purchased 

from Micro to Nano (Netherlands) and the uranyl acetate solution were provided by the 

microscopy service (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona). Sup35-SAC 21-residues 

peptides were purchased from CASLO ApS (Scion Denmark Technical University). 

Expression and Purification of Proteins. The FF domain, corresponding to residues 

212-266 of yeast URN1, was cloned into a pET-28(a) plasmid (Addgene, USA), that 

previously contained the soft amyloid core Sup35 sequence, resulting in a plasmid 

encoding for a chimeric protein (Sup35-linker-FF domain) with an His6 tag. The 

cDNAs of Sup35-GFP (folding reporter green fluorescent protein63) and Sup35-CA 

(Carbonic  anhydrase) cloned in the plasmid pET28(a) with a His6 tag were acquired 

from GenScript (USA). E.coli BL21 (DE3) competent cells were transformed with the 

correspondent plasmids. Then, transformed cells were grown in 10 mL LB medium 

containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin, overnight at 37 °C, and transferred into 1 L fresh LB 

media containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin. After reaching an OD600 of 0.6, the culture was 

induced with 0.4 mM IPTG and grown either at 20 °C for 16 h or at 37 °C for 4h. At 

both temperatures, the proteins were found mainly in the soluble cell fraction; however, 

20 °C was selected for all preparative productions, since the soluble/insoluble ratio was 

slightly higher. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 min at 4 °C. 

The collected pellet was resuspended into 20 mL PBS pH 7.4 containing 20 mM 

imidazole, 1 mg/mL lysozyme and 1 mM PMSF. The solution was incubated on ice, 

followed by sonication for 20 min. The supernatant was collected by centrifugation at 

15000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C and, purified in an His-tag column, according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol, followed by a gel filtration onto a HiLoadTM SuperdexTM 75 

prepgrade column (GE Healthcare,USA). The purified proteins were frozen with liquid 

nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. The purity of the sample was confirmed by SDS-PAGE. 
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The concentration of the proteins: Sup35-FF, Sup35-GFP and Sup35-CA was 

determined by UV absorption using a ε value of 18450 L·mol-1·cm-1, 24995 L·mol-

1·cm-1 and 54890 L·mol-1·cm-1, respectively. The protein was found mainly in the 

soluble cell fraction, independently if the expression was done at 37 °C or at 20 °C; 

however, this last temperature was used for all preparative protein productions since 

the soluble/insoluble ratio was slightly higher.  

Prediction of Aggregation and Disorder. The protein sequence of FF domain, Sup35-

FF, Sup35-SAC, and Sup35-linker were used to predict aggregation and disorder. The 

aggregation propensity was predicted by three different methods: Aggrescan41, 

FoldAmyloid42 and PASTA 2.0 43. The disordered regions were predicted using four 

different algorithms: PONDR (VSL2)45, GlobPlot46, PASTA 2.043 and IUPred47. The 

parameters used for the predictions were the following: Aggrescan and PONDR (VSL2) 

were run with default parameters. For FoldAmyloid, the scale option was “expected 

number of contacts 8Å” the "averaging frame" was 5 and threshold was 21.4. For 

PASTA 2.0, the “custom” mode was used and the “top pairing energies” was 20, the 

“energy threshold” was -5 (1.0 Pasta Energy Unit corresponding to 1.192 Kcal/mol), 

and the TPR (sensitivity) and FPR (1- specificity) were 40.5% and 4.7%, respectively. 

For GlobPlot, the mode of propensities was “Russell/Linding (recommended P=RC-

SS)”, for disorder prediction, minimum peak width was 5 and maximum join distance 

was 4; the globular domain hunting was performed using domain prediction 

“SMART/Pfam” parameter with minimum peak width 74 and maximum join distance 

15, and the plot was smoothed using 1st and 2nd derivative Savitzky-Golay with frame 

10. For IUPred, the “short disorder of prediction type” was used and the output type 

was “generate plot” with window size 500. 

Conformational Characterization. Proteins were dissolved at a final concentration of 

20 μM for Sup35-FF, Sup35-GFP and Sup35-CA in PBS pH 7.4 buffer, then samples 

were filtered through a 0.22 μm Millipore filter and immediately analysed. Far-UV CD 
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spectra were recorded from 260 nm to 200 nm at 1 nm bandwidth, response time of 1 

second, and a scan speed of 100 nm/min in a Jasco-710 spectropolarimeter (Jasco 

Corporation, Japan), thermostated at 25 °C. Ten accumulations were averaged for each 

spectrum. Trp intrinsic fluorescence and GFP intrinsic fluorescence spectra were 

measured at 25 °C on a Jasco FP-8200 Spectrofluorometer (Jasco Corporation, Japan). 

Three averaged spectra were accumulated using an excitation wavelength of 280 nm 

and 485 nm and recording emission from 300 to 400 nm and 500 to 600 nm for Trp and 

GFP emission fluorescence, respectively, with slit widths of 5 nm. Three averaged 

absorbance spectra of Sup35-GFP were recorded from 450 to 600 nm on a SPECORD 

200 plus spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena, Germany), with scan speed of 20 nm/s. As 

controls, 20 μM FF-wt, GFP and CA-wt in PBS buffer, pH 7.4, were measured in all 

the assays under the same conditions. The fluorescence emission spectra of Sup35-GFP 

fibrils was recorded as described for the soluble fusion at 5 μM final concentration. The 

amount of protein in the fibrillar solution was titrated after denaturation by SDS-PAGE 

against a concentration standard of soluble Sup35-GFP. 

Thermal and chemical denaturation. FF-wt and Sup35-FF were dissolved at 20 μM 

in PBS, pH 7.4. Trp intrinsic fluorescence was monitored in a Jasco FP-8200 

Spectrofluorometer from 25 °C to 90 °C, with an excitation wavelength of 280 nm and 

recording emission at 340 nm, with an interval of 0.5 °C and a heating rate of 0.5 °C/min. 

Ellipticity was recorded at 222 nm  each 1 °C with a heating rate 0.5 °C/min from 25 °C 

to 90 °C, using a Jasco-710 spectropolarimeter. In the case of Sup35-GFP and GFP, 

soluble proteins were prepared at 10 μM in PBS, pH 7.4. GFP intrinsic fluorescence 

was recorded from 25 °C to 90 °C, with excitation wavelength of 485 nm and emission 

recorded at 515 nm each 0.5 °C with a heating rate of 0.5 °C/min. 

For chemical denaturation, samples were prepared at 10 μM in PBS, pH 7.4 in the 

presence of different concentrations of denaturing agent (0-9 M of urea), and the 

reaction was left to equilibrate for 20 h at room temperature. Each sample was prepared 
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in duplicate. Trp intrinsic fluorescence spectra and far-UV CD spectra were collected 

at 280/360 nm (excitation/emission) and 222 nm, respectively. One-week aggregated 

Sup35-FF was analysed in the same manner at 5 μM final concentration. For Sup35-

CA and CA-wt the shift in the center of mass (CM) of the Trp emission spectrum was 

calculated and plotted against the urea concentration.  

The results were fitted to a two-state transition curve where the signals of the 

folded and unfolded states are dependent on the temperature/denaturant concentration 

using the nonlinear least squares algorithm provided by Origin 8.5 (OriginLab 

Corporation). 

Folding Kinetics. Kinetics of unfolding and refolding were analysed by recording 

intrinsic Trp fluorescence changes upon transition at 25 °C in a Bio-Logic SFM-3 

stopped-flow instrument (Bio-Logic Science Instruments), employing an excitation 

wavelength at 280 nm and a 320 nm cut-off filter. For unfolding reactions, the protein 

solution was prepared in PBS pH 7.4, at 10 μM and appropriate volumes of the same 

buffer containing concentrated urea were added to initiate the reaction. For the refolding 

reaction, selected volumes of denaturant free buffer were added to the initial protein 

solution at 10 μM in 9M urea. All fluorescence traces were fitted to an exponential 

function, and kinetic parameters were calculated considering a two-state folding model, 

using Origin 8.5 program (OriginLab Corporation). Kinetic and free energy values were 

determined using the following equations:  

( )OH

F

OH

U

OH

FU kkRTG 222 /ln−= −
 

( )UFFU mmRTm +=−  

where kF and kU are the rate constants for folding and unfolding, respectively, and the 

mF and mU values correspond to the slopes of the respective folding and unfolding 

regions. 
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Fibril Formation. Sup35-FF, Sup35-GFP and Sup35-CA proteins were prepared at 50 

μM, 1.5 mM and 1.0 mM in PBS pH 7.4, and filtered through a 0.22 μm filter. The 

Sup35-FF and Sup35-GFP samples were incubated at 37 °C, and Sup35-CA at 25 °C, 

with agitation at 300 rpm for one week. FF-wt and GFP were incubated at the same 

concentrations and conditions as controls. 

Amyloid dyes binding. Thioflavin T (Th-T) and Congo red (CR) was used to 

determine the formation of amyloid fibrils. For the binding assay, incubated proteins 

were diluted to a final concentration of 20 μM in PBS pH7.4, in the presence of 25 μM 

Th-T. Emission fluorescence was recorded in the 460-600 nm range, using an excitation 

wavelength of 445 nm and emission bandwidth of 5 nm on a Jasco FP-8200 

Spectrofluorometer (Jasco Corporation, Japan). For the CR binding assay, incubated 

proteins were prepared at final concentration of 20 μM and, CR was mixed to a final 

concentration of 20 μM. Optical absorption spectra were recorded in the range from 

375 to 700 nm in a Specord 200 Plus spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena, Germany). 

Spectra of protein alone and buffer were acquired to subtract protein scattering. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). For TEM samples preparation, 10μL of 

the incubated proteins were deposited on a carbon-coated copper grid for 10 min and 

the excess liquid was removed with filter paper, followed by a negative stain with 10 

μL of 2 %(w/v) uranyl acetate for 1min. Grids were exhaustively scanned using a JEM 

1400 transmission electron microscope (JEOL ltd, Japan) operating at 80 kV, and 

images were acquired with a CCD GATAN ES1000W Erlangshen camera (Gatan Inc., 

USA). The width of fibrils was analysed by Image J (National Health Institute), 

averaging the measures of 10 individual fibrils for each fusion protein. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).  FF-wt was dissolved at 180 μM 

in PBS, pH 7.4, and filtered through a 0.22 μm filter. 30 µL of the prepared Sup35-FF 

fibrils at 50 µM were centrifuged at 12000g for 30 min and resuspended in 10 µL of 
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water. Samples were placed on the ATR crystal and dried out under N2 flow. The 

experiments were carried out in a Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR (Bruker Optics, USA) 

supplied with a Specac Golden Gate MKII ATR accessory. Each spectrum consists of 

32 acquisitions measured at a resolution of 1 cm−1 using the three-term Blackman-

Harris Window apodization function. Data were acquired and normalized, using the 

OPUS MIR Tensor 27 software (Bruker Optics, USA), with the Min/Max 

normalization method, which scales spectrum intensities to the effect that the minimum 

absorbance unit will be 0 and the maximum 2. The analysis of the IR spectra was 

performed with the PeaKFit program (SeaSolve Software Inc.). Obtained data, in the 

amide I region (1700 to 1600 cm−1), were first pre-smoothed using non-parametric 

smoother Loess ((locally weighted smoothing) procedure at 5% level, and the lineal 

baseline was subtracted. IR spectra were fitted employing the residuals method for 

finding hidden peaks, which consists on finding the difference in y-value between a 

data point and the sum of component peaks evaluated at the data point’s x-value. From 

the second derivative plot for each sample absorbance spectrum, peaks and local 

minima were identified and the number and positions of them manually placed to 

deconvolute the absorbance spectra. Afterwards, automated peak fitting was done using 

the "AutoFit Peaks I Residuals" option with the "vary widths" condition for the 

autoscan procedure, until reaching iteration 7 and a r2>0.997. The resulting area, 

amplitude and center values of the fitted bands were exported as a table and plotted.     

Aggregation and Seeding Kinetics. Sup35-FF solutions were prepared at 50 μM in 

PBS pH 7.4 containing 20 μM Th-T and transferred into 96 well plates in the absence 

and presence of 2% (v/v) Sup35-FF amyloid seeds. Each sample was prepared by 

triplicate. The Th-T fluorescence at 485 nm was recorded every 3 min at 37 °C during 

1000 min, using a Victor III Multilabel Plate Reader (Perkin Elmer,USA), equipped 

with P450 CW-lamp filter and 486/10nm emission filter. The obtained data were 

analyzed and plotted by following a Boltzmann function in Origin 8.5 (OriginLab 

Corporation). 
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Fluorescence Microscopy. 50 μL aggregated Sup35-GFP was centrifuged at 12000g 

for 30 min. Supernatant was removed and fibrils were resuspended in PBS pH 7.4. 5 

μL of the resuspended fibres were mixed with 5 μL mounting medium solution and 

dropped on a clean glass slide (Deltalab, 26×76 mm) and covered by a cover slide 

(Deltalab, 22×22mm). Fluorescence imaging of nanofibers was carried out on an 

Eclipse 90i epifluorescence optical microscopy equipped with a Nikon DXM1200F 

(Nikon,Japan) camera and ACT-1 software. Images were acquired with an excitation 

filter of 465-495 nm and detecting fluorescence emission in a range of 515-555 nm.  

Catalytic activity of Sup35-CA fibrils. Catalytic activity of Carbonic Anhydrase (CA) 

was assayed by using a modified Wilbur-Anderson method.55 Specifically, 2 mL of 50 

mM Tris-HCl,100 mM NaCl, pH 8.1 buffer were mixed with 200 μL 0.05% BTB 

(Bromothymol blue) on ice. 10 μL of 20 μM protein samples were added and the 

reaction was initiated by addition of 1.0 mL of ice-cold CO2 saturated water. To 

determine the catalytic activity, the time required for the pH to drop from 8.1 to 6.3 was 

recorded. BTB was used as a pH indicator. The activity of the tested sample was 

calculated using the equation: WAU= (t0-t)/t where t is the time required for the pH 

change when the test sample is present and t0 is the time required for the pH change 

when the buffer is substituted for the test sample. CA wt was used as positive control, 

to evaluate the effect of Sup35 fusion on the CA activity. Sup35-SAC fibrils and 

lysozyme were used as negative controls to show the specificity of CA activity in the 

fibrils. 

Molecular modelling of fibril with a pseudo-helical packing of GFPs. The left-

handed twisted fibrils were built with 2° angle twist per axial 4.8 Å translation between 

the monomers. The twisting operator was imposed around a Z-axis located at the center 

of mass of the main-chain atoms from the two -strands of the Sup35 fragment. To 

build models of hybrid protein we used the crystal structure of GFP protein (pdb entry 
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1GFL).64 To position the GFP structures around the amyloid core and evaluate their 

packing, we built a model of two successive hexameric layers of the subunits.57 The 

first GFP subunit was manually docked on one side of the fibril stack while keeping the 

axis of the GFP -barrel perpendicular to the Z-axis. The five other subunits were 

positioned by applying the successive rotation of ~51° around an axis that intersects the 

X-Y plane at the C atom of the last Sup35 residue of the first monomer and their 

successive translations of 4.8 Å along the Z-axis. This geometry was chosen so that it 

provides the most optimal close packing of the GFP molecules within the hexamer 

(Figure 8). To evaluate the packing of GFP domains between the hexameric units, an 

adjacent hexameric layer was generated by a 28.8 Å translation along the Z-axis.  The 

28.8 Å distance agrees well with the corresponding distance between the GFPs from 

Aequorea victoria in the crystal packing (pdb entry 1GFL).64 CHIMERA65 program 

was used for the symmetrical positioning of GFPs and molecular modelling procedures. 

The linkers connecting Sup35 peptides to GFPs were generated using MODLOOP.66 

The quality and consistency of the generated models were checked with the 

PROCHECK program.61  
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Figure S1. Analysis on SDS-PAGE of the expression and purification of Sup35-FF fusion 

protein. Lane 1, corresponds to molecular weight marker, lane 2, non-induced culture, lane 3, 

induced culture, lane 4 and 5 are soluble (supernatant) and insoluble (pellet) fractions from total 

cell extract, and lane 6 shows the purified fraction of Sup35-FF protein upon elution with 250 mM 

imidazole from a His-trap column. Black arrow indicates the band corresponding to Sup35-FF 

fusion protein. 
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Figure S2. Conformational characterization of Sup35-FF protein. (A) Size-Exclusion 

Chromatography elution profile of Sup35-FF, (B) Far-UV CD spectra at different concentrations (5, 

10, 15 and 20 μM) and, (C) Tryptophan intrinsic fluorescence spectra. Sup35-FF and FF-wt are 

shown in black and red, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Aggregation kinetics and seeding reaction of Sup35-FF. Sup35-FF was dissolved at 

50 μM in PBS containing 25 μM Th-T and the Th-T fluorescence emission was recorded along time 

in the absence (black squares) and, in the presence of 2% of pre-formed Sup35-FF fibrils as seeds 

(red dots).  
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Figure S4. 3D representation of Green Fluorescent Protein and Carbonic anhydrase fused to 

the Sup35 soft amyloid core. Ribbon representation of (A) Sup35-GFP and (B) Sup35-CA using 

the PDB accession code 2B3Q and 1V9E for the GFP and CA structures, respectively. Sup35 soft 

amyloid core, spacer linker, GFP or CA are shown in red, blue and green, respectively. 
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Figure S5. Analysis on SDS-PAGE of the expression and purification of Sup35-GFP fusion 

protein. Lane 1, corresponds to molecular weight marker, lane 2, non-induced culture, lane 3, total 

extract induced, lane 4, soluble fraction (supernatant), lane 5, insoluble fraction (pellet) and, lane 6, 

shows the purified fraction of Sup35-GFP by gel filtration. Black arrow indicates the band 

corresponding to Sup35-GFP fusion protein. 
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Figure S6. Analysis on SDS-PAGE of the expression and purification of Sup35-CA fusion 

protein. Lane 1, corresponds to molecular weight marker, lane 2, non-induced culture, lane 3, total 

extract induced, lane 4, soluble fraction (supernatant), lane 5, insoluble fraction (pellet) and lanes 

6-7, flow through the His-trap column and, lanes 8-9, eluted protein at 250 mM imidazole. Black 

arrow indicates the band corresponding to Sup35-CA fusion protein. 

 

 

 

Figure S7. Conformational characterization and stability of Sup35-CA protein. (A) 

Tryptophan intrinsic fluorescence spectra, (B) Far-UV CD spectra, (C) Chemical equilibrium curves 

with urea were followed at 25 ºC by wavelength of maximum Trp fluorescence (Urea 50% of CA-

wt and Sup35-CA are 4.24 ± 0.03 and 4.40 ± 0.04). CA-wt and Sup35-CA are shown in black and 

red, respectively. 
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Table S1. Prediction of aggregation propensity and disorder. (A) Positive aggregation-prone 

predictions are shown in bold. Positive scores, values higher than 21.4 and values lower than -4.0, 

correspond to aggregation-prone proteins/regions according to Aggrescan, FoldAmyloid, and 

PASTA 2.0, respectively. The analysis of a classical amyloid core belonging to the Aβ-peptide is 

shown for comparison (B) For disorder prediction, the values indicate the percentage of polypeptide 

predicted to be disorder. 

A 

Protein Aggrescan FoldAmyloid PASTA 2.0 

KLVFFA (Aβ) 81.00 24.02 -4.53937 

Sup35-SAC -32.60 20.84 -1.9920 

Sup35-SAC-linker -35.50 19.99 -1.9920 

FF domain-His tag -26.30 21.22 -4.2112 

Sup35-FF -27.60 20.81 -4.2112 

 

B 

Protein 
PONDR 

(VSL2) 
GlobPlot PASTA 2.0 IUPRED 

Sup35-SAC Too short 100.00 100.00 56.52 

Sup35-SAC-linker 100.00 100.00 100.00 54.84 

FF domain-His tag 32.81 9.38 23.43 10.94 

Sup35-FF 52.63 33.68 25.26 12.63 
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Table S2. Thermodynamic characterization of soluble Sup35-FF and FF-wt proteins. 

 

a OH

FUG 2

−  (Kcal mol-1)  b m (Kcal mol-1 M-1)  c [Urea]50%
 (mol·L-1)  

Intrinsic 

Fluorescence  
CD  

Intrinsic 

Fluorescence  
CD  

Intrinsic 

Fluorescence 
CD  

Sup35-FF  4.04±0.18  4.02±0.28  0.72±0.03  0.76±0.05  5.62±0.04  5.32±0.08  

FF-wt  4.11±0.11  4.21±0.20  0.72±0.02  077±0.04  5.68±0.04  5.44±0.04  

a Gibbs energy of unfolding with urea determined from the equilibrium parameters.  

b Dependence of the Gibbs energy of unfolding with urea. 

c The urea concentration required to unfold 50% of the protein molecules. 

 

 

 

Table S3. Melting temperatures of soluble Sup35-FF and FF-wt proteins. 

 

Tm (℃) 

Intrinsic Fluorescence CD 

Sup35-FF  62.72 ± 0.17 64.7 ± 0.4 

FF-wt  64.61 ± 0.19 66.1 ± 0.5 
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Table S4. Assignment and area of the secondary structure components of Sup35-FF fibrils in 

the amide I region of the FTIR spectra. FF-wt was shown as control. 

Assignments (%) Sup35-FF fibrils FF-wt 

Inter β-sheet  27.25 (1624 cm-1) - 

α-helix  59.50 (1649 cm-1) 84.08 (1650 cm-1) 

Turns  13.25 (1674 cm-1) 15.92 (1673 cm-1) 
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Abstract  

Insoluble amyloid fibrils formed by self-assembly of amyloidogenic regions of proteins 

have a cross--structure. In this work, by using targeted molecular dynamics and rigid 

body simulation, we demonstrate that if a protein consists of an amyloidogenic region 

and a globular domain(s) and if the linker between them is short enough, such molecules 

cannot assemble into amyloid fibrils, forming instead oligomers with a certain limited 

number of -strands in the cross- core. We show that this blockage of the amyloid 

growth is due to the steric repulsion of globular structures linked to amyloidogenic 

regions. Furthermore, we establish the relationship between the linker length and the 

number of monomers in such nanoparticles. We hypothesize that such oligomerization 

can be a yet unrecognised way to form natural protein complexes involved in biological 

processes. Our results can also be used in protein engineering for designing soluble 

nanoparticles carrying different functional domains.     

  

Keywords: Amyloids, targeted molecular dynamics, rigid body simulation, 

functional nanoparticles. 
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Introduction 

Amyloid fibrils are the subject of particular interest due to their association with a 

number of human diseases.  Despite considerable importance, until recently, the 

structural arrangement of amyloid fibrils was poorly understood compared with soluble 

proteins.  This was due to the fact that conventional experimental methods (X-ray 

crystallography and NMR in solution) capable of determining high-resolution structure, 

cannot be used because of the insolubility of fibrils. The recent progress in 

understanding the amyloid structure has stemmed mostly from the application of 

experimental techniques such as solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance, cryo-electron 

microscopy, and scanning transmission electron microscopy mass measurements 

(Nelson and Eisenberg 2006; Steven et al. 2016). The majority of the naturally-

occurring amyloid structures have been shown to have a cross- structure with parallel 

and in-register -strands (Colvin et al. 2016; Gorkovskiy et al. 2014; Groveman et al. 

2014; Helmus et al. 2011; Kajava et al. 2004; Kajava, Baxa, and Steven 2010; Luckgei 

et al. 2013; Murray et al. 2017; Rodriguez et al. 2015; Vilar et al. 2008; Wasmer et al. 

2008; Weirich et al. 2016) (Figure 1a).  The formation of the parallel and in-register 

structures from the amyloidogenic polypeptides is spontaneous and leads to the stable 

cross- fibrils (Colvin et al. 2016; Gorkovskiy et al. 2014; Groveman et al. 2014; 

Helmus et al. 2011; Kajava et al. 2004, 2010; Luckgei et al. 2013; Luhrs et al. 2005; 

Vilar et al. 2008; Weirich et al. 2016), suggesting that the interaction between the -

structural subunits of amyloids is energetically favourable. These interactions are 

strong enough to bring together large proteins containing, in addition to the 

amyloidogenic region (AR), globular domains and long unfolded linkers, as observed, 

for example, in Rip1/Rip3, huntingtin, and TAR-DNA binding protein, Het-s, Sup35p, 

Ure2p and Prp  (Baxa et al. 2006, 2007; Chen et al. 2010; Groveman et al. 2014; Helmus 

et al. 2011; Li et al. 2012; Pfefferkorn, McGlinchey, and Lee 2010; Shen et al. 2016; 

Shewmaker et al. 2009; Wasmer et al. 2009) (Figure 1b). Usually, in these fibrils, the 

unfolded linker connecting the amyloidogenic regions (AR) and globular domain is 

long (more than 50 residues), since AR location in close proximity to the globular 

domain along the chain would cause steric repulsion and prevent the formation of 

amyloid structures (Kajava et al. 2004) (Figure 1c). Recently, by using molecular and 

mesoscopic modelling, we were able to establish a relationship between the size of the 
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globular domains and the length of the shortest possible linker that still allows the 

formation of the infinite amyloid fibrils having a cross- structure with parallel and in-

register -strands (Azizyan et al., 2018). This relationship was confirmed 

experimentally (Wang et al. 2019).  The objective of the present work was to study the 

self-assembly of ARs when the linker between the AR and the globular domain is 

shorter than the one allowing the formation of the infinite fibrils.  

 

Figure 1.  Structural arrangement of amyloid fibril and two possible scenarios of amyloid 

structure formation in the presence of flanking globular domains. (a) A typical structural 

arrangement of amyloid fibrils. The β-arch is stacked in a parallel and in-register manner into 

fibrillar ‘β-arcade’ structure. Two strands of the β-arch are integrated into two different β-sheets.  

(b) Stack of ARs (as boxes of blue colour) connected with globular domains (spheres of brown 

colour) by long linkers. These molecules can form infinite amyloid fibrils. The fibre axis is indicated 

by a thin vertical arrow. (c) Stack of ARs connected with globular domains by short linkers. The 

stacking of ARs is hampered by the steric repulsion of globular domains. 

Materials and methods 

Coarse-grained targeted molecular dynamics. We used the CG-TMD approach 

implemented with the  GROMACS package (version 4.6.7) (Hess et al. 2008; Van Der 

Spoel et al. 2005) installed on a multi-processor Xeon based workstation with an 

SSE4.1 CPU acceleration set. To evaluate the steric tensions and overall 

stereochemistry of the oligomers obtained during the coarse-grained TMD, we 

converted them back to the all-atom structures by using the “Going backward” tool 

(Wassenaar et al. 2014). Then, we applied an energy minimisation procedure using the 

steepest descent algorithm of the GROMACS package version 4.6.7 (Hess et al. 2008; 

Van Der Spoel et al. 2005) and evaluated steric tension and overall stereochemistry of 
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the structures by using the PROCHECK package (Laskowski et al. 1993). For further 

details, see Supplementary Data. 

Rigid Body Simulation. As a simplified mesoscopic modelling strategy, we used 

the Low Poly 3D models and Rigid Body Simulation implemented in Blender software 

package37.  For additional information, see https://cg3dartist.wixsite.com/amyloid. The 

final structures were checked for the absence of intersections between the elements of 

models with Mesh Analysis tool of Blender. All other geometrical parameters and Rigid 

Body World setting were the same as in the previous work36. For further details, see 

Supplementary Data. 

Results  

Modelling of self-assembly of a hybrid protein containing AR and typical 

globular domain by using full-atom and coarse-grained targeted molecular 

dynamics. To analyse the constraints on amyloid formation imposed by steric 

exclusion of globular domains, we used a hybrid protein containing an amyloid-forming 

fragment of A peptide (17-42) and Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) as a globular 

domain. This choice is explained by the fact that on the one hand, the A-fragment is 

the most studied amyloid-forming peptide and, on the other hand, the GFP globular 

domain is the most frequently fused to different amyloid-forming domains (Fox et al. 

2010; Ochiishi et al. 2016; Waldo et al. 1999; Wurth, Guimard, and Hecht 2002). 

Besides, GFP, with its 238 residues, represents a typical globular domain being close 

to the average size of the globular domain (190 residues in MODBASE) (Pieper et al. 

2014). The structure of the A protofibril was taken from the PDB entry 2BEG (Luhrs 

et al. 2005). In this amyloid structure, each polypeptide chain is folded into -arches 

and stacked in parallel and in-register manner (Fig. 1a). The 3D structure of GFP was 

taken from PDB entry 1GFL (Yang, Moss, and Phillips 1996). In our model, the linker 

between these domains has a Ser-Pro-rich sequence, which has a potential of flexible 

and intrinsically unfolded conformation (Figure 2a). In particular, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6-

residue linkers consist of Ser, Ser-Ser, Pro-Ser-Ser, Ser-Pro-Ser-Ser, Ser-Ser-Pro-Ser-

Ser, Pro-Ser-Ser-Pro-Ser-Ser, respectively.  

Molecular modelling showed that A-GFP with linkers shorter than 7 residues can 

still form the amyloid cross- structures; however, these complexes represent 
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oligomers with a limited number of the monomers because of the steric repulsion of the 

globular domains. We were able to establish the relationship between the number of 

subunits in the oligomers and the length of the linker. For this analysis, we modelled 

the self-assembly of A(17-42)-linker-GFP molecules by using targeted molecular 

dynamics (TMD) (Schlitter et al. 1993). If initial and target conformations are known, 

then the TMD simulation is a suitable method to predict the transition pathways by 

continuously diminishing the RMS distance value between these conformations. In our 

case, the initial state of AR is an unfolded conformation, and the final structure is a -

arch within the -arcade (Luhrs et al. 2005) (Figure 1a).  Concerning the other parts of 

the hybrid molecule, the GFP globular domain was kept in its initial crystal structure 

and linkers of a given length were free of constraints and flexible. The monomers were 

added to the growing complexes until they started to have steric tensions. Our TMD 

simulations, made by using the full-atom system with and without explicit water, show 

that this system is calculation expensive. Therefore, we turned our attention to the TMD 

applied to coarse-grained (CG) molecular models (Monticelli et al. 2008; Tozzini, 

Rocchia, and McCammon 2006). In CG models, the reduced number of degrees of 

freedom and the use of smoother interaction potentials allow for longer time steps, 

resulting in a significant increase in the calculation speed (Dror et al. 2010). Our tests 

showed that the CG-TMD approach implemented with the GROMACS package fits 

our system well. An addition of a monomer to the -arcade target requires about 18 

hours of CPU time on a multi-processor Xeon based workstation with an SSE4.1 CPU 

acceleration set. To evaluate the steric tensions and overall stereochemistry of the 

oligomers obtained during the coarse-grained TMD, we converted them back to the all-

atom structures by using the “Going backward” tool (Wassenaar et al. 2014). The 

oligomer structures with disallowed atomic contacts or covalent structure geometry 

were rejected. (For details see Supplementary Data).  
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Figure 2.  Models of an amyloid-like oligomer formed by hybrid molecule A(17-42)-linker-

GFP with 3 residue linker. (a) Sequence of A(17-42)-linker-GFP monomer with A(17-42) 

peptide (PDB entry 2BEG) (in blue), a linker (red and underlined) composed of Pro-Ser-Ser 

sequence (C-terminal Ser comes from the N-terminus of GFP), and GFP domain from Aequorea 

victoria (PDB entry 2Y0G) (in light brown). (b) The all-atom 3D structure of a hexamer containing 

monomers with 3 residues in the linker obtained by CG MD simulations (picture was generated 

using VMD package (Humphrey, Dalke, and Schulten 1996)) (regions of the hybrid molecule are 

coloured similarly on a and b).  (c) Several arrangements of the hexamers obtained in the different 

runs of the Blender Rigid Body simulation. (d) Dependence of the number of subunits in oligomer 

on the linker length. The vertical line at the 7-residue value denotes the minimal number of residues 

in the linker allowing the growth of infinite amyloid fibril. Red squares and blue points correspond 

to data obtained in CG-TMD and rigid body simulations, correspondingly. 

The results of our analysis are shown in Figure 2b and Figure 2d. When the linker 

consists of 1, 2, 3 or 4 residues, the oligomers can have maximum 2, 3, 6 or 13 subunits, 

correspondingly. The longer the linker, the higher stoichiometry of the oligomer 

structure, and more calculation time is required to reach the steric limits. Given that 

A(17-42)-linker-GFP molecules with a 7-residue linker, can form the infinite fibril 

(Azizyan et al. 2018), we expected a sharp increase in the number of subunits for the 

molecules with 5 or 6 residue linkers. In this case, the precise estimation of the number 

of subunits in the oligomer was becoming computationally expensive and would 
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require the other modelling approaches. Thus, our study revealed some limitations of 

CG-TMD simulations when this method was applied to the larger oligomers.  

Generalisation of the conclusions by using rigid body simulation. The results 

of CG-TMD described in the previous section can be used to validate the other 

simplified modelling approaches. At the same time, the simplified approaches can allow 

extending our conclusion to a more general case, with different linker lengths, shapes, 

and sizes of the AR and globular domains. As a simplified mesoscopic modelling 

strategy, we used the Rigid Body Simulation implemented in Blender software package 

(Anon 2015) (for details see Supplementary Data). The globular part was represented 

as a sphere with a diameter of 30 Å. All other geometrical parameters and Rigid Body 

World setting were the same as in the previous work (Azizyan et al. 2018). The obtained 

dependence between the number of subunits in oligomers and the number of residues 

in the linkers is shown in Figure 2d, Figure 3 and Table S1.  The comparison of the 

results derived from the rigid body simulation and CG-TMD showed a good agreement 

for the linkers with 2, 3, and 4 residues. This comparison allowed us to validate the 

rigid body simulation results on the CG TMD results. The agreement between the 

results suggested that the simplified approach could be successfully used for rapid 

estimations of the larger systems. For example, for the linkers of 5 and 6 residues, the 

rigid body simulation gave 29 and 69 monomers in the oligomers, respectively (Figure 

3). The simplified method was rapid enough to run several simulations for the same 

system. It was shown that depending on the initial positions of monomers during the 

simulation, the stoichiometry of the obtained oligomers can vary (Figure 3 and Table 

S1). Moreover, even when the number of monomers in the oligomers is the same, the 

arrangement of the globular parts around the amyloid core can be slightly different 

(Figure 2c). This variation can be explained by the local “kinetic traps” presented in 

such large molecular complexes.   

 Our modelling was done for GFP, which size is close to the average one of the 

globular domains  (Pieper et al. 2014). At the same time, if the linker length is fixed, 

the number of subunits in the oligomer should vary depending on the size of globular 

structure. To demonstrate this, we extended the rigid body simulations to the oligomers 

formed by subunits with globular domains of 40 Å or 50 Å in diameter (Figure 3).  For 

example, in accordance with this estimation, molecules with 6 residue linker and 
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globular domain of 30, 40 or 50 Å can form oligomers of 69, 18 or 12 subunits, 

correspondingly. 

 

Figure 3. Dependence between the number of subunits in the cross-β oligomers and the 

number of residues in the linkers obtained by rigid body simulation. Globular domain was 

represented by a sphere of either 30, 40 or 50 Å in diameter. Linkers vary from 1 to 6 residues. For 

a given linker size and number of subunits, we performed 100 rigid body simulations and counted 

the number of minimized oligomers without steric repulsion.   

 The rigid body simulation does not take into consideration neither a specific 

amino acid sequence of the linker nor its direction in terms of N- and C-terminus.  The 

agreement between the results of the CG TMD and rigid body simulations suggests that 

our results can be extended to a wide range of linker sequences independent if the 

globular domain is N- or C-terminal to the amyloidogenic region. At the same time, the 

linker sequences should be non-amyloidogenic and have flexible and intrinsically 

unfolded conformation.  

A methodological result of this work is the implementation of CG TMD and Rigid 

Body simulations as suitable tools to predict the assembly of such large systems 

containing molecules with amyloid-forming regions linked to globular structures. The 
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modelling protocol established here can be used in future studies. Here, we analysed 

the most common case of naturally occurring amyloids with the parallel and in-register 

cross- structure, but some of the cross- amyloid fibrils are built by antiparallel 

stacking of -arches (Qiang et al. 2012) or short -solenoids (Wasmer et al. 2008). 

These fibrils can better tolerate the short linkers of the globular domains and can be 

analysed by using the approaches presented here.  ARs that are flanked by two globular 

domains on both sides can also be tested.  

Discussion 

Flanking domains of the amyloidogenic regions can affect the formation and the 

stability of cross- amyloids. In the most well-studied amyloids, the unfolded linker 

connecting the amyloidogenic region and globular domain is long (more than 50 

residues)   (Baxa et al. 2006, 2007; Chen et al. 2010; Groveman et al. 2014; Helmus et 

al. 2011; Li et al. 2012; Pfefferkorn, McGlinchey, and Lee 2010; Shen et al. 2016; 

Shewmaker et al. 2009; Wasmer et al. 2009). In this case, the thermal motion of the 

globular domain and long unfolded flanking region should inhibit the amyloidogenesis 

by pushing away the amyloidogenic regions due to an excluded volume effect 

(Rubinshtein and Colby, 2003). Here, we considered proteins with globular structures 

linked to amyloidogenic regions by short (less than 7 residues) linkers. We showed that 

the amyloid growth of these proteins is blocked due to the steric repulsion of their 

globular domains. In comparison with the relatively weak inhibition of the long linkers, 

which can only shorten the fibrils, the steric effect of proteins with the short linkers is 

abrupt and strong. As a result, proteins with short linkers form oligomers with a cross-

 core of a certain limited size instead of the fibrils. 

In most cases, amyloid fibril formation is nucleation-dependent, displaying a lag 

phase followed by rapid fibrillogenesis (Ferrone 1999; Xue, Homans, and Radford 

2008). Knowledge about the size of the amyloid nucleus may inform us of the size in 

which the oligomers described here are becoming stable.  Nowadays, the question about 

the exact number of monomers in the nuclei of amyloids is still debated. In the -arcade, 

the formation of the first intermolecular H-bonds between two stacked  -arches is the 

most important step (Kajava et al. 2010), though it is not clear how many additional -

arches are needed to make this -arcade stable. In other works, it was suggested that 
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the nucleus of amyloid fibrils might consists of 4, 6, and even up to 30 monomers   

(Nelson et al. 2005, Xue et al. 2008, Sorci et al. 2011). If we consider the highest 

number of monomers suggested for the nuclei structures, we can conclude that our 

hybrid molecules form stable oligomers when the linkers are 5 or more residues long 

(Figure 3).  

Our results suggest that nature can use this type of amyloid-like oligomerisation 

to form soluble complexes carrying functional domains. A number of protein oligomers, 

including α-helical coiled coils, triple-helical collagen structures and complexes made 

from globular domains have been characterized (Steven et al. 2016).  The amyloid-like 

oligomers described in this work have not been observed by the conventional methods 

of structural biology (such as X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy) yet. This 

can be explained by the heterogeneity of these superstructures, differing in the number 

of monomers and in their spatial arrangement around the amyloid-like core (Figure 2c, 

Table S1), which hampers their atomic-level structural determination.  The 

oligomerisation observed here may also provide structural insight into a growing body 

of evidence on the phase separation behavior of proteins with amyloidogenic regions 

(Alberti et al. 2018)   Depending on conditions, several proteins with amyloid-forming 

regions, such as Sup35p, TDP-43, p53, CPEB3, FUS and others, also have potential to 

form assemblies with spherical morphologies (Mészáros et al., 2020). These 

observations put forth questions about the relationship between phase separation and 

amyloid fibrils. Our results suggest that in some cases, the aggregation state of the 

amyloidogenic region may be controlled by folding of the neighbouring domains.  
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of some potential applications of amyloid-like oligomeric 

structures. (A) Soluble oligomers carrying several different functional domains. (B) Inhibition of 

the amyloid fibril growth by addition of hybrid molecules with globular domains.  

This proof-of-concept study opens up further opportunities for the fabrication of 

nanostructures of defined size carrying multiple functional domains (Figure 4A). These 

engineered proteins can also be exploited to inhibit amyloidosis, by adding to the 

amyloidogenic proteins containing a given ARs a hybrid molecule consisting of the 

same AR linked to a globular domain (Figure 4B). The amyloid fibril scaffolding is 

already used in protein engineering to build up functional assemblies (Giraldo 2010). 

However, in comparison with the insoluble amyloid fibrils, the oligomers may be 

soluble, suggesting new opportunities in nanobiotechnology.  
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Table S1. Number of the Rigid Body simulation runs out of 100 for given linker size 

resulted in a given number of the monomers 

number of 

monomers 
linker_1 linker_2 linker_3 linker_4 linker_5 Linker_6 

2 100 100 98 100 98 100 

3 0 100 100 95 92 95 

4  100 96 50 95 85 

5  0 100 96 95 87 

6   100 99 94 90 

7   100 100 98 88 

8   0 97 60 93 

9    99 100 92 

10    98 94 49 

11    100 96 87 

12    23 76 90 

13    93 98 94 

14    74 98 90 

15    11 100 93 

16    0 99 81 

17     96 24 

18     22 72 

19     100 97 

20     99 45 

21     99 90 

22     85 15 

23     94 95 

24     76 15 

25     36 94 

26     10 95 

27     26 94 

28     17 98 

29     1 29 

30     0 99 

31      82 

32      45 

33      82 

34      66 

35      43 

36      8 

37      2 

38      66 

39      10 

40      97 

41      6 

42      94 

43      95 

44      20 

45      89 

46      86 
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47      64 

48      15 

49      44 

50      7 

51      59 

52      30 

53      56 

54      1 

55      45 

56      17 

57      21 

58      15 

59      38 

60      20 

61      4 

62      1 

63      6 

64      4 

65      2 

66      10 

67      1 

68      7 

69      7 

70      0 
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Methods 

CG-TMD simulations 

The CG-TMD simulations were performed using GROMACS version 4.6.7 

package,1,2 with the MARTINI force field.3 We used the MARTINI CG water model 

with one CG bead corresponding to four water molecules. During the simulations, 

periodic boundary conditions were used with a 200 Å cubic periodic box. Each 

monomer addition took 0.2 microseconds with 20 fs integration time. At each 

integration time step of 20 fs, the RMS distance between the coordinates of the current 

and target structures was computed, and the force on each pseudo-atom is given by the 

gradient of the potential:   

UTMD= 
1

2

𝑘

𝑁
[RMS (t)-RMS*(t)]2 

where RMS(t) is the time-dependent instantaneous best-fit RMS distance of current 

coordinates from the target coordinates, and RMS*(t) evolves linearly from RMSD at 

the first to the last TMD steps. The spring constant k = 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 is scaled down 

by the number of N targeted pseudo-atoms.  

A cutoff radius of 1.2 nm was used in the calculation of nonbonded interactions 

with a shifted function. The Lennard-Jones potential was shifted from 0.9 to 1.2 nm, 

whereas electrostatic potential was shifted from 0 to 1.2 nm (distance between pseudo-

atoms). Both the energy and the force were switched to zero at the cutoff distance. A 

leap-frog algorithm for integrating Newton’s equations of motion was presented for the 

general case involving constraints with coupling to both a constant temperature and a 

constant pressure bath. Berendsen temperature coupling algorithm4 was used to 

maintain a constant temperature at 300 K with a coupling time constant of 1 ps. 

Isotropic pressure coupling was applied using the Berendsen algorithm4 with a 

reference pressure of 1 bar. A coupling constant of 5.0 ps and a compressibility of 

4×10−5 bar−1 were used. All covalent bond lengths were constrained using the LINCS 

algorithm2.  

To model the formation of amyloids, we applied several constraints. The A part, 

on its way to the target structure is free of any constraints, whereas in the final structure 

of growing oligomer these parts are positionally restrained. Linkers between A region 
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and GFP domain have no restraints. ELNEDYN model was used as a structural scaffold 

to maintain the overall shape of the GFP globular domains5.  

The position of globular domains and linkers are not taken into account in the 

process of defining the target -arcade structure. The only condition was to preserve 

the same amount of atoms or CG pseudo-atoms in the initial and target structure. 

Afterwards, we placed two initial monomers in the periodic box. A-part of the one 

monomer was kept unmoving within the target structure in the center of simulation box, 

and the other monomer was moved by steering force to the adjacent -arch position to 

stack two -arches in the -arcade target. This cycle of defining the target structure and 

moving the next monomer to target has been repeated several times until the oligomer 

structure started to have energetically unfavorable steric tension originated from the 

globular domains. It should be mentioned that the initial position of moving monomer 

was changed during every new run of MD simulations. Thus, we tested if the results 

depend on the initial position of the moving monomers.  

Evaluation of the quality of oligomer structures obtained 

To evaluate the quality of oligomer structures obtained we have converted the 

resulting CG models back to AA models. In our study, the “Going backward” 6 

approach was used to convert the models. It should be mentioned that the atomic models 

derived from the CG models were imperfect because, after the series of MD procedures 

included in the protocol of Backward tool, we obtained the positional deviations in the 

target –arcade structure of A. To overcome this problem we superimposed the target 

amyloid structure of A on the converted AA models, using C atoms of the backbone. 

After the superposition, the A-arcade was substituted by the target structure. The same 

procedure has been applied also to each globular domain of GFP. Afterwards, using 

ModLoop tool7,8 we have connected globular domains and corresponding A molecules 

by the corresponding linkers. Then, we removed bad contacts between the monomers 

by energy minimization procedure using steepest descent algorithm of GROMACS 

package version 4.6.71,2. Finally, by using PROCHECK package9 we evaluated a 

quality score for the of overall stereochemistry of oligomer structures. The validation 

of models has been done based on G-factor values. The G-factors provide a measure of 
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how unusual, or out-of-the-ordinary, a property is, with values below -0.5 being unusual, 

and values below -1.0 being highly unusual9. 

Rigid body simulation 

We used Blender software package10 for the Rigid Body Simulation. Models were 

generated by a Python script in Blender. For additional information see 

https://cg3dartist.wixsite.com/amyloid. It sets the number of monomers in the oligomer, 

the number of residues represented by small spheres of 3.5 units in the linker, and the 

number of independent runs.  The globular part of the molecule was represented as a 

sphere with a diameter of 30 units. The geometrical parameters and Rigid Body World 

setting of the A-part  were the same as in the previous study11.  Each run takes 0.2 

second of Rigid Body Simulation for an oligomer of two subunits and 30 seconds for 

an oligomer of 70 subunits by using a personal desktop computer. Overlaps between 

elements of the model were automatically detected. The run resulted in the structure 

without overlaps was considered as successful. For each linker length, the number of 

successful runs was recorded. To vary the initial conditions of the runs, random value 

of the gravity force from 0 to 1 along the fibril axis was set for each run. Visual 

inspection of the final models demonstrated that the final structures are slightly 

different in the number of monomers and spatial arrangement of globular parts around 

the amyloid core. We analyzed oligomers with the numbers of residues in the linker 

from 2 to 6 and the number of monomers in the models from 2 to more than 50.  
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Abstract 

Natural selection has endorsed proteins with amazing structures and functionalities that 

cannot be matched by synthetic means, explaining the exponential interest in 

developing protein-based materials. Protein self-assembly allows fabricating complex 

supramolecular structures from relatively simple building blocks, a bottom-up strategy 

naturally employed by amyloid fibrils. However, the design of amyloid inspired 

materials with biological activity is inherently difficult. Here we exploit a modular 

procedure to generate functional amyloid nanostructures with tight control of their 

mesoscopic properties. This enabled us to generate, for the first time, biocompatible 

protein-only amyloid-like oligomeric nanoparticles with defined dimensions in which 

embedded globular proteins remain highly active. The modular design allowed us to 

obtain multifunctional nanoparticles. We show here how this property can be exploited 

for antibody-directed targeting of specific cell types and the localized delivery of 

methotrexate, resulting in the intracellular uptake of the drug by cancer cells and their 

death. Overall, the novel protein particles we describe in this work might find 

applications in areas as diverse as biocatalysis, bioimaging, or targeted therapies. 

 

 

 

Keywords: protein self-assembly, amyloid fibrils, oligomers, protein-based 

nanoparticles, drug delivery, methotrexate, antibodies.   
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Introduction 

The design and production of biologically inspired assemblies that can be 

exploited for the fabrication of functional materials is a rapidly growing area of 

research.1 Amyloid fibrils have been traditionally associated with human diseases.2 

However, the recent discovery of amyloids assisting biological functions in a wide 

range of organisms, from bacteria to humans,3 has changed this perception and inspired 

the use of their unique architecture to build up nanostructured materials for applications 

in biomedicine and biotechnology.4  

A majority of the available amyloid-based functional nanomaterials result from 

the self-assembly of short synthetic peptides of natural or artificial origin.5 In contrast, 

the assembly of globular proteins into amyloid-like materials with biological activity 

has been less successful. This is expected since the aggregation of globular domains 

into amyloid structures necessarily implies a process of conformational conversion in 

which they lose their native fold and thus their activity.6 

The main advantage of protein-based materials is the nature of globular proteins, 

which allows to alter the material functionality by genetic redesign to fit the intended 

application. We have recently succeeded in designing highly ordered amyloid-like 

nanofibrils containing properly folded and highly active proteins using a modular 

strategy.7 The distinctive feature of the approach consists in the use of a Soft Amyloid 

Core (SAC) as the assembling unit. SACs are short amyloidogenic sequence stretches 

initially identified in the disordered and low complexity domains of yeast prions.8 They 

differ from the classical amyloid cores of pathogenic proteins in that they are slightly 

longer and more polar.9,10 This results in a weaker and more diffuse amyloid propensity, 

but still sufficient to nucleate the self-assembly reaction. The SAC is fused through a 

Gly/Ser soluble and flexible linker to the globular protein of interest. The resulting 

fusion proteins are produced recombinantly at high yield and in a soluble manner; still, 

their ordered aggregation can be induced under defined conditions, rendering functional 

synthetic amyloid fibrils in which the SAC forms the amyloid spine and the globular 
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domains hang from it in an active conformation, as demonstrated for fluorescent 

proteins and enzymes. 7 

We use the SAC (residues 100-118) of the Sup35 yeast prion (Sup35-SAC) as the 

default assembling module. Its small size allows to use a connecting linker of only eight 

residues and obtain amyloid fibrils in which the fused protein is active without major 

steric impediments and with a reduced entropy penalization for the assembly reaction. 

This is in contrast with natural amyloid proteins displaying similar architecture, like the 

prion proteins Het-s,11 Sup35p and Ure2p,12 human Rip1/Rip3,13 or the TAR-DNA 

binding proteins,14 where the connecting linker is significantly longer (> 50 residues).  

Recently, by using molecular and mesoscopic modeling, we were able to establish 

a theoretical relationship between the size of a globular domain and the length of the 

shortest linker that still allows the formation of infinite amyloid fibrils when fused to 

an amyloidogenic sequence.15 The model suggested that shortening the linker below 

this size limit would result in the formation oligomers of defined size instead of the 

typical fibrils.16 This might provide a unique opportunity to generate small protein-

based nanoparticles decorated with a la carte globular protein functionalities. 

Here we connected Sup35-SAC to the dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) enzyme17 

(Sup35-DHFR) and demonstrate that we can control the mesoscopic properties of the 

resulting assemblies just by playing with the linker length, obtaining either catalytic 

fibrils or catalytic oligomeric nanoparticles. These nanoparticles are spherical 

assemblies of an amyloid-like nature but devoid of any toxicity. They are homogenous 

in size, stable, and more active that the correspondent fibrils.  

We explored the potential of these novel protein-based nanoparticles to generate 

functionalized materials by creating a tripartite fusion in which we incorporated the Z 

domain,18 an engineered analog of the B domain of Staphylococcus aureus protein A19 

to the C-terminus of the Sup35-DHFR protein. The new fusion protein also assembles 

into spherical oligomeric nanoparticles that can now be decorated with any antibody of 
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interest, thanks to the Z-domain's nanomolar affinity for antibodies' Fc domains, thus 

generating multivalent particles. 

We show that antibody loaded nanoparticles can be directed specifically against 

cancer cells and demonstrate that they can be used as nanocarriers for cell-specific 

delivery of methotrexate (MTX). MTX acts as an antagonist of folic acid, which is 

necessary for DNA synthesis and accordingly is used as a chemotherapeutic agent for 

the treatment of cancer.20,21 However, it displays a weak pharmacokinetic profile, and 

significant off-target toxicity22,23,24 and MTX based nanomedicines have been designed 

to overcome these drawbacks.25 In our nanoparticles, the Z-domain bound antibody acts 

as a cellular selector and the DHFR moiety as MTX carrier. Once released from its 

carrier, the drug is internalized, displaying a potent and localized cytotoxic effect. The 

strategy is simple and modular and can be adapted to target any cell type of interest.  

Results and Discussion 

Self-assembly of Sup35-8aa-DHFR into active amyloid fibrils 

In order to generate functional amyloid fibrils with a previously unexplored 

catalytic activity, we fused Sup35-SAC to the Escherichia coli DHFR through an 8-

residues long flexible linker consisting of SG3SG2S (Sup35-8aa-DHFR) (Figure S1A 

and Figure S1B). The size of DHFR (21.5 kDa) is in the range of GFP (27 kDa), and 

carbonic anhydrase (30 kDa), two proteins that assemble into active amyloid fibrils 

when fused to Sup35-SAC.7  

The fusion protein, Sup35-8aa-DHFR, was expressed recombinantly at 64 mg/L 

and located in the soluble cellular fraction, from which we purified it (Figure S1C). 

We compared the conformational properties of soluble wild type DHFR (DHFR-wt) 

and Sup35-8aa-DHFR proteins by far-UV circular dichroism (CD) (Figure 1A). Their 

spectra were virtually identical, indicating that Sup35-SAC does not induce significant 

changes in the DHFR structure. Then, we used the amyloid-specific dyes Thioflavin-T 

(Th-T) and Congo Red (CR) to assess if, despite its solubility, Sup35-8aa-DHFR self-
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assembles with time into amyloid-like structures. To this aim, we incubated the fusion 

protein in PBS buffer pH 7.4 at 37 ºC for four days. The incubated Sup35-8aa-DHFR 

protein promoted a substantial increase in the Th-T fluorescence emission signal, 

whereas DHFR-wt incubated in the same conditions had a negligible effect (Figure 

1B). In agreement with these results, CR binding was observed for incubated Sup35-

8aa-DHFR, resulting in a red-shift of the CR absorption spectrum, while DHFR-wt did 

not promote any CR spectral change (Figure 1C). Moreover, the Fourier Transform 

InfraRed (FTIR) absorbance spectrum of incubated Sup35-8aa-DHFR in the amide I 

region evidenced the existence of a band at 1621 cm-1, which can be assigned to the 

inter-molecular -sheet structure characteristic of amyloids (Figure 1D and Table S1). 

This band was absent in the FTIR spectrum of incubated DHFR-wt (Figure S3 and 

Table S1). The morphological analysis of the two protein solutions by negative-

staining and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) indicated that the incubated 

fusion protein assembled into a typical fibrillar amyloid-like structure, whereas DHFR-

wt did not form any kind of assembly (Figure 1E and F).  

To test if the DHFR enzyme keeps the native structure within the observed 

amyloid fibrils, we used a fluorescein labelled version of MTX (fMTX), a competitive 

inhibitor that binds to the active site of DHFR. In the presence of the inhibitor, the 

amyloid fibrils appeared green, as visualized by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 1G), 

indicating that fMTX can bind to the catalytic site of the DHFR moieties embedded in 

these nanostructures. 
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Figure 1. Characterization of soluble and aggregated Sup35-8aa-DHFR. (A) Far-UV CD 

spectra of soluble Sup35-8aa-DHFR and DHFR-wt, shown in black and red, respectively. Incubated 

Sup35-8aa-DHFR was analyzed by measuring Th-T fluorescence emission (B) and Congo red 

absorbance (C) DHFR-wt and Sup35-8aa-DHFR are shown in red and black, respectively. PBS 

without protein was included as a control (blue line). (D) FTIR absorbance spectra of incubated 

Sup35-8aa-DHFR in the amide I region of the specturm (solid black line) and the components bands 

(dashed lines), the intermolecular -sheet component is shown in blue. (E and F) Representative 

TEM micrographs of incubated proteins upon negative staining: (E) DHFR-wt and (F) Sup35-8aa-
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DHFR. Scale bar represents 500 and 200 nm, respectively. (G) Fluorescence microscopy image of 

Sup35-8aa-DHFR fibrils incubated with fMTX. Scale bar represents 20 μm. 

Self-assembly of Sup35-5aa-DHFR into amyloid oligomeric nanoparticles 

As shown above, a linker of 8 residues suffices to allow the formation of infinite 

fibrils in which DHFR remains in its native conformation (Figure 2). Our recently 

derived model predicts that introducing a shorter linker to connect the amyloidogenic 

and globular moieties would generate steric hindrance and might result in the formation 

of oligomeric structures, instead of fibrils (Figure 2).16 To experimentally demonstrate 

this hypothesis, we constructed a Sup35-5aa-DHFR fusion, in which we connected 

Sup35-SAC and DHFR with a 5-residues linker consisting of SGSGS (Figure S2A and 

B).   

 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the rational for the formation of stable amyloid oligomers. 

Scheme of SAC (grey box) connected with a globular domain (orange ball) by linkers of different 

lengths. The molecules with long linkers can form infinite amyloid fibrils, whereas those with short 

linkers would form preferably oligomers, owing to the steric restriction imposed by adjacent 

globular domains. 

Again, the protein was well-expressed (71 mg/L) and soluble (Figure S2C). 

Purified Sup35-5aa-DHFR, displayed a conformation very similar to that of DHFR-wt 

in solution, as assessed by far-UV CD (Figure 3A). The protein was incubated at 37 ºC 

for four days, rendering Th-T (Figure 3B) and CR (Figure 3C) positive assemblies, 
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with detectable inter-molecular -sheet content (Figure 3D and Table S1). TEM 

imaging evidenced that, despite these amyloid-like properties, and in contrast to Sup35-

8aa-DHFR, Sup35-5aa-DHFR assembles into spherical nanoparticles, which is 

consistent with an amyloid oligomeric nature (Figure 3E and 3F). The presence of 

spherical structures in the incubated Sup35-5aa-DHFR solution was further confirmed 

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 3G). The particles were very 

homogenous in size, with a diameter of 147±20 nm and 159±24 nm as measured by 

TEM and SEM, respectively. These sizes are in good agreement with the 150±50 nm 

measured for the particles in solution by dynamic light scattering (DLS). Incubation of 

this sample with fMTX rendered green fluorescent aggregates (Figure 3H), indicating 

that, as in the amyloid fibrils, the inhibitor can bind to folded DHFR domains in the 

structure of the oligomeric protein nanoparticles. Therefore, as predicted, playing with 

the linker length allowed us to tune the assemblies' mesoscopic properties and produce, 

for the first time, amyloid-like active spherical nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3. Characterization of soluble and aggregated Sup35-5aa-DHFR. (A) Far-UV CD 

spectra of soluble Sup35-5aa-DHFR and DHFR-wt, shown in black and red, respectively. Incubated 

Sup35-5aa-DHFR was analyzed by measuring Th-T fluorescence emission (B) and CR absorbance 

(C) DHFR-wt and Sup35-5aa-DHFR are shown in red and black, respectively. PBS without protein 

was included as a control (blue line). (D) FTIR absorbance spectra of incubated Sup35-8aa-DHFR 

in the amide I region of the spectrum (solid black line) and the components bands (dashed lines), 
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the inter-molecular -sheet component is shown in blue. (E and F) Representative TEM 

micrographs of incubated proteins upon negative staining: (E) DHFR-wt and (F), Sup35-5aa-DHFR. 

Scale bar represents 500 nm. (G) Representative SEM micrograph of Sup35-5aa-DHFR particles. 

Scale bar represents 1 μm. (H) Fluorescence microscopy image of Sup35-5aa-DHFR particles 

incubated with fMTX. Scale bar represents 20 μm. 

Catalytic activity of DHFR in fibrils and nanoparticles 

DHFR catalyzes the reduction of dihydrofolate (DHF) to tetrahydrofolate (THF) 

in the presence of reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH).26 

The binding of fMTX to fibrils and nanoparticles suggested that DHFR might keep its 

enzymatic activity in both kinds of assemblies. To further confirm this extent and 

evaluate the effect of each superstructure on the activity of the enzyme, we measured 

the catalytic activity of fibrils and nanoparticles at 100 nM in the presence of the DHF 

and NADPH. We recorded the absorbance change at 340 nm for 20 min and plotted the 

resulting traces (Figure 4A). For both fibrils and nanoparticles, the decrease of NADPH 

absorbance with time indicates that they are catalytically active, whereas the fibrils 

formed by the Sup35-SAC peptide alone or lysozyme, used as negative controls, do not 

affect the NADPH absorbance at 340 nm. Importantly, the signal decreased faster for 

the nanoparticles than for the fibrils, which suggested that the smaller assemblies were 

more active.  

Next, we sought to determine the apparent kinetic constants for both amyloid-like 

assemblies. We measured the initial velocities of the reactions in the presence of 

NADPH in a range of concentrations from 10-200 μM, while the concentration of DHF 

was fixed at 20 μM. Then, we calculated the kinetic constants from the resulting 

Lineweaver-Burk plots (Figure 4B and Table S2). The nanoparticles' Vmax was 

1712±25 nM min-1, which does not differ significantly from that of the fibrils (Vmax = 

1745±21 nM min-1). This was expected since the NADPH binding site and the catalytic 

centre of DHFR should keep the same conformation in both assemblies. However, the 

nanoparticles exhibited a significantly lower Km (6.23±0.32 μM) than that of the fibrils 
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(9.44±0.41 μM). This translates into a higher specificity constant for the nanoparticles 

(Kcat/Km = 0.23±0.01 μM-1 s-1) (Table S2).  

The thermodynamic dissociation constants (Kd) for binding of NADPH to both 

assemblies were measured by monitoring the quenching of the DHFR intrinsic 

fluorescence (Figure 4C). The obtained values indicated that the binding affinity of 

nanoparticles for NADPH (Kd = 1.58±0.07 μM) was 4-fold higher than that of the fibrils, 

with a Kd value of 6.26±0.44 μM (Table S2). Thus, both the Km and Kd constants 

indicate that the higher catalytic activity of the nanoparticles results from a higher 

NADPH binding capability of DHFR when embedded in the spherical amyloid-like 

structures, likely because the cofactor binding site is more accessible in these 

assemblies or, alternatively, because the proportion of conformationally active DHFR 

molecules is higher in the particles than in the fibrils.  

Overall, the activity, homogeneity, stability, spherical structure and moderate size 

of the novel oligomeric amyloid-like nanoparticles we describe here seem optimal for 

their exploitation as functionalized nanomaterials. 
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Figure 4. Catalytic activity and NADPH binding affinity of Sup35-5aa-DHFR particles and 

Sup35-8aa-DHFR fibrils. (A) The change of the absorbance at 340 nm was monitored for each 

sample for 20 min in the presence of DHF and NADPH. Both assemblies were prepared at 100 nM. 

Sup35-SAC peptide fibrils and lysozyme are negative controls. (B) Lineweaver-Burk plot obtained 

by plotting the reciprocal of initial velocities of reactions against the reciprocal of the concentration 

of NADPH. (C) Measurement of Kd for NADPH binding to both assemblies by monitoring the 

quenching of DHFR intrinsic fluorescence. Fluorescence titrations were performed using 100 nM 

of assemblies and the indicated concentrations of NADPH. 

Building up Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z bifunctional nanoparticles 

We sought to exploit the ability of Sup35-5aa-DHFR to form spherical structures 

of defined size to build up bifunctional nanoparticles with potential applications in 

targeted delivery. To this aim, we incorporated the Z domain of Staphylococcus aureus 
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protein A (SpA) at the C-terminus of Sup35-5aa-DHFR through a flexible SG2SG 

linker, to obtain the Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z tripartite fusion protein (Figure S4A and B). 

The Z-domain is an engineered analog of the B-domain, one of the five homologous 

IgG-binding domains of SpA27. It consists of 58-residues (6.5 kDa) and folds into a 

bundle-like composed of three -helices. The Z-domain binds with high affinity to the 

Fc region of antibodies from different species and subclasses. The idea was that if 

Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z assembles into amyloid nanoparticles, we might decorate them 

with any antibody of interest. 

Once more, the protein was well expressed (80 mg/L) and soluble (Figure S4C). 

Once purified, we incubated the fusion protein at 37 ºC for four days and assessed 

whether it binds to Th-T and CR. Again, the increase in Th-T fluorescence emission 

(Figure 5A) and the red-shift of CR absorbance (Figure 5B) were indicative of an 

amyloid-like structure. The band at 1620 cm-1 in the deconvoluted FTIR absorbance 

spectra confirmed the presence of intermolecular -sheet structure (Figure 5E and 

Table S1). Finally, TEM images showed that Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z self-assembled into 

spherical particles (Figure 5D), whereas the soluble, non-incubated, tandem fusion 

protein did not form any assembly (Figure 5C). The size of such oligomers, as 

measured by TEM, was 43.6±2.8 nm, in good agreement with the 40.1±5.8 nm 

measured by DLS. Higher magnification TEM images showed the high homogeneity 

and regular round shape of these nanoparticles (Figure S5). The size of these 

nanostructures is ~ 1/3 of that formed by Sup35-5aa-DHFR. This reduction in size can 

be univocally attributed to the presence of the Z-domain. Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z is ~ 6 

kDa larger than Sup35-5aa-DHFR; thus, if we assume that the two nanoparticles display 

similar compactness, this necessarily implies that the number of molecules in Sup35-

5aa-DHFR-Z particles is significantly smaller. This reduction in size upon increasing 

the dimension of the adjacent domain was already predicted by the above-described 

relationship between AR and adjacent globular domains.15 The larger the molecule 

appended to the AR, the lower the number of units that can be incorporated into the 

amyloid-like oligomers and the smaller the size of the resulting particle. 
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Figure 5. Characterization of aggregated Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z. Incubated Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z 

was analyzed by measuring Th-T fluorescence emission (A) and Congo red absorbance (B). Sup35-

5aa-DHFR-Z are shown in red, while PBS without protein was included as a control (black line). 

Representative TEM micrographs of soluble Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z (C) and incubated Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z (D). Scale bar represents 500 nm. (E) FTIR absorbance spectra of incubated Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z in the amide I region of the spectra (solid black line) and the components bands (dashed 

lines), the intermolecular -sheet component is shown in blue. (F) Cytotoxicity of incubated Sup35-

5aa-DHFR-Z. Results are expressed as means ± SD, n=3, and analyzed using a one-way ANOVA 

test. The statistical differences between the control group and the test group were established at P < 

0.05. 
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Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z bifunctional nanoparticles are biocompatible 

One of the main limitations of using amyloid-like materials in biomedical applications 

is that they might possess cytotoxic activity.28 To discard this possibility, we tested the 

cytotoxicity of the Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles at different concentrations, 

ranging from 0.5 μM to 60 μM, using the PrestoBlue assay (Figure 5F). The statistical 

analysis using a one-way ANOVA test indicated that the particles did not exhibit 

significant toxicity for human HeLa cells, suggesting that they would have excellent 

biocompatibility. 

Dual-binding activity of Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles 

To confirm that both DHFR and the Z domain keep their native structure and 

functionality in Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles, we incubated them with fMTX 

(green fluorescence) and an anti-EGFR antibody labeled with Alexa fluor 555 (red 

fluorescence). Then they were precipitated and washed three times to remove any 

unbound molecule and resuspended in PBS buffer. When imaged using fluorescence 

microscopy, the particles appeared green and red in the respective channels, and the 

two signals overlapped when the channels were merged. (Figure 6). This indicated that 

the DHFR and the Z-domain embedded in the spherical nanoparticles were bound to 

fMTX and the antibody, respectively. In contrast, the fibrils formed by the SAC-Sup35 

peptide alone did not bind any of the two molecules, confirming that the observed 

binding to Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles does not result from an unspecific 

interaction of the reagents with the common amyloid-like structure.  
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Figure 6. Dual-binding activity of Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles. Representative 

fluorescence microscopy images of SAC-Sup35 peptide fibrils (upper panel) and Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z nanoparticles (lower panel) incubated with fMTX (fluorescein, green channel) and an anti-

EGFR antibody (Alexa fluor 555, red channel). Scale bar represents 50 μm.  

Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z functionalized nanoparticles target cancer cells specifically 

We assessed if Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles can target specific antigens in 

living cells, once they have been loaded with antibodies through their multiple Z-

domains. Nanoparticles loaded with red-labeled anti-EGFR antibody (NPs-anti-EGFR) 

were incubated with HeLa cells, which are known to overexpress EFGR at their 

membranes.29 As can be observed in Figure 7A, confocal microscopy fluorescence 

images indicated that the vast majority of the cells were red fluorescent and therefore, 

that the multivalent NPs-anti-EGFR had recognized them. In contrast, when the Sup35-

5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles were loaded with a green-labeled anti-CD3 antibody and 

incubated with HeLa cells, no cellular labeling was detected, consistent with the fact 

that this cell type does not express the CD3 complex. Thus, the data indicated that the 

recognition of HeLa cells by NPs-anti-EGFR was antibody-driven and specific. 
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Next, we loaded Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles, with both fMTX and anti-

EGFR antibody (NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR), with fMTX and a secondary goat anti-rabbit 

antibody (NPs-fMTX-anti-rabbit) or only with fMTX (NPs-fMTX) and we added the 

three functionalized protein nanoparticles to HeLa cell cultures. After washing the cells 

with PBS, they were immediately analyzed by flow cytometry, monitoring the green 

fluorescence of fMTX, present in all three nanoparticles, with a FITC emission detector. 

Only HeLa cells treated with NPs-fMTX-Anti-EGFR exhibited fMTX fluorescence 

(Figure 7B), whereas no significant fluorescence was detected for HeLa cells treated 

with NPs-fMTX-anti-rabbit or NPs-fMTX. Flow cytometry is quantitative, and the 

analysis indicated that > 70 % of the cells were bound to NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR, which 

shows a high binding affinity of the functionalized nanoparticles for EGFR expressing 

cells. Indeed, confocal images of cells incubated with NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR indicated 

that they target the cell membrane (Figure S6).  

Overall, it appears that Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles provide a modular 

strategy to target any cell type of interest, just by incorporating the adequate antibody 

thanks to its strong interaction with the properly folded Z-domains and the multivalency 

of the assembly.  
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Figure 7. Binding specificity of functionalized Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles to HeLa cells. 

(A) Representative confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells incubated with nanoparticles 

conjugated with an anti-CD3 antibody (NPs-anti-CD3, Alexa 488) (upper panel) or an anti-EGFR 

antibody (NPs-anti-EGFR, Alexa 555) (lower panel). Scale bar represents 20 μm. (B) Quantitative 

analysis of fluorescein fluorescence on HeLa cells by flow cytometry. HeLa cells were incubated 

with fMTX, and anti-EGFR loaded nanoparticles (NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR, green line), fMTX and 

goat anti-rabbit antibody loaded nanoparticles (NPs-fMTX-anti-rabbit, red line), and fMTX loaded 

nanoparticles (NPs-fMTX, blue line). HeLa cells treated with PBS were used as a control. 

Fluorescein labeled MTX (fMTX) was used as a fluorescence probe to calculate the proportion of 

cancer cells bound to nanoparticles using an FITC detector. 
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Proteinase-controlled release of MTX from Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles 

Cancer cells secrete a significant number of proteinases, including 

metalloproteinases,30 serine proteinases31 and cathepsins.32 This feature has been 

exploited to develop proteinase-responsive nanocarriers33 and polymer nanoshells.34 

It is known that amyloid fibrils are highly resistant to proteolysis, but we 

hypothesized that the globular domains hanging from the amyloid core in Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z nanoparticles would be protease-sensitive. This will open an opportunity to 

use the DHFR moiety as a carrier for MTX, under the assumption that the inhibitor will 

be released from the oligomers once they arrive at a protease-rich environment and the 

accessible DHFR domains would be proteolytically attacked.  

We incubated fMTX loaded nanoparticles with the broad-spectrum proteinase K 

(PK) at a final concentration of 1 μg/mL, and measured the kinetics of fluorescein 

fluorescence apparition in the supernatant, upon centrifugation (Figure 8A). The 

nanoparticles were incubated also in PBS alone or treated with lysozyme at the same 

concentration to ensure that any observed release is not spontaneous or unspecific. In 

contrast to control samples, PK treated nanoparticles showed a continuous delivery of 

fMTX to the solution, with a cumulative release efficiency > 90% after 4 hours of 

reaction.  

An SDS-PAGE of the nanoparticles indicated that they were SDS-sensitive since, 

despite high molecular species were observed, the vast majority of the fusion protein 

ran as a monomer. This sensitivity to the detergent is typical of amyloid-oligomers.35 

This allowed us to follow the PK digestion by SDS-PAGE, which confirmed that the 

nanoparticles are proteinase-sensitive, and that not intact Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z fusion 

remains after 45 min; neither any fragment compatible with an intact DHFR domain 

(Figure S7), explaining why fMTX is released from the protein nanoparticles. 
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Figure 8. Release, uptake, and cytotoxicity of fMTX in Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles. (A) 

In vitro release of fMTX from Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles in PBS buffer in the presence of 

1 μg/mL proteinase K (red line) at 37 °C (n=2). The fluorescence emission of fluorescein-labeled 

MTX at 515 nm in the supernatant was monitored at the indicated time points. PBS (black line) and 

lysozyme (blue line) treated nanoparticles were used as a negative controls (B) Viability of HeLa 

cells in the presence of free MTX, MTX loaded nanoparticles (NPs-MTX) or MTX and anti-EGFR 

loaded nanoparticles (NPs-MTX-anti-EGFR). PBS buffer was used as a control. A final 

concentration of 5 ng/mL of proteinase K was added to the medium to mimic the proteinase-enriched 

microenvironment of tumours. Results are expressed as means ± SD (n=3), and analyzed using a 

one-way ANOVA test. The statistical differences between the control group and the test group were 

established at P < 0.001. (C) Representative confocal images of HeLa cells incubated with free 

fMTX or fMTX loaded nanoparticles (NPs-fMTX) preincubated with proteinase K. Nuclei were 

stained with DAPI and membranes were stained with CellMask Deep Red. Fluorescein labeled 

MTX (fMTX) was detected in the FITC channel. Scale bar represents 10 μm. 
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Internalization of MTX released from loaded nanoparticles 

We investigated if the DHFR inhibitor released from NPs-fMTX can be uptaken by 

HeLa cells. To this aim, we incubated the cells with 10 μM of free fMTX or fMTX 

loaded nanoparticles, both preincubated with 50 ng/mL PK for 5 min, followed by 

protease inactivation with EDTA. After 4 hours of incubation, the medium was 

removed, and the cells were washed with medium for three times. Then cells were 

stained with DAPI and CellMask Deep Red for nuclei and membrane visualization, 

respectively. Intracellular green fluorescent fMTX was observed by confocal 

microscopy both for free added fMTX and NPs-fMTX (Figure 8C), indicating that the 

nanoparticle released inhibitor is efficiently internalized. 

MTX loaded nanoparticles induce death of cancer cells  

We have demonstrated that the MTX loaded nanoparticles can liberate DHFR bound 

MTX and that the inhibitor can internalize into cancer cells. This immediately 

suggested that MTX loaded nanoparticles could induce proteolysis-mediated cell death. 

Therefore, we measured the viability of HeLa cells in the presence of NPs-MTX, NPs-

MTX-anti-EGFR, or free MTX. A final concentration of 5 ng/mL PK was added to the 

cell culture medium to mimic the proteinase-enriched microenvironment of tumor 

tissues. In all cases, a significant dose-dependent decrease in HeLa cell death was 

observed, compared with control cells incubated with PK only (Figure 8B). The 

concentration of proteinase in the assay is lower than the one described in tumors’ 

extracellular environment;36 still it is sufficient to promote MTX release from the 

nanoparticles, internalization of the inhibitor, and cancer cell death. 
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Figure 9. Schematic illustration of bifunctional amyloid oligomeric nanoparticles and their 

potential application for targeted drug delivery. The construct consists of Sup35 soft amyloid 

core (Sup35-SAC, grey square), dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR, orange circle) and the Z domain 

derived from protein A (green circle). The short linker between Sup35-SAC and DHFR enable the 

fusion protein to self-assemble into stable bifunctional oligomeric nanoparticles. Drugs (red 

triangles) and monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) loaded into the nanoparticles target the tumor cells 

and release the drugs in the presence of the proteinase enriched environment. As a consequence, the 

released drugs are internalized and induce the death of the targeted tumor cells. 
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Conclusion 

In the present work, we first demonstrated that by modulating inter-domain linker 

length, one could attain a tight control of the mesoscopic properties of the resulting 

amyloid-like nanostructures. This strategy does not require intricate structural 

engineering since it relies on fundamental biophysical principles. The approach allowed 

us to generate oligomeric amyloid-like nanoparticles. These spherical nanoparticles are 

homogenous in size, stable, and biocompatible. Besides, the multiple globular domains 

they contain are highly active in the assembled state, as shown here for DHFR and the 

Z-domain. Therefore, they constitute a novel kind of functional and functionalizable 

nanomaterial. 

 We provide a proof-of-concept of the utility of these de novo designed 

nanostructures by showing how they can be decorated with an antibody of interest, 

which act as an antenna, directing the multivalent nanoparticles to the specific cell types 

expressing the selected antigen at their surfaces, allowing to discriminate between 

diseased and functional cells. When this ability is combined with the capability of 

DHFR to carry and shield MTX, avoiding non-specific toxic effects, it appears as a 

very appealing strategy for targeted delivery of the drug in the proteinase enriched 

microenvironment of tumors, which is followed by MTX internalization into the 

cytosol and localized killing of cancer cells (Figure 9). Overall, the multifunctional, 

self-assembled amyloid nanoparticles we present here constitute a new and safe 

nanotechnological modular scaffold with the potential of facilitating the specific 

delivery of agents to specific sites in the body, overpassing the major barrier for 

bioimaging and tissue-targeted therapies. Importantly, the building blocks of these 

nanostructures can be produced at high yield and purified at homogeneity from the 

soluble cell fraction, which results in reduced costs when compared with alternative 

nanomedicines.  
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Materials and Methods 

Reagents and Enzymes. Reagents and enzymes were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(UK) unless otherwise stated. Carbon grids (400 square mesh copper) were purchased 

from Micro to Nano (Netherlands), and the uranyl acetate solution was provided by the 

microscopy service at Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Sup35-SAC peptides were 

purchased from CASLO ApS (Scion Denmark Technical University). 

 

Expression and Purification of Proteins. The cDNA of Sup35-5aa-DHFR, cloned in 

the plasmid pET28(a) with a His6 tag, was acquired from GenScript (USA). The 

constructs: pET28(a)/Sup35-8aa-DHFR, pET28(a)/DHFR-wt, pET28(a)/Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z were obtained by mutagenesis on top of the plasmid pET28(a)/Sup35-5aa-

DHFR. E.coli BL21 (DE3) competent cells were transformed with the corresponding 

plasmids. Then, transformed cells were grown in 10 mL LB medium containing 50 

μg/mL kanamycin, overnight at 37 °C and transferred into 1 L fresh LB media 

containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin. After reaching an OD600 of 0.6, the culture was 

induced with 0.4 mM IPTG and grown at 20 °C for 16 h. Cells were collected by 

centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 min at 4 °C. The collected pellet was resuspended 

into 20 mL PBS pH 7.4 containing 20 mM imidazole, 1 mg/mL lysozyme, and 1 mM 

PMSF. The solution was incubated on ice, followed by sonication for 20 min. The 

supernatant was collected by centrifugation at 15000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C and 

purified using a nickel-charged IMAC column, followed by a gel filtration onto a 

HiLoadTM SuperdexTM 75 prep grade column (GE Healthcare, USA). The purified 

proteins were frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. SDS-PAGE confirmed 

the purity of the samples. The concentration of the proteins: DHFR wt, Sup35-5aa-

DHFR, Sup35-8aa-DHFR, and Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z was determined by UV absorption 

using an ε value of 33585 L·mol-1·cm-1, 38055 L·mol-1·cm-1, 38055 L·mol-1·cm-1, and 

39420 L·mol-1·cm-1 respectively. 
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Conformational Characterisation. Proteins were dissolved at a final concentration of 

20 μM in PBS pH 7.4 buffer, then samples were filtered through a 0.22 μm Millipore 

filter and immediately analyzed. Far-UV CD spectra were recorded from 260 nm to 200 

nm at 1 nm bandwidth, with a response time of 1 second, and a scan speed of 100 

nm/min in a Jasco-710 spectropolarimeter (Jasco Corporation, Japan), thermostated at 

25 °C. Ten accumulations were averaged for each spectrum.  

Aggregation Assay. Proteins were prepared at 200 μM for Sup35-5aa-DHFR and 

Sup35-8aa-DHFR, 600 μM for Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z in PBS pH 7.4, and filtered 

through a 0.22 μm filter. The samples were incubated at 25 °C, with agitation for four 

days. DHFR-wt was incubated at the same concentrations and conditions.  

Amyloid Dyes Binding. Thioflavin T (Th-T) and Congo red (CR) were used to monitor 

the formation of amyloid assemblies. For the Th-T binding assay, incubated proteins 

were diluted to a final concentration of 20 μM in PBS pH 7.4, in the presence of 25 μM 

Th-T. Emission fluorescence was recorded in the 460-600 nm range, using an excitation 

wavelength of 445 nm and emission bandwidth of 5 nm on a Jasco FP-8200 

Spectrofluorometer (Jasco Corporation, Japan). For the CR binding assay, incubated 

proteins were prepared at a final concentration of 20 μM and, CR was mixed to a final 

concentration of 20 μM. Absorption spectra were recorded in the range from 375 to 700 

nm in a Specord 200 Plus spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena, Germany). Spectra of 

protein alone and buffer were acquired to subtract their contribution to the signal. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). For TEM samples preparation, 10 μL of 

the incubated proteins were deposited on a carbon-coated copper grid for 10 min, and 

the excess liquid was removed with filter paper, followed by negative staining with 10 

μL of 2 % (w/v) uranyl acetate for 1 min. Grids were scanned using a JEM 1400 

transmission electron microscope (JEOL Ltd, Japan) operating at 80 kV, and images 

were acquired with a CCD GATAN ES1000W Erlangshen camera (Gatan Inc., USA). 

The particles' diameter was analyzed with the Image J software (National Health 

Institute), averaging the measures of 100 individual particles.  
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). A sample of 50 μL of incubated protein was 

centrifuged, and the resulting supernatant removed. The precipitate was resuspended in 

50 μL water and washed twice to remove salt traces. 5 μL of resuspension was deposited 

on a silicon slice (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) and dried with nitrogen flow. Silicon slices were 

scanned using a Merlin field-emission scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss ltd, 

Germany) at 2 kV, and images acquired with an in-lens SE detector. The diameter of 

the particles was calculated with Image J (National Health Institute), averaging the 

measures of 100 individual particles. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).  DHFR-wt was dissolved at 

100 μM in PBS, pH 7.4, and filtered through a 0.22 μm filter. 30 µL of the incubated 

proteins were centrifuged at 12000×g for 30 min and resuspended in 10 µL of water. 

Samples were placed on the ATR crystal and dried out under N2 flow. The experiments 

were carried out in a Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR (Bruker Optics, USA) supplied with a 

Specac Golden Gate MKII ATR accessory. Each spectrum consists of 32 acquisitions 

measured at a resolution of 2 cm−1 using the three-term Blackman-Harris Window 

apodization function. Data was acquired and normalized using the OPUS MIR Tensor 

27 software (Bruker Optics, USA), with the Min/Max normalization method, which 

scales spectrum intensities to the effect that the minimum absorbance unit will be 0 and 

the maximum 2. IR spectra were fitted employing a nonlinear peak-fitting equation 

using Origin 8.5 (OriginLab Corporation).  

Fluorescence Microscopy. 20 μL of incubated fusion proteins were centrifuged at 

12000×g for 30 min, and the supernatant was removed. The precipitate was 

resuspended in PBS pH 7.4 containing 100 µM fMTX (methotrexate labeled with 

fluorescein, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and incubated for 30 min. For the 

bifunctional fusion protein Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z, the precipitate was resuspended in 

PBS pH 7.4 containing 100 µM fMTX and 1 µg anti-EGFR antibody labeled with Alexa 

555 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and incubated for 30 min. Samples were washed 

three times to remove any unbound fMTX and antibody, then resuspended in PBS to 

final volume 50 μL. 5 μL of the resuspension were dropped onto a clean glass slide 
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(Deltalab, 26×76 mm) and covered by a cover slide (Deltalab, 22×22mm). Fluorescence 

imaging of particles and fibrils was carried out on an Eclipse 90i epifluorescence optical 

microscope equipped with a Nikon DXM1200F (Nikon, Japan) camera and ACT-1 

software. Images were acquired with an excitation filter of 465-495 nm or 540-580 nm 

and detecting fluorescence emission in a range of 515-555 nm or 590-630 nm. 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). The size of the incubated proteins was determined 

using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (ATA Scientific, Australia) in PBS buffer, pH 

7.4, at 25 °C. 

Catalytic Activity of Dihydrofolate Reductase Embedded in Amyloid Assemblies. 

The Sup35-5aa-DHFR particles and Sup35-8aa-DHFR fibrils were prepared at 2 µM 

in activity buffer (0.1 M potassium phosphate, pH 7.4, 1 mM DTT, 0.5 M KCl, 1 mM 

EDTA, 20 mM sodium ascorbate). 50 μL of the sample were mixed with 850 μL of 

activity buffer in a cuvette and preincubated at room temperature for 10 min. The 

reaction was then initiated by adding 50 μL of 2 mM 7,8-dihydrofolate (DHF) solution 

and 50 μL of a 2 mM NADPH solution. Sup35-SAC fibrils and lysozyme were used as 

negative controls. For the determination of the kinetic parameters, a final concentration 

of 20 nM assemblies and 20 µM of DHF were preincubated in activity buffer at room 

temperature. The reaction was initiated by adding NADPH to a final concentration in 

the range from 10-200 µM. The absorbance change at 340 nm was monitored on a 

Specord 200 Plus spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena, Germany). The initial velocity at 

each concentration was determined upon fitting the reaction with Origin 8.5 (OriginLab 

Corporation). The reciprocal of the velocity of the reaction was plotted against the 

reciprocal of the concentration of NADPH. The catalytic constants Vmax, Km, Kcat, and 

Kcat/Km were calculated. 

Thermodynamic Dissociation Constants. The equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd) 

for enzyme-NADPH complexes were determined by fluorescence titration at 25 ℃. In 

particular, the Sup35-5aa-DHFR and Sup35-8aa-DHFR assemblies were prepared at 

100 nM in activity buffer in a quartz cuvette. The titrations were carried out by serial 
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additions of aliquots (1-4 µL) of NADPH into the cuvette. The intrinsic fluorescence 

spectra in the range from 300 nm to 400 nm were recorded 2 min after the addition of 

NADPH, using an excitation wavelength of 290 nm and emission bandwidth of 5 nm 

in a Jasco FP-8200 Spectrofluorometer (Jasco Corporation, Japan). A standard 

tryptophan solution was titrated, and the emission used to correct for the inner filter 

effect caused by NADPH. The change in intrinsic fluorescence emission at 340 nm was 

plotted against NADPH's concentration using Origin 8.5 (OriginLab Corporation) and 

the Kd calculated from the binding equation.  

Preparation of fMTX or/and Antibody Loaded Nanoparticles. The incubated 

protein Sup35-DHFR-Z was precipitated by centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 30 min. 

The precipitate was resuspended in PBS buffer pH 7.4 containing 1 µg antibody or/and 

100 μM fMTX (fluorescein-labeled MTX) and then incubated for 30 min. The 

concentration of nanoparticles was determined by the reduction of absorbance at 280 

nm in the supernatant fraction. Three labeling antibodies (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

USA): anti-EGFR antibody labeled with Alexa fluor 555, anti-CD3 antibody labeled 

with Alexa fluor 488, and goat anti-rabbit antibody labeled with Alexa fluor 555 were 

used in this study. Then the antibody or/and fMTX conjugated particles were washed 

three times with PBS buffer to remove any unbound antibody or/and fMTX and 

resuspended in PBS buffer. The antibody loaded nanoparticles (NPs-anti-EGFR and 

NPs-anti-CD3), fMTX loaded nanoparticles (NPs-fMTX) and fMTX and antibody 

loaded nanoparticles (NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR and NPs-fMTX-anti-rabbit) were used 

for experiments immediately.  

Cell Culture. The human HeLa cell line was obtained from American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC). HeLa cells were maintained in Minimum Essential Medium Alpha 

media (MEM-α), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and incubated at 

37 ℃ with 5% CO2. 

Cytotoxicity Assay. HeLa cells were seeded on a 96-well plate at a concentration of 3

×103/well and incubated at 37 ℃ for 24 h. The medium was replaced with 100 μL fresh 
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medium containing the treatments. Unloaded Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z particles and free 

anti-EGFR antibody were assayed in a range of concentrations 0.5~60 μM and 2~100 

μg/mL, respectively. MTX loaded nanoparticles (NPs-MTX), MTX and anti-EGFR 

antibody loaded nanoparticles (NPs-MTX-anti-EGFR) and free MTX were assayed in 

a concentration range of 2-20 μM. For NPs-MTX-anti-EGFR samples, the medium was 

removed, and cells were rinsed three times with DPBS buffer after incubation of 20 

min. Then fresh medium was added. PBS alone was used as vehicle control and the 

medium without cells as a blank. A final concentration of 5 ng/mL proteinase K was 

added to the medium to mimic the proteinase-enriched microenvironment of tumor 

tissues. Each sample was measured in triplicate, and the plate was incubated at 37 ℃ 

with 5% CO2 for 48 h. 10 µL of PrestoBlue® cell viability reagent (reagent 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) was added to each well and incubated for another 1 h. 

The fluorescence emission was analyzed on a Victor III Multilabel Plate Reader (Perkin 

Elmer, USA), equipped with a 530/10 nm CW-lamp filter and 590/20 nm emission filter. 

The viability of cells was calculated as follows:  

Viability (%) = (Itest-Iblank) / (Icontrol-Iblank) × 100% 

Where the Itest, Iblank, and Icontrol are the fluorescence intensity of test, blank and control 

group, respectively. The significance of the differences between the test groups and the 

control were analyzed by one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using the Origin 

8.5 program (OriginLab Corporation). 

Confocal Microscopy. HeLa cells were cultured on an 8-well Millicell® EZ slide 

(Millipore, Germany) to a final confluence of 70-80%. Then the medium was replaced 

with fresh medium containing 20 μM of NPs-anti-EGFR and NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR.  

The slide was incubated at 37 ℃, 5% CO2 for 20 min. The anti-CD3 IgG loaded 

nanoparticles (NPs-anti-CD3) were used as a control. For the internalization assay, the 

medium was replaced with fresh medium containing 10 μM Free fMTX and fMTX 

loaded nanoparticles (NPs-fMTX) preincubated with 50 ng/mL proteinase for 5 min 

followed by addition of EDTA. The slide was incubated at 37 ℃, 5% CO2 for 4 h. Then 
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the medium was removed. The adherent cells on the slide were rinsed three times with 

fresh medium. Cells were stained with CellMask Deep Red® (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher 

Scientific) at a final dilution of 1:1000 for 10 min. The medium was removed and 

washed three times with PBS buffer. Cells were fixed with 4% PFA at room 

temperature for 20 min, followed by a washing step with PBS buffer.  10 µL of 

mounting medium containing DAPI was dropped onto each well of the slide and 

covered with a coverslip. The slide was imaged on a Leica TCS SP5 confocal 

microscope (Leica Biosystems, Germany). Images were acquired using 405 nm, 488 

nm or 561 nm, and 633 nm excitation laser for DAPI, Alexa fluor 488 or 555nm, and 

CellMask Deep Red, respectively. 

Flow Cytometry Assay. The NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR, NPs-fMTX, and NPs-fMTX-

anti-rabbit were prepared as described above. HeLa cells were prepared in PBS buffer 

pH 7.4 at a final concentration of 1×106/mL. 200 µL of HeLa cells were precipitated 

and then resuspended in 200 µL PBS buffer containing 20 μM NPs-fMTX-anti-EGFR, 

NPs-fMTX, and NPs-fMTX-anti-rabbit, respectively. After 30 min of incubation, the 

cells were pelleted and washed three times. Then 200 µL of cell suspension were 

analyzed using a FACSCalibur cytometry (BD Biosciences, Becton Dickinson, USA), 

equipped with a FITC laser. Fluorescence intensities of cell-bound nanoparticles were 

analyzed and quantitated using FlowJoTM (BD Biosciences, USA). Cells treated with 

PBS were used as control.  

Proteinase Digestion of fMTX Loaded Sup35-DHFR-Z Particles. The fMTX loaded 

particles (NPs-fMTX) were resuspended in PBS buffer containing proteinase K at a 

final concentration of 1 µg/mL. SDS-PAGE was used to analyze the proteolytic 

progress at 15, 30, and 45 min. The supernatant's fluorescence spectrum was recorded 

in the 500-600 nm range at different time points, using an excitation wavelength of 488 

nm and emission bandwidth of 5 nm on a Jasco FP-8200 Spectrofluorometer (Jasco 

Corporation, Japan). The emission maximum was plotted as a function of time. The 
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experiment was performed in duplicate. Lysozyme and PBS, instead of proteinase K, 

were used as negative controls.  
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Figure S1. Schematic representation, sequence, expression and purification of the Sup35-8aa-

DHFR fusion protein. (A) Sup35-8aa-DHFR with Sup35 soft amyloid core (SAC) (residues 100-

118) fused to Escherichia coli DHFR (PDB: 7DFR) shown in cartoon representation. (B) Sequence 

of the Sup35-8aa-DHFR. The SAC, spacer linkers, globular structure and His6 tag are shown in red, 

blue, green and black, respectively. (C) SDS-PAGE analysis of the expression and purification of 

Sup35-8aa-DHFR. Lane 1, corresponds to the molecular weight marker, lane 2, non-induced culture, 

lane 3, total extract of induced culture, lane 4, soluble fraction (supernatant), lane 5, insoluble 

fraction (pellet) and, lane 6, shows purified Sup35-8aa-DHFR by gel filtration. A black arrow 

indicates the band corresponding to Sup35-8aa-DHFR. 
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Figure S2. Schematic representation, sequence, expression and purification of the Sup35-5aa-

DHFR fusion protein. (A) Sup35-5aa-DHFR with Sup35 soft amyloid core (SAC) (residues 100-

118) fused to Escherichia coli DHFR (PDB: 7DFR) shown in cartoon representation. (B) Sequence 

of the Sup35-5aa-DHFR. The SAC, spacer linkers, globular structure and His6 tag are shown in red, 

blue, green and black, respectively. (C) SDS-PAGE analysis of the expression and purification of 

Sup35-5aa-DHFR. Lane 1, corresponds to the molecular weight marker, lane 2, non-induced culture, 

lane 3, total extract of induced culture, lane 4, soluble fraction (supernatant), lane 5, insoluble 

fraction (pellet) and, lane 6, shows purified Sup35-5aa-DHFR by gel filtration. A black arrow 

indicates the band corresponding to Sup35-5aa-DHFR. 
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Figure S3. FTIR absorbance spectrum of incubated DHFR-wt in the amide I region (solid 

black line) and the components bands (dashed lines). The position of a potential intermolecular 

-sheet component is indicated by a blue arrow. 
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Figure S4. Schematic representation, sequence, expression and purification of the Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z tandem fusion protein. (A) Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z with Sup35 soft amyloid core (residues 

100-118) fused to Escherichia coli DHFR (PDB: 7DFR) followed by a Z domain (PDB: 1Q2N) of 

Staphylococcus aureus protein A shown in cartoon representation. (B) Sequence of the Sup35-5aa-

DHFR-Z. The SAC, spacer linkers, globular structures and His6 tag are shown in red, blue, green, 

orange and black, respectively. (C) SDS-PAGE analysis of the expression and purification of 

Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z. Lane 1, corresponds to the molecular weight marker, lane 2, non-induced 

culture, lane 3, total extract of induced culture, lane 4, soluble fraction (supernatant), lane 5, 

insoluble fraction (pellet) and, lane 6, shows purified Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z by gel filtration. A black 

arrow indicates the band corresponding to Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z. 
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Figure S5. High magnification TEM image of Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles. Scale bar 

represents 200 nm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S6. High magnification confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells incubated with 

fMTX and anti-EGFR antibody loaded nanoparticles (NPs- fMTX-anti-EGFR). The cross-

sectional projection in the merged image shows the NPs- fMTX-anti-EGFR target the cell 

membrane. The cell membrane was stained with CellMask Deep Red and the nuclei was stained 

with DAPI, respectively. Scale bar represents 10 μm.  
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Figure S7. SDS-PAGE analysis of proteinase K digestion of Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z nanoparticles. 

Lane 1, corresponds to molecular weight marker, lane 2, nanoparticles without digestion lane 3, 45 

min digestion, lane 4, 30 min digestion, lane 5, 15 min digestion, lane 6, proteinase K, and lane 7, 

DHFR wt. 

 

 

 

 

Table S1. Assignment and area of the secondary structure components of different assemblies 

in the amide I region of the FTIR spectra. DHFR-wt was used as a control. 

Assignments (%) 
Sup35-8aa-DHFR 

fibrils 

Sup35-5aa-DHFR 

nanoparticles 

Sup35-5aa-DHFR-Z 

nanoparticles 
DHFR-wt 

Inter β-sheet  47.04 (1620 cm-1) 14.78 (1622 cm-1) 33.32 (1621 cm-1) - 

β-sheet/α-helix  31.10 (1643 cm-1) 52.44 (1642 cm-1) 60.64 (1646 cm-1) 58.31 (1640 cm-1) 

Turns  19.19 (1667 cm-1) 28.04 (1668 cm-1) 5.38 (1676 cm-1) 22.04 (1662 cm-1) 

β-sheet  2.67 (1687 cm-1) 4.74 (1684 cm-1) 0.66 (1689 cm-1) 19.65 (1683 cm-1) 
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Table S2. Kinetic and thermodynamic dissociation constants of Sup35-5aa-DHFR 

nanoparticles and Sup35-8aa-DHFR fibrils. 

 

Parameters 
Sup35-5aa-DHFR 

nanoparticles 
Sup35-8aa-DHFR fibrils 

Vmax (nM min-1) 1712±25 1745±21 

Km (μM) 6.23±0.32 9.44±0.41 

Kcat (s-1) 1.43±0.02 1.45±0.02 

Kcat/Km (μM-1 s-1) 0.23±0.01 0.15±0.01 

Kd (μM) 1.58±0.07 6.26±0.44 
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Abstract 

The well-known enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect enable 

nanostructured materials to be promising scaffold in addressing many challenges 

encountered by small molecules in the treatment of diseases. The grafting biomolecules 

on the surface allow to improve the therapeutic and diagnosis efficacy by specific 

targeting to pathogenic cells. However, the monofunctional nanomaterials for a specific 

target by conjugating only one type of ligand are less succeeded in many diseases, 

which required two or more targets/receptors have to be targeted and activated with one 

object spontaneously. Therefore, multivalent nanomaterials for dual- or multi-targeting 

has been suggested as an emerging proof-of-concept in future nanomedicine. Amyloid-

based functional nanomaterials have been widely used for biological and biomedical 

applications since their bioactive, biodegradable and biocompatible properties. The 

main advantage of such protein-based materials is the nature of the decorated globular 

proteins, which allows to alter the material functionality by genetic redesign to fit the 

intended application. Here we exploited a modular approach to generate functional 

amyloid fibrils decorated with an antibody capture moiety. We show here the high 

antibody binding affinity and capacity of the resulting nanofibrils. We further 

engineered the size of nanofibrils with a simple physical procedure and obtain amyloid 

nanorods. We further show such nanorods can be exploited for antibody-directed 

targeting of specific cells and association of different cell types. Overall, the novel 

antibody capture nanofibrils or nanorods exhibit a high potential in designing dual- or 

multi-targeting materials by decorating different antibodies of interest. 

 

Keywords: Amyloid, dual- or multi-targeting, multivalency, antibody, nanorods, 

nanomaterials. 
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Introduction 

Nanomaterials with large surface/volume ratios, tunable and diverse physical 

properties, and multiple surface functional groups, have emerged as an novel potential 

platform for diagnosis and therapy of diseases.1 In comparison with small molecules, 

these nanomaterials, such as supramacromolecules, nanotubes, micelles, and protein-

polymers conjugates, are able to efficiently accumulate in tumor sites with higher 

concentration and longer time, namely the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) 

effect.2 Therefore, such unique pharmacokinetic property of nanomaterials enable them 

to be promising scaffold in addressing many challenges encountered by small 

molecules in biomedical applications.3 Moreover, the multiple surface functional 

groups usually provide a unique space for grafting biomolecules.4 Then, the introduce 

of tailored ligands specifically targeting pathogenic cells onto the surface of 

nanomaterials will not only minimize the toxic side effects of the materials but also 

improve the therapeutic efficacy by selective targeting. So far, most of efforts have been 

focused on the synthetic monofunctional nanomaterials for a specific target by 

conjugating only one type of ligand, such as RGD peptides,5 monoclonal antibody6 and 

other proteins.7 As a consequence, limited success were discovered to some cases, 

because there are many diseases might attribute to multiple factors or some treatment 

involved in a cascade of reactions, which are not able to be carried out by using 

monospecific conjugates.8 Therefore, multivalency is required for some biological 

process and two or more targets/receptors have to be targeted and activated with one 

object in the treatment of such diseases.9,10 In fact, the concept of dual targeting has 

been initially applied to the bispecific antibodies (BsAbs), in which the two different 

variable regions simultaneously addressing different antigens or epitopes, involved in 

the inhibition of two cell surface receptors, cross-linking two receptors, blocking of two 

ligands or recruitment of T cells to cancer cells,11 result in a strongly increased targeting 

and therapeutic efficacy.12 However, the issues including low yields,13 molecular 

heterogeneity,14 short half-time in vivo,15 and toxic side effects16,17 have limited the 

clinical applications of BsAbs. Alternatively, dual targeting nanoparticles, conjugating 
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two different small molecules,18 peptides,1 monoclonal antibodies19 or recognizable 

proteins,20 have exhibited high potential in bionanotechnology and therapeutic use. 

Thus, nanomaterials decorated two or more ligands with tailored ratio for dual or multi 

targeting have been suggested as an emerging proof-of-concept in future 

nanomedicine.20  

Recently, amyloids with biological functions has inspired the building up of 

functionalized nanomaterials.21 These bioactive, biodegradable and biocompatible 

peptide or protein-based nanomaterials, have been widely used for biological and 

biomedical applications, ranging from cancer therapy, bioimaging or tissue engineering 

to regenerative medicine.22 Self-assembled peptide-based nanomaterials offer a high 

surface area versus volume ratio and hold stable superstructures as well as fascinating 

biological effects, such as improved blood circulation time, better targetability and so 

on.23 The traditional nanomaterials are usually synthesised with series of complex 

process, which might result in a large number of decorated ligands losing their binding 

affinity and accessibility.24 In contrast, the main advantage of protein-based materials 

is the nature of globular proteins, which allows to alter the material functionality by 

genetic redesign to fit the intended application. Therefore, the amyloid-based 

nanomaterials are ideal scaffolds to decorate interested protein ligands and build up a 

hybrid complex possessing dual- or multi-targeting ability.  

We have recently succeeded in designing highly ordered amyloid-like nanofibrils 

containing properly folded and highly active proteins using a modular strategy. In 

particular, a Soft Amyloid Core (SAC) was used as driving force for self-assembling, 

and fused to any globular proteins of interest. The fusion protein are produced in soluble 

with high yield, but still can be induced into highly ordered fibrillar structure, in which 

the SAC forms the core of amyloid fibrils and the globular domains hang from it in a 

folded state.25 Thus, the appended globular protein is highly bioactive and accessible to 

the targeted objectives when embedded in the fibrils. A similar approach has been 

applied to manufacture functionalized nanofibrils decorated with a Z-domain,26 an 

engineered analog of B domain of Staphylococcus aureus protein A.27,28 The resulting 
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amyloid fibrils exhibited a high binding affinity and capture capacity for antibody. In 

addition, we have recently described an amyloid oligomers containing a Z-domain, 

specifically targeting pathogenic cells, when conjugated with corresponding 

monoclonal antibody (mAb). Altogether, It suggests that such hybrid composition of 

amyloid fibrils containing a Z-domain exhibit a high potential in dual- or multi-

targeting when decorated with different mAbs. Ideally, the decorated two or more 

different monospecific antibodies on nanomaterials enable it to target or activate 

different antigens (receptors, ligands, molecules) spontaneously, displaying a dual- or 

multi-targeting functionality resembling BsAbs.  

In this study, we fused a Z-domain to Sup35-SAC. The fusion protein was 

expected to be induced into self-assembled amyloid nanofibrils, in which the Z-domain 

remains its folded conformation (Scheme 1). The resulting amyloid fibrils are stable 

and exhibited a high capture capacity for antibody in serum. Thus, the amyloid fibrils 

can be decorated with any antibody of interest. The diverse and tuneable size and shape 

of nanomaterials can increase their dispersion, cellular uptake and delivery efficacy.29 

To exploit the potential of such nanofibrils for biomedical applications, we further 

engineered the size of nanofibrils with a simple physical procedure and obtain amyloid 

nanorods which are biocompatible. The single mAb conjugated nanorods can be 

directed specifically against and activate cells expressing the relative receptors. While 

double mAbs (i.e. anti-EGFR and anti-CD3 antibody) coupled nanorods complex can 

redirect CD3 expressing T cells to EGFR expressing tumor cells. Ideally, the targeted 

T cells will be activated and kill the tumor cells spontaneously. Overall, the high 

antibody capacity, high stability, non-toxicity and high homogeneity of Z-domain 

containing amyloid nanorods enable it to be a good alternative scaffold for dual- or 

multi-targeting, which shows a high potential in immunotherapy. The simple, modular 

and straightforward strategy described here can be adapted to build up other materials 

for dual- or multi- targeting any types of objectives by decorating the relative mAbs. 
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Results and Discussion 

Design of a fusion protein to build up antibody capturing nanofibrils 

In order to generate functional amyloid fibrils with antibody capturing activity, we 

fused Sup35-SAC to the Z-domain,26 an engineered analog of the B domain of 

Staphylococcus aureus protein A (Figure S1).27 The Z-domain consists of 58-residues 

(6.5 kDa) and folds into a bundle-like composed of three -helices. In contrast with the 

larger GFP and carbonic anhydrase proteins, which required a separation from Sup35 

SAC of at least 8-residues to form ordered fibrils,25 molecular modeling30 suggested 

that a 5-residue flexible linker (SGSGS) should suffice to allow amyloid fibril 

formation without significant steric constraints for the Z-domain. This will reduce the 

entropic cost of immobilizing the disordered N-terminus of the protein fusion in a 

potential amyloid structure. The Z-domain binds with high affinity to the Fc region of 

antibodies from different species and subclasses. The strategy was that if Sup35-Z 

would assemble into amyloid fibrils, we might decorate these nanostructures with any 

antibody of interest. 

Sup35-SAC does not affect the solubility, conformation and thermodynamic 

stability of the Z-domain 

A requirement to use Sup35-Z for building an antibody-capturing nanomaterial is 

that the N-terminal Sup35-SAC does not alter the solubility, native structure, and 

stability of the adjacent Z-domain, and, therefore, it does not impact the potential 

antibody binding activity of the fusion. 

We expressed the Sup35-Z fusion protein (10 kDa) in E.coli. The protein was 

localized entirely in the soluble cell fraction, from which it was purified, and it was 

produced at high yield (62 mg/L) (Figure S2A). Then we compared the secondary 

structure content of purified Sup35-Z and the Z-domain alone (Z-domain) at pH 7.4 

and 25 °C by monitoring their far-UV CD spectra. The spectra of the two proteins 

resemble each other and are dominated by typical α-helical signals (Figure S2B). The 
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thermal unfolding of both proteins at pH 7.4 and 25 °C was followed by monitoring the 

changes in ellipticity at 222 nm, which reports on the stability of the Z-domain -helical 

structure (Figure S2C). The obtained melting curves were similar, with a single 

cooperative transition being observed, consistent with a two-state unfolding reaction. 

In both cases, the Z-domain was highly stable and not completely denatured, even at 

90 °C. Fitting of the data to a two-state reaction rendered apparent melting temperatures 

of 74.7 ± 0.8 °C and 74.5±1.0 °C for Sup35-Z and the Z-domain alone, respectively. 

All these data indicate that, as intended, the Sup35 SAC does not affect the solubility, 

conformation, and stability of the adjacent globular domain, consistent with our 

previous studies on other protein folds.25 

However, we should also discard that the N-terminal exogenous sequence's 

presence causes steric impediments for antibody binding to the Z-domain or that its 

potential fluctuations hide the antibody binding site. To exclude these possibilities, we 

used soluble Sup35-Z and the Z-domain to purify IgG antibodies from a complex matrix, 

such as bovine blood serum. The proteins were immobilized in NI-NTA columns 

through their respective His6 tags, and the serum was chromatographed. The identity 

of the purified proteins was analyzed by SDS-PAGE, which, for both proteins, revealed 

the presence of three major bands at ~75 kDa, ~50 kDa and ~25 kDa, corresponding to 

IgGs and their heavy and light chains, respectively, without unspecific binding to highly 

abundant serum proteins, like serum albumin (Figure S3). The data suggest that soluble 

Sup35-Z captures IgGs from serum with an efficiency comparable to that of the Z-

domain. 

Sup35-SAC induces the assembly of the Sup35-Z fusion protein into amyloid 

fibrils 

We used the amyloid-specific dyes Thioflavin-T (Th-T) and Congo Red (CR) to 

assess if the Sup35-Z protein fusion self-assembles into amyloid-like structures under 

mild conditions. To this aim, Sup35-Z and Z-domain were incubated at pH 7.4 and 37 

ºC for 5 days. Th-T is a dye in which fluorescence emission maximum at 488 nm 
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increases in the presence of amyloid-like structures.31 The presence of incubated 

Sup35-Z promoted a large increase of Th-T fluorescence emission signal, whereas the 

Z-domain incubated in the same conditions had a negligible effect (Figure 1A). In 

agreement with these results, CR binding was observed for Sup35-Z, resulting in a clear 

red-shift of CR absorption spectrum, indicative of the dye binding to an amyloid 

structure,32 whereas the Z-domain did not promote any spectral shift (Figure 1B). The 

morphological analysis of the two protein solutions by negative-staining and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirmed the presence of typical long and 

unbranched amyloid fibrils of 12.7±0.7 nm in width for Sup35-Z (Figure 1D). In 

contrast, the Z-domain solution did not show any detectable ordered aggregates (Figure 

1C). 

 

Figure 1. Characterization of Sup35-Z fibrils. Sup35-Z and Z-domain solutions were incubated 

for 5 days and analyzed by measuring (A) Th-T fluorescence emission and (B) Congo red 

absorbance. Z-domain and Sup35-Z are shown in blue and red, respectively. PBS without protein 

was included as a control (black line). Representative TEM micrographs of incubated proteins upon 

negative staining: (C) Z-domain and, (D) Sup35-Z. The scale bar represents 1 μm and 0.5 μm, 

respectively.  
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To assess if, as previously described for other protein folds,25 the Z-domain 

remained folded in the Sup35-Z assembled state, we characterized the secondary 

structure content of Sup35-Z amyloid fibrils using Attenuated Total Reflectance 

Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). The all-alpha fold of the Z-

domain should allow us to track its native state when embedded in the amyloid fibrillar 

structure known to be β-sheet enriched. We recorded the fibrils' infrared spectra in the 

amide I region of the spectrum (1700-1600 cm-1), corresponding to the absorption of 

the carbonyl peptide bond group of the protein main chain. The spectra's deconvolution 

allowed us to assign the secondary structure elements and their relative contribution to 

the primary signal (Figure S4 and Table S1). The spectra displayed two major signals 

assignable to the contribution of intermolecular β-sheets (1626 cm-1) and -helices 

(1654 cm-1), which likely arise from the Sup35-SAC amyloid spine and helical Z-

domains, respectively. 

All these data indicated that Sup35-SAC is both necessary and sufficient to 

promote the self-assembly of the Sup35-Z fusion into amyloid fibrils, were the Z-

domain remains in a folded conformation. 

Antibody binding activity and capacity of Sup35-Z amyloid fibrils 

Molecular modeling30 suggests that folded Z-domains would be exposed in the 

periphery of the amyloid fibrils and thus accessible to antibodies, allowing to obtain 

nanostructures enriched in any antibody of interest. To confirm that this was the case, 

we incubated preformed Sup35-Z fibrils and fibrils formed by the Sup35-SAC peptide 

alone,33 with 2 μg of a secondary IgG antibody labeled with Alexa 488 at room 

temperature for 30 min. Then they were precipitated and washed three times to remove 

any unbound IgG and resuspended in PBS buffer. When imaged using fluorescence 

microscopy and a FITC filter (excitation at 465-495 nm), highly fluorescent particles 

were observed for Sup35-Z fibrils, whereas Sup35-SAC fibrils were devoid of 

fluorescence (Figure 2A and 2B). To further determine the Z-domain's antibody 

capture capacity when embedded in the fibrils, we incubated the green-labeled 
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secondary antibody with fibrils in the range of 0-0.4 μM. Then we recorded the 

fluorescence emission spectra of the incubated fibrils after precipitation and washing. 

Incubated Sup35-Z fibrils exhibited a fluoresce maximum at ~518 nm, which is also 

observed in a labeled-antibody solution, whereas Sup35-SAC fibrils did not exhibit any 

significant Alexa 488 fluorescence signal (Figure 2C). A titration of the fluorescence 

of Alexa 488 as a function of incubated fibrils indicated that Sup35-Z fibrils have a 

binding capacity of ~2.5 g IgG per g of fibrils (Figure 2D). 

To further confirm the antibody binding affinity of Sup35-Z fibrils in a complex 

matrix, we incubated the fibrils with bovine blood serum for 30 min, followed by 

precipitation and washing steps and elution of the fibril-bound protein with glycine-

HCl buffer pH 3.0. The analysis by SDS-PAGE confirmed that the Sup35-Z fibrils bind 

preferentially to IgGs, as evidenced by the band's correspondent to the heavy and light 

chains in the gel with little contamination of abundant proteins such as serum albumin 

(Figure S5). To assess if Sup35-Z fibrils are stable in physiological conditions, a 

requirement for biomedical applications, we incubated the Sup35-Z fibrils in bovine 

blood serum for up to 3 days. SDS-PAGE analysis indicated that the fibrils are stable 

and not degraded in these conditions (Figure S6).  

Overall the data in this section indicate that Sup35-Z fibrils display a remarkable 

antibody capturing activity in both defined and complex media and that this property is 

not due to unspecific binding to the amyloid macromolecular structure but to the folded 

Z-domains in the fibrils. 
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Figure 2. Antibody binding affinity of Sup35-Z fibrils. Representative fluorescence microscopy 

image of fibrils incubated with single IgG labeled Alexa 488: (A) Sup35 peptide fibrils and, (B) 

Sup35-Z fibrils. The scale bar represents 50 μm. (C) Fluorescence emission spectra of incubated 

fibrils at 0.4 μM. The blue line represents the fluorescence spectra of the antibody alone. (D) A 

linear plot of the fluorescence intensity of incubated fibrils as a function of the concentration of the 

fibrils.  

Accessibility and functionality of the conjugated antibody on Sup35-Z fibrils 

Another requirement to build up functional antibody-conjugated nanofibrils is that 

the antibody displayed in Sup35-Z fibrils keeps its intact structure and can target the 

desired antigen epitope. To assess if this is the case, we incubated Sup35-Z fibrils with 

a mouse anti-GFP IgG antibody. The antibody-bound fibrils were then incubated with 

soluble GFP for 30 min, precipitated, and washed 3 times to eliminate any unbound 

GFP. The presence of green fluorescent aggregates, as imaged by fluorescence 

microscopy, indicated that the antibody-conjugated fibrils target the intended antigen 

(Figure S7B), whereas GFP does not bind to Sup35-Z fibrils if they are not previously 

incubated with the antibody (Figure S7A).  

On the other hand, we incubated the mouse anti-GFP IgG bound Sup35-Z fibrils 
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with a goat anti-mouse IgG labeled with Alexa 555 and measured the resulting 

fluorescence spectra after fibril precipitation and washing. Sup35-Z fibrils were also 

incubated directly with the secondary Alexa 555-labeled antibody and treated in the 

same way. Fibrils incubated with the primary and secondary antibodies exhibiting a 

much higher fluorescence maximum at ~570 nm that fibrils incubated directly with 

secondary IgG (Figure S7C).  

Overall, the data indicated that the IgG bound to the fibrils, kept its intact structure, 

binds its antigen, and can be targeted by a specific secondary antibody, resulting in a 

significant amplification of the fluorescence signal. 

Dual antibody binding to Sup35-Z nanofibrils  

In principle, the Sup35-Z fibrils could be endorsed with multivalence by 

conjugating them simultaneously with different antibodies. To test if this was possible, 

the fibrils were incubated simultaneously with two different antibodies labeled either 

with Alexa 488 or Alexa 555. After precipitation and washing, the fibrils were imaged 

using fluorescence microscopy an a FITC filter (excitation at 465-495 nm) or a TxRed 

filter (excitation at 540-580 nm). The particles appeared green and red in the respective 

channels, and the two signals overlapped when the channels were merged (Figure 3, 

upper panel). In contrast, Sup35-SAC fibrils incubated with the two antibodies, in the 

same way, did not exhibit any significant fluorescence (Figure 3, bottom panel). Thus, 

the data indicate that the Sup35-Z fibrils can be multi-functionalized specifically. 

Controlling the proportion of each antibody in the initial mixture should allow obtaining 

fibrils decorated with the desired ratio of them. 
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Figure 3. Double antibody binding of Sup35-Z fibrils. The representative fluorescence image of 

the Sup35-Z fibrils (upper panel) and Sup35 peptides fibrils (bottom panel) incubated with two 

secondary antibodies: rabbit anti-mouse IgG labeled Alexa 488, and goat-anti mouse IgG labeled 

Alexa 555. The scale bar represents 50 μm. 

Sup35-Z nanorods are biocompatible 

The size and shape of nanomaterials impact their dispersion, cellular uptake, and 

delivery efficacy.29 We sought to generate shorter versions of our functional amyloid 

fibrils that can be employed as nanoparticles. To this aim, we sonicated the fibrils 

shortly and obtained relatively homogeneous rod-like nanostructures of 50-100 nm in 

length, as visualized by TEM (Figure 4).  

One of the main limitations for the use of amyloid-like materials in biomedical 

applications is that they might possess and inherent cytotoxic activity34. The toxicity is 

associated with oligomeric assemblies, rather than to mature fibrils, but it is unknown 

if mechanical shearing of mature fibrils might render toxic particles. To discard this 

possibility, we tested the cytotoxicity of the Sup35-Z nanorods at different 

concentrations, ranging from 1 μM to 25 μM, using the PrestoBlue assay (Figure S8). 

The statistical analysis using a one-way ANOVA test indicated that the particles did 
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not exhibit significant toxicity for human HeLa cells, suggesting that they would have 

excellent biocompatibility. 

 

Figure 4. Representative TEM micrographs of sonicated Sup35-Z amyloid fibrils upon 

negative staining. The scale bar represents 500 nm and 200 nm, respectively. 

Sup35-Z functionalized nanorods target human cells specifically. 

We aimed to assess if Sup35-Z nanorods can target specific antigen in living cells, 

once they have been loaded with antibodies through their Z-domains. We decorated the 

nanorods with either an anti-EGFR antibody or an anti-CD3 antibody, labeled with 

Alexa 555 and Alexa 488, respectively, as described above. Anti-EGFR antibodies 

target the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which is highly expressed on the 

membrane of many epithelial cancer cells, such as HeLa cells. In contrast, anti-CD3 

antibodies target the TCR/CD3 complex of T lymphocytes and consequently activate 

them.35 First of all, we incubated the anti-EGFR antibody loaded nanorods (NRs-anti-

EGFR) with HeLa cells. The majority of HeLa cells were red fluorescent when 

visualized by confocal microscopy, which indicated the NRs-anti-EGFR were able to 

recognize them. In contrast, when anti-CD3 antibody loaded Sup35-Z nanorods (NRs-

anti-CD3) were incubated with HeLa cells, no cellular fluorescence was detected, 

consistent with the fact that this cell type does not express the CD3 complex (Figure 
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5). However, when the NRs-anti-CD3 were incubated with lymphocytes T, green 

fluorescent cells were. Thus, the data indicated that the recognition of human cells by 

antibody loaded nanorods was antibody-driven and specific. 

 

Figure 5. Binding specificity of functionalized Sup35-Z nanorods to human cells. 

Representative confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells incubated with nanorods conjugated with 

an anti-CD3 antibody (NRs-anti-CD3, Alexa 488) (upper panel) or an anti-EGFR antibody (NRs-

anti-EGFR, Alexa 555) (middle panel), and lymphocyte T incubated with nanorods conjugated with 

an anti-CD3 antibody (NRs-anti-CD3, Alexa 488) (lower panel). The scale bar represents 50 μm. 

To further assess if, besides targeting specifically T lymphocytes, NRs-anti-CD3 

can activate them, we carried out a T cell proliferation assay implementing a 

modification of the typical antibody immobilization method 35 in which NRs-anti-CD3 

acted as the antibody immobilizing agent. The T cell proliferation response was 

monitored using the PrestoBlue assay. The statistical analysis using a one-way ANOVA 
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test indicated that NRs-anti-CD3 significantly increase T cell proliferation, and at a 

level that is comparable or higher than the one resulting from incubation with the 

immobilized anti-CD3 antibody alone. In contrast, non-antibody loaded Sup35-Z 

nanorods had a negligible effect on T cell proliferation. (Figure S9). Therefore, the 

incorporated anti-CD3 antibody in the nanorods can efficiently target and significantly 

activate the T lymphocytes,  

Dual antibody conjugated Sup35-Z nanorods direct T lymphocytes to HeLa cells. 

We have shown that Sup35-Z fibrils can bind simultaneously to two different 

antibodies and that antibody-loaded nanorods can target specific cell types. This 

immediately suggested that these properties can be used to drive two different cell types 

in close proximity. To confirm this idea, we loaded Sup35-Z nanorods simultaneously 

with two antibodies, namely fluorescently labeled anti-EGFR and anti-CD3 (anti-

EGFR-NRs-anti-CD3). We incubated the dual conjugated nanorods with HeLa cells for 

20 min. Then the medium was removed, cells were rinsed with PBS, and T lymphocytes 

added. The mixture incubated for 20 min, after which the medium was again removed, 

cells cleaned, mounted, and imaged. The presence of circular T cells (25±5) and 

polygonal HeLa cells connected by yellow fluorescent nanostructures (merging the 

anti-EGFR and anti-CD3 fluorescence channels) was observed by confocal microscopy 

(Figure 6, lower panel). In contrast, Sup35-Z nanorods simultaneously loaded with 

anti-EGFR antibody and a fluorescent secondary anti-rabbit antibody (anti-EGFR-NRs-

anti-rabbit) target HeLa cells but do not capture any T lymphocyte (Figure 6, upper 

panel). These data indicate that dual antibody loaded nanorods can bind at least two 

different antigens at the same time, and bring unrelated cell types spatially close. Thus, 

this nanomaterial can be applied for immunotherapy as a mimetic of bispecific 

antibodies (Figure 7), whose combination of binding activities can be tailored at will. 
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Figure 6. Double mAbs conjugated nanorods redirect the CD3 expressing T cells to EGFR 

expressing HeLa cells. Representative microscopy images of EGFR expressing HeLa cells and 

CD3 expressing T cells in the presence of anti-EGFR and anti-CD3 bound nanorods (anti-EGFR-

NRs-anti-CD3, lower panel) and anti-EGFR and anti-rabbit bound nanorods (anti-EGFR-NRs-anti-

rabbit, upper panel), respectively. The white arrows show the presence of lymphocyte T with 

circular and round shape. The anti-EGFR antibody and anti-CD3 antibody are labeled Alexa fluor 

555 and Alexa fluor 488, respectively. The scale bar represents 50 μm. 

 

Figure 7. Schematic illustration on the dual-targeting functionality of mAbs-nanorods 

complex. The construct of Sup35-Z fusion consists of a Sup35 soft amyloid core (green square) and 

a Z-domain (green ball), that acts as an antibody capture domain, linked with a flexible linker (black 

line); Sup35-SAC induces the self-assembly of the fusion protein into antibody binding nanofibrils.  

Nanorods bound to two monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) direct the TCR/CD3 complex positive T 

cells to EGFR expressing tumor cells, and activated T cells will be able to kill the tumor cells.  
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Conclusions 

We have built up an antibodies capturing amyloid fibrils by using a hybrid protein 

consisting of a Sup35 soft amyloid core (SAC) and globular protein Z-domain which 

holds a high affinity to antibodies. In agreement with our previous study, the Sup35-

SAC allow the Z-domain to remain its native folded structure but also keep its natural 

functionality of binding antibody when embedded in nanofibrils. We further engineered 

the size of nanofibrils and obtain homogeneous nanorods. These homogenous nanorods 

are highly biocompatible for further biomedical applications. The monospecific 

antibodies conjugated nanorods (anti-EGFR or anti-CD3) complex can efficiently 

target the epitope of antigen on surface of different cells in vitro, and trigger the relative 

consequent reaction such as lymphocyte T inactivation. Moreover, the double 

antibodies conjugated nanorods (anti-EGFR × anti-CD3) complex can efficiently 

redirect the T cells to HeLa cells in vitro, which act as BsAbs. It clearly shows the 

potential of such Z-domain decorated nanorods in immunotherapy. Moreover, the 

Sup35-Z amyloid fibrils and the engineered nanorods described here appears to be a 

modular that can be readily used to conjugate different multiple specific antibodies for 

particular immunotherapy. The present work illustrate a straightforward strategy to 

obtain an multivalent functionalized nanomaterials and the proof-of-concept can be 

applied to exploit other nanomaterials for dual or multi-targeting. 
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Materials and Methods 

Reagents and Materials. Reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (UK), unless 

otherwise stated. Antibodies were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (UK). 

Carbon grid (400 square mesh copper) were purchased from Micro to Nano 

(Netherlands) and the uranyl acetate solution were provided by the microscopy service 

(Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona). Sup35-SAC 21-residues peptides were 

purchased from CASLO ApS (Scion Denmark Technical University). 

Expression and Purification of Proteins. The cDNAs of Sup35-Z, consist of Sup35 

soft amyloid core, 5 residues long linker and Z-domain of protein A, cloned in the 

plasmid pET28(b) with a His6 tag were acquired from GenScript (USA). The construct 

pET28(b)/Z-domain were acquired by using mutagenesis based on plasmid 

pET28(b)/Sup35-Z. E.coli BL21 (DE3) competent cells were transformed with the 

correspondent plasmids. Then, transformed cells were grown in 10 mL LB medium 

containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin, overnight at 37 °C, and transferred into 1 L fresh LB 

media containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin. After reaching an OD600 of 0.6, the culture was 

induced with 0.4 mM IPTG and grown at 20 °C for 16 h. Cells were collected by 

centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 min at 4 °C. The collected pellet was resuspended 

into 20 mL PBS pH 7.4 containing 20 mM imidazole, 1 mg/mL lysozyme and 1 mM 

PMSF. The solution was incubated on ice, followed by sonication for 20 min. The 

supernatant was collected by centrifugation at 15000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C and, 

purified in an His-tag column, according to the manufacturer’s protocol, followed by a 

gel filtration onto a HiLoadTM SuperdexTM 75 prepgrade column (GE Healthcare,USA). 

The purified proteins were frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. The purity 

of the sample was confirmed by SDS-PAGE. The concentration of the protein Z-

domain and Sup35-Z was determined by UV absorption using a ε value of 1490 L·mol-

1·cm-1 and 5960 L·mol-1·cm-1, respectively. 

Conformational Characterization and Thermal Stability. Proteins were prepared at 

a final concentration of 10 μM in PBS pH 7.4 buffer, then samples were filtered through 
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a 0.22 μm Millipore filter and immediately analysed. Far-UV CD spectra were recorded 

from 260 nm to 200 nm at 1 nm bandwidth, response time of 1 second, and a scan speed 

of 100 nm/min in a Jasco-815 spectropolarimeter (Jasco Corporation, Japan), 

thermostated at 25 °C. Ten accumulations were averaged for each spectrum. For 

thermal stability, ellipticity was recorded at 222 nm each 0.5 °C with a heating rate 

0.5 °C/min from 25 °C to 90 °C, using a Jasco-815 spectropolarimeter. 

Purification of Antibody from Bovine Serum. Soluble proteins were prepared at a 

final concentration of 10 μM and a pull-down assay was performed. In particular, 50 

μL protein solution were trapped into a His-tag column equilibrated with nickel ion and 

then incubated with bovine serum at room temperature for 30 min. The His-tag column 

was washed three times with PBS buffer. Bound IgG was eluted using EDTA (0.1 M) 

and the purity of IgG was analysed by SDS-PAGE. For the Sup35-Z fibrils, 200 μL 

incubated protein were precipitated and washed twice with PBS buffer. The fibrils were 

resuspended in bovine serum and incubated at room temperature for 30 min. The fibrils 

were then sedimented through centrifugation at 13200 rpm for 20 min and washed 

rigorously three times with PBS buffer. Bound IgG was eluted with 0.1 M glycine-HCl 

pH 3.0 buffer and the purity of IgG was analysed by SDS-PAGE. 

Aggregation Assay. Sup35-Z protein and Sup35-SAC peptides were prepared at 200 

μM in PBS pH 7.4, and filtered through a 0.22 μm filter. The samples were incubated 

at 37 °C with agitation at 600 rpm for 5 days. Z-domain were incubated at the same 

concentrations and conditions as controls. 

Amyloid Dyes Binding Assay. Thioflavin T (Th-T) and Congo red (CR) were used to 

determine the formation of amyloid fibrils. For the Th-T binding assay, incubated 

proteins were diluted to a final concentration of 20 μM in PBS pH 7.4, in the presence 

of 25 μM Th-T. Emission fluorescence was recorded in the 460-600 nm range, using 

an excitation wavelength of 445 nm and emission bandwidth of 5 nm on a Jasco FP-

8200 Spectrofluorometer (Jasco Corporation, Japan). For the CR binding assay, 

incubated proteins were prepared at final concentration of 20 μM and, CR was mixed 
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to a final concentration of 20 μM. Optical absorption spectra were recorded in the range 

from 375 to 700 nm in a Specord 200 Plus spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena, Germany). 

Spectra of protein alone and buffer were acquired to subtract protein scattering. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). For TEM samples preparation, 10 μL of 

the incubated proteins or incubated proteins sonicated for 5 min were deposited on a 

carbon-coated copper grid for 10 min and the excess liquid was removed with filter 

paper, followed by a negative stain with 10 μL of 2 %(w/v) uranyl acetate for 1min. 

Grids were exhaustively scanned using a JEM 1400 transmission electron microscope 

(JEOL ltd, Japan) operating at 80 kV, and images were acquired with a CCD GATAN 

ES1000W Erlangshen camera (Gatan Inc., USA). The width of fibrils was analysed by 

Image J (National Health Institute), averaging the measures of 10 individual fibrils for 

each fusion protein. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). 30 µL of the prepared Sup35-Z 

fibrils at 200 µM were centrifuged at 12000g for 30 min and resuspended in 10 µL of 

water. Samples were placed on the ATR crystal and dried out under N2 flow. The 

experiments were carried out in a Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR (Bruker Optics, USA) 

supplied with a Specac Golden Gate MKII ATR accessory. Each spectrum consists of 

32 acquisitions measured at a resolution of 1 cm−1 using the three-term Blackman-

Harris Window apodization function. Data were acquired and normalized, using the 

OPUS MIR Tensor 27 software (Bruker Optics, USA). IR spectra were fitted employing 

a nonlinear peak-fitting equation using Origin 8.5 (OriginLab Corporation). The area 

for each Gaussian curve was calculated in the amide I region (1700 to 1600 cm−1) using 

a second derivative deconvolution method. 

Antibody Binding Activity and Binding Capacity of Fibrils. Sup35-Z fibrils were 

washed twice and prepared at different concentration (0.1-0.4 μM) in PBS pH 7.4. 2 μg 

of secondary IgG labelled Alexa fluor 488 was incubated with fibrils at room 

temperature for 30 min. For two IgG binding assay, 1 μg of secondary IgG labelled 

with Alexa 488 and Alexa 555 were incubated with fibrils at room temperature for 30 
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min, respectively. The fibrils were then precipitated by centrifugation at 13200 rpm for 

20 min and resuspended in PBS with three times washing steps. The fluorescence 

spectra of original IgG, supernatant and resuspended fibrils were recorded in the range 

of 510 nm to 600 nm using an excitation wavelength of 488 nm and emission bandwidth 

of 5 nm on a Jasco FP-8200 Spectrofluorometer (Jasco Corporation, Japan). The 

reduced fluorescence was calculated and fitted to linear equation using Origin 8.5 

(OriginLab Corporation). 10 μL of the resuspended fibrils were dropped onto a clean 

glass slide (Deltalab, 26×76 mm) and covered by a cover slide (Deltalab, 22×22mm). 

Fluorescence imaging of nanofibers was carried out on an Eclipse 90i epifluorescence 

optical microscopy equipped with a Nikon DXM1200F (Nikon,Japan) camera and 

ACT-1 software. Images were acquired with an excitation filter of 465-495 nm and 

detecting fluorescence emission in a range of 515-555 nm. Sup35 peptides fibrils were 

prepared at 0.4 μM and treated with same conditions as a control. 

Functionality of Bound Antibody Displayed in Sup35-Z Fibrils. 20 µL incubated 

Sup35-Z protein was sedimented and washed twice with PBS buffer pH 7.4. 1 μg of 

mouse anti-GFP IgG was incubated with fibrils at room temperature for 30 min. The 

fibrils were then washed three times and incubated with 10 μg of GFP and 2 μg of goat 

anti-mouse IgG Alexa 555, respectively. The fibrils were washed three times and 

resuspended in PBS buffer. 10 μL of the resuspended fibrils were dropped onto a clean 

glass slide (Deltalab, 26×76 mm) and covered by a cover slide (Deltalab, 22×22mm). 

The fluorescence imaging of captured GFP in the fibrils were analysed and observed 

on an Eclipse 90i epifluorescence optical microscopy as previous operation. The Alexa 

555 fluorescence of secondary IgG was analysed on a Jasco FP-8200 

Spectrofluorometer (Jasco Corporation, Japan) as described above. The GFP alone and 

secondary IgG alone were incubated with fibrils and analysed with same conditions as 

negative controls. 

Cells and Cell Culture. Human HeLa cell line and Jurkat, clone E6-1 cell line (T 

lymphocyte) were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). HeLa 

cells were maintained in Minimum Essential Medium Alpha media (MEM-α), 
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supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Jurkat cell were maintained in 

Rosewell Park Memorial Institute media (RPMI 1640), supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum. Both cells were incubated at 37 ℃ with 5% CO2. 

Cytotoxicity of Nanorods. HeLa cells were cultured on a 96-well plate at concentration 

of 3×103/well for 24 h. The nanorods were prepared in the range 1-25 μM and incubated 

with HeLa cells. Each sample was triplicate. The plate were incubated at 37℃ with 5% 

CO2 for 48h. The PBS alone instead of fibrils were used as control and the medium 

without cells were used as blank control. 10 µL of PrestoBlue reagent (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) were added to each well and incubated for another 1 h. The fluorescence 

were analysed on a Victor III Multilabel Plate Reader (Perkin Elmer,USA), equipped 

with 530/10 nm CW-lamp filter and 590/20 nm emission filter. The viability of cells 

were calculated as follow equation: 

Viability (%) = (Itest-Iblank) / (Icontrol-Iblank) × 100% 

Where the Itest, Iblank and Icontrol are the fluorescence intensity of test, blank and control 

group, respectively. The significance test of difference between the test group and the 

control were analysed by one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using Origin 8.5 

program (OriginLab Corporation). 

Preparation of Antibody Conjugated Nanorods. The incubated protein Sup35-Z was 

precipitated by using centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 30 min. The precipitate was 

sonicated 1 min and resuspended in PBS buffer pH 7.4 containing 1 µg antibody and 

then incubated for 30 min. For the two antibody conjugated nanorods, each antibody 

was used 1 µg. The concentration of nanorods was determined by the reduction of 

absorbance at 280 nm in the supernatant fraction. Three labelling antibodies (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, USA): anti-EGFR antibody labelled with Alexa fluor 555, anti-CD3 

antibody labelled with Alexa fluor 488 and goat anti-rabbit antibody labelled with 

Alexa 555. Then the antibody conjugated nanorods were washed three times with PBS 

buffer to remove the unbound antibodies and resuspended in PBS buffer. The antibody 

loaded nanorods (NRs-anti-EGFR, NRs-anti-CD3, anti-EGFR-NRs-anti-CD3, anti-
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EGFR-NRs-anti-rabbit) were used for consequent experiments immediately. 

Antibodies Conjugated Sup35-Z Nanorods Target Human Cells. HeLa cells were 

cultured on a 8-well Millicell® EZ slide (Millipore, Germany) to a final confluence of 

70-80%. Then the medium was replaced with fresh medium containing 10 μM of NRs-

anti-EGFR. Then the slide was incubated at 37 ℃, 5% CO2 for 20 min. The anti-CD3 

antibody loaded nanorods (NRs-anti-CD3) was used as control. Then the medium was 

removed. The adherent cells on slide were rinsed three times with fresh medium. For 

the lymphocyte, the cells were harvested resuspended in fresh medium containing 10 

μM of NRs-anti-CD3. Then the cells was incubated at 37 ℃, 5% CO2 for 20 min. Then 

the cells were precipitated and washed three times with fresh medium. 150 µL of 

suspension was transferred to the wells of the slide and incubated at 37 ℃, 5% CO2 for 

20 min. The medium was removed slightly and the cells were slightly rinsed three times. 

Cells were fixed with 4% PFA at room temperature for 20 min followed by a washing 

step with PBS buffer. The 4 tabs were break and 10 µL mounting medium containing 

DAPI was dropped onto the each well of slide. A coverslip was put on the slide. The 

slide was observed on a Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Biosystems, 

Germany). Images were acquired by using 405 nm, 488 and 561nm excitation laser for 

DAPI, Alexa fluor 488 and 555nm, respectively. 

Proliferation Response of T Lymphocyte in the Presence of NRs-anti-CD3. 50 µL 

of anti-CD3 antibody alone and NRs-anti-CD3 resuspension were dispensed to each 

well of 96-well plate. Each sample was triplicate. 50 µL of sterile PBS and fibrils 

resuspension were used as controls. The plate was sealed with ParafilmTM and incubated 

at 37 ℃ for 2 h. Then the solution was removed and each well was rinsed three times 

with 200 µL PBS to remove all unbound IgG. Lymphocyte T were prepared at a final 

concentration of 106 /mL. 200 µL of cell suspension was added to each well and 

incubated at 37 ℃, 5% CO2 for 2 days. The medium without cells were used as blank 

control. The proliferation of cell was analysed using PrestoBlue assay as described 

above. Statistical calculation was performed by using Origin 8.5 program (OriginLab 

Corporation) as described above. 
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Two mAbs conjugated Sup35-Z Nanorods Redirect Lymphocyte to HeLa Cells. 

HeLa cells were cultured on a 8-well Millicell® EZ slide (Millipore, Germany) to a final 

confluence of 70-80%. Then the medium was replaced with fresh medium containing 

10 μM of anti-EGFR-NRs-anti-CD3. Then the slide was incubated at 37 ℃, 5% CO2 

for 20 min. The anti-EGFR-NRs-anti-rabbit was used as control. The medium was 

removed and each well was rinsed three times with PBS buffer. 150 µL of lymphocyte 

cells suspension were added and incubated for another 20 min. The medium was 

removed and each well was rinse three times with PBS buffer. Cells were stained with 

CellMask Deep Red for 10 min. Then cells were fixed with 4% PFA at room 

temperature for 20 min followed by a washing step with PBS buffer. The 4 tabs were 

break and 10 µL mounting medium containing DAPI was dropped onto the each well 

of slide. A coverslip was put on the slide. The slide was observed on a Leica TCS SP5 

confocal microscope (Leica Biosystems, Germany). Images were acquired by using 405 

nm, 488 or 561nm and 633 nm excitation laser for DAPI, Alexa fluor 488 or 555nm 

and CellMask Deep Red, respectively. 
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Figure S1. Schematic representation, sequence and expression of the Sup35-Z fusion protein. 

(A) Sup35-Z with Sup35 soft amyloid core (SAC) (residues 98-118) fused to Z domain (PDB: 

1Q2N), an engineered analog of the B domain of Staphylococcus aureus protein A  shown in 

cartoon representation. (B) Sequence of the Sup35-Z. The SAC, spacer linkers, globular structure 

and His6 tag are shown in red, blue, green and black, respectively. 
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Figure S2. Solubility, conformation, and stability of Sup35-Z protein. (A) Analysis on SDS-

PAGE of the expression of Sup35-Z fusion protein. Lane 1, corresponds to molecular weight marker, 

lane 2, non-induced culture, lane 3, total extract induced, lane 4, soluble fraction (supernatant) and, 

lane 5, insoluble fraction (pellet). lane 6, shows purified Sup35-Z by gel filtration (extracted from 

another gel). A black arrow indicates the band corresponding to Sup35-Z.  (B) Far-UV CD spectra. 

(C) Thermal stability was analyzed by far-UV CD signal at 222 nm.  

 

 

 

 

Figure S3. SDS-PAGE analysis on antibody binding affinity to soluble Z domain and Sup35-

Z fusion. Lane 1-5, corresponds to Sup35-Z, Lane 1, corresponds to molecule weight marker, lane 

2, bovine serum, lane 3, Flow-through of bovine serum after incubation with Sup35-Z domain 

loaded in His-tag column, lane 4, PBS buffer wash, lane 5, eluate with 0.1 M EDTA; lane 6-9, 

corresponds to the same fraction of Z domain as Sup35-Z fusion. 
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Figure S4. Conformational properties of Sup35-Z fusion protein fibrils. Sup35-Z protein 

solutions were incubated for 5 days. The absorbance spectra of Sup35-FF fibrils in the amide I 

region (solid line) and the components bands (dashed lines) are shown. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S5. SDS-PAGE analysis of antibody binding affinity to Sup35-Z fusion protein fibrils. 

Lane 1 corresponds to molecule weight marker, lane 2, bovine serum, lane 3, Supernatant of bovine 

serum after incubation with Sup35-Z fibrils, lane 4, PBS buffer wash, lane 5, insoluble fraction after 

elution with 0.1 M glycine buffer pH 3.0. lane 6, eluate with 0.1 M glycine buffer pH 3.0. 
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Figure S6. SDS-PAGE analysis of stability of Sup35-Z fusion protein fibrils in Bovine serum. 

Lane 1 corresponds to molecule weight marker, lane 2-5, Sup35-Z fibrils incubated with bovine 

serum for 30 min, 0.5 day, 1 day and 3 day, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure S7. Functionality of the conjugated antibody on Sup35-Z fibrils. Fluorescence 

microscopy image of (A) Sup35-Z fibrils and (B) anti-GFP antibody conjugated Sup35-Z fibrils in 

the presence of GFP, scale bar represent 50 μm. (C) Fluorescence spectra of Sup35-Z fibrils in the 

presence of secondary antibody (black line) and primary and secondary antibody(red line).  
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Figure S8. Cytotoxicity of the Sup35-Z nanorods. Results are expressed as means ± SD, n=3, and 

analyzed using a one-way ANOVA test. The statistical difference between the control group and 

the test group was established at P < 0.05. 

 

 

 

Figure S9. Proliferation response of the T lymphocyte.  T lymphocyte proliferation was 

measured in the presence of coated anti-CD3 antibody conjugated nanorods (NRs-anti-CD3), anti-

CD3 antibody, and nanorods (NRs) alone. Results are expressed as means ± SD, n=3, and analyzed 

using a one-way ANOVA test. The statistical differences between the control group and the test 

group were established at * P < 0.05 and ** P< 0.01. 
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Table S1. Assignment and area of the secondary structure components of Sup35-Z fibrils in 

the amide I region of the FTIR spectra 

 

Assignments (%) Sup35-Z fibrils 

Inter β-sheet  44.0 (1626 cm-1) 

α-helix/turns 52.6 (1654 cm-1) 

β-sheet  3.4 (1682 cm-1) 
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General conclusions 
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Chapter Ⅰ Prion soft amyloid core driven self-assembly of globular 

proteins into bioactive nanofibrils 

1) Sup35-SAC does not affect the conformation, stability, folding properties of the 

adjacent globular proteins. 

2) Sup35-SAC induce controlled self-assembly of fusion proteins into a functional 

amyloid fibrillar structure, in which the globular proteins remain in their native 

structure and hang from the core of amyloid fibrils. 

3) The molecule modeling based on fusion Sup35-GFP suggests that a Sup35-SAC 

amyloid core surrounded by globular domains can be formed by stacking of either 

linear -strands or -arches without significant steric tension. 

4) Sup35-SAC appears as a module that can be readily used to immobilize bioactive 

proteins of interest with different sizes and structures. 

5) The modular genetic fusion approach described here can be applied to decorate 

fibrils with different functionalities, including active enzymes. 
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Chapter Ⅱ Amyloidogenicity as a driving force for the formation of 

functional nanoparticles  

1) By using molecular modeling, we propose that ARs linked with a globular protein 

can self-assemble into amyloid oligomers when the linker between the AR and the 

globular domain is shorter than the one allowing the formation of the infinite fibrils. 

2) We can predict the assembly of such large systems containing molecules with 

amyloid-forming regions linked to globular structures by using CG-TMD and Rigid 

Body simulations. 

3) This proof-of-concept study opens up further opportunities to fabricate 

nanostructures of defined size carrying multiple functional domains. 
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Chapter Ⅲ Multifunctional amyloid oligomeric nanoparticles for 

specific cell targeting and drug delivery  

1) We first demonstrated that by modulating inter-domain linker length, one could 

attain a tight control of the mesoscopic properties of the resulting amyloid-like 

nanostructures. 

2) The approach allowed us to generate oligomeric amyloid-like spherical 

nanoparticles, which are homogenous in size, stable, and biocompatible. 

3) We provide a proof-of-concept of the utility of these de novo designed 

nanostructures decorated with an antibody of interest, which direct the multivalent 

nanoparticles to the specific cell types expressing the selected antigen at its surface, 

allowing to discriminate between diseased and functional cells. 

4) These hybrid nanoparticles appear as a very appealing strategy for targeted delivery 

of the drug in the proteinase enriched microenvironment of tumors, followed by the 

killing of tumor cells. 

5) We propose a new and safe nanotechnologic modular scaffold with the potential of 

facilitating the specific delivery of agents to specific sites in the body, overpassing 

the major barrier for bioimaging and tissue-targeted therapies. 
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Chapter Ⅳ Dual antibody-conjugated amyloid nanorods to promote 

selective interactions between different cell types 

1) We built up antibodies-capturing amyloid fibrils using a hybrid protein containing 

a SAC and the globular Z domain. 

2) These amyloid fibrils can be further engineered and form homogenous and 

biocompatible amyloid nanorods. 

3) Single antibody functionalized nanorods target specifically the cells expressing the 

intended receptor, while bivalent nanorods can efficiently bring two targeted cells 

together. 

4) The amyloid fibrils or nanorods described in this work constitute nanometric 

scaffolds that can be readily used for cell multi-targeting with potential therapeutic 

applications.  
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